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Multiple space-time scale analysis for interactingbranching modelsDonald A. Dawson Andreas GrevenAbstractWe study a class of systems of countably many linearly interacting di�usions whosecomponents take values in [0;1) and which in particular includes the case of inter-acting (via migration) systems of Feller's continuous state branching di�usions. Thecomponents are labelled by a hierarchical group. The longterm behaviour of this systemis analysed by considering space-time renormalised systems in a combination of slowand fast time scales and in the limit as an interaction parameter goes to in�nity. Thisleads to a new perspective on the large scale behaviour (in space and time) of criticalbranching systems in both the persistent and non-persistent cases and including thatof the associated historical process. Furthermore we obtain an example for a rigorousrenormalization analysis.The qualitative behaviour of the system is characterised by the so-called interactionchain, a discrete time Markov chain on [0;1) which we construct. The transitionmechanism of this chain is given in terms of the orbit of a certain nonlinear integraloperator. Universality classes of the longterm behaviour of these interacting systemscorrespond to the structure of the entrance laws of the interaction chain which in turncorrespond to domains of attraction of special orbits of the nonlinear operator. Thereare two possible regimes depending on the interaction strength. We therefore continuein two steps with a �ner analysis of the longtime behaviour. The �rst step focuses onthe analysis of the growth of regions of extinction and the complementary regions ofgrowth in the case of weak interaction and as time tends to in�nity. Here we exhibit arich structure for the spatial shape of the regions of growth which depend on the �nerstructure of the interaction but are universal in a large class of di�usion coe�cients.This sheds new light on branching processes on the lattice. In a second step we studythe family structure of branching systems in equilibrium in the case of strong interactionand construct the historical process associated with the interaction chain explicitly. Inparticular we obtain results on the number of di�erent families per unit volume (as thevolume tends to in�nity). In addition we relate branching systems and their familystructure (i.e. historical process) to the genealogical structure arising in Fleming-Viotsystems. This allows us to draw conclusions on the large scale spatial distribution ofdi�erent families in the limit of large times for both systems.Key words: Branching processes, interacting di�usions, super random walk, renor-malization, historical processesAMS-Subject classi�cation: 60 K 35, 60 J 80D.A. Dawson : The Fields Institute, 222 College St.,Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5T 3J12A. Greven : Mathematisches Institut, Universit�at Erlangen-N�urnberg,Bismarckstra�e 1 1/2, D-91054 Erlangen, Germany2
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Part A Introduction and main results0 Basic Multiple Space Time Scale Analysisa) Motivation and backgroundIn a series of papers Dawson and Greven (1993 a)b)c)); Dawson, Greven and Vaillancourt(1995), we developed a scheme, the multiple space-time scale analysis, with which it ispossible to study the longterm behaviour of locally and hierarchically interacting systemseach with in�nitely many components in the limit of mean-�eld interaction but in large timescales. This technique will be used here to investigate some long time - large scale phenomenaoccurring in branching systems, including their associated historical processes and to studythe relation between branching systems and systems with evolution by resampling (Fleming-Viot systems). The branching models we consider are the di�usion limits of branchingrandom walks, often called super random walk.The value of this type of analysis lies in the fact that it yields good predictions for thelong time large scale behaviour of systems without passing to the mean �eld limit and thefact that it is possible to relate the space-time renormalised system in the mean �eld limit toa Markov chain on the state space of a single component the so-called interaction chain. Thischain describes the large scale space-time dependence structure of the model. The transitionkernels of the chain are given in terms of the orbit of a nonlinear operator in function space.The latter relation allows us to describe universality classes of the longterm behaviour ofthe original interacting systems by determining the domain of attraction of a special orbitof this nonlinear operator. The analytic properties of this operator will be studied in aforthcoming paper Baillon et al (1995) part 2, which in particular results in identifying thedomains of attraction of the orbit given by a �xed point. In the case of branching models weare able to execute the whole analysis as well on the level of the historical processes whichwe construct for both the interacting system and the interaction chain.Other models, such as interacting Fisher Wright di�usions resp. interacting Fleming-Viotprocesses, have been analysed along these lines in: Dawson and Greven (1993 c), Baillon etal. (1995) part 1, respectively Dawson, Greven and Vaillancourt (1995). In all these casesthe analysis proceeds in a two step program, of which the �rst probabilistic part is devotedto the multiple space-time scale analysis and then a second analytic part in which the studyof the nonlinear map is carried out.Related renormalisation ideas occur in the study of certain population growth models(involving interaction of di�erent families), (Durrett (1993), Durrett and Neuhauser (1993)).Here however renormalised systems are associated with deterministic systems namely partialdi�erential equations of the reaction-di�usion type and the mean �eld limit of the system isobtained by superimposing fast stiring of the components.In the papers listed above the multiple space-time scale analysis was mainly applied tosystems with interacting components in which the components take values in a compact set.The models of interest in this context were related to ideas from population genetics. In-teracting Fisher-Wright di�usions, and interacting (measure-valued) Fleming-Viot processeswere the most important examples. The purpose of the present article is to extend the anal-ysis to systems where the components take values in a noncompact set (here the interval[0;1)) and to include the historical process in the analysis.The point here is twofold. First we identify some new phenomena due to the noncom-pactness, described later on, and second we obtain some insight into the behaviour of a classof interacting di�usions containing the important case of interacting systems of Feller'scontinuous state branching di�usions. Concerning the second point we note that althoughmuch is known about various spatial branching models on Zd or IRd, nevertheless somebasic questions related to the clustering behaviour of "lowdimensional\ models and of theequilibrium family structure (historical process) of the "highdimensional\ models are still4



open (compare Shiga (1992), Gorostiza and Wakolbinger (1992)) since many papers on thesubject deal with establishing the dichotomy clustering versus stability rather than giving a�ner analysis of the two regimes. Some analogues of these open questions will be addressedhere in the hierarchical context.We want to go further and are interested in determining whether the so-called branchingproperty in population growth models is essential or whether there are wider universalityclasses of similar longterm behaviour, this is where the multiple space-time scale analysisis particularly useful. Recall that the branching property says that every subfamily of thepopulation evolves independently from any other subfamily.Here are the three main features of our analysis for the particular class of processesstudied here:(i) It turns out that the longtermbehaviour of an interacting di�usion system on [0;1)
N ,where 
N is a speci�c countable group, depends to `�rst order' only on the properties ofthe interaction term, which is induced by migration, and not on the di�usive term whichis induced by the population growth. In particular for strong interaction we have stabilityand for weak interaction the systems cluster, that is in the �rst case each possible valueof the spatial population density corresponds to an equilibrium state, while in the secondcase as time goes on the mass of bigger and bigger groups of components of the systemgoes to zero and on a thin spatial set the components become very large. It is the secondregime which exhibits new features compared to the compact case. The �rst case showsinteresting similarities and even relations to the compact case. However, both regimes arestudied further using the concept of the interaction chain mentioned earlier.(ii) First it is the formation of clusters which we analyse further, that is we determinethe rate of growth of growing components and the rate of spatial expansion of such a clusterof growing components. Depending on the form of the interaction, the spatial shape of theregions where growth occurs displays a complex behaviour, which we classify and analyse ingreat detail. The analysis allows us to give a complete description of the population growthon the thin set of components where the system is not yet extinct: This growth can bedescribed by passing to a mass, space and time transformed process with values in [0;1),where the deterministic time transformation depends on the interaction and the mass trans-formation on the universality classes of the di�usive term while the space transformation isjust building a block average which involves only the structure of the group indexing thecomponents. Then taking the limit of large times and mean �eld migration results in a limitprocess the so-called cluster process, which we determine explicitly. Related questions aboutclustering in systems with compact components are found in Cox and Gri�eath (1986),Fleischmann and Greven (1994) and Klenke (1995) and in noncompact cases in Fleischman(1978), Durrett (1979).We determine classes of di�usive terms, which show the same pattern in the formationof clusters. These universality classes are described in terms of the properties of the orbitof a certain nonlinear operation on a cone in a subspace of C([0;1)). The determinationof the corresponding universality classes can be viewed an purely analytic problem and willbe treated in Baillon et al. (1995).(iii) In the stable case the analysis provides a simpler approximate description for theequilibrium measures for the original system (that is, before passing to the mean �eld limit).In the case of branching systems we show that the multiple space time scale analysis can beapplied even on the level of the historical process, that is, the process encoding the wholegenealogical structure of the system in equilibrium (see Dawson (1993) for a survey onthe historical process). In other words we construct the historical process associated withthe interaction chain. In particular we obtain the hierarchical mean �eld approximationof Kallenberg's backward tree and hence the Palm measure. This allows us to study, thedensity of a single family and the number of di�erent families per volume which make upequilibrium states. The most important point is the connection and quantitative relations we�nd between the family structure of the historical process of branching systems, respectively,the genealogical structure in Fleming-Viot systems.5



The rest of section 0 contains the description of the models in 0b) and of our basic results(see (i) above) formulated in Theorems 1 - 4 in Subsections 0c) - 0f). Section 1 in Part Acontains a �ner analysis of the long time behaviour of the system presented. It is here thephenomena which are new to the noncompact component space are presented in Theorems5-12. The proofs are in Part B Sections 2-6.b) The modelWe shall consider Markov processes XN (t) with state space in [0;1)
N , where 
N isthe following countable abelian group de�ned for every N 2 IN with N � 2:
N = f�1; �2; � � �) j �i 2 f0; 1; � � �; N � 1g; j fij�i 6= 0g j<1g� + �0 = (�1 + �01(mod (N )); � � �) �; �0 2 
N(0.1) d(�; �0) = min(K � 1 j �j = �0j 8j � K):The group 
N is called the hierarchical group of order N . It is natural to use this group todescribe the spatial dependence in the context of genetic models where degrees of relationshipbetween di�erent colonies �(j ) are important rather than some euclidian notion of distance.However, interacting systems indexed by ZZ2 rather than 
N can in their longterm behaviourbe well approximated by 
N models with large N . (See DG 1993 b) for a discussion of thehierarchical group as index set for interacting systems in population genetics.)The Markov process XN (t) = (xN� (t))�2
N 2 [0;1)
N will be de�ned by the followingcountable system of stochastic di�erential equations (we supress N in the components!):dx�(t) = 1Xk=1 ck�1=Nk�1(x�;k(t) � x�(t))dt +q2g(x�(t))dw�(t)x�;k = 1Nk X�0:d(�0 ;�)�kx�(0.2) X(0) = X0 2 E:The ingredients (ck)k2IN ; g; (w�(t))t�0 and E in (0.2) are as follows:(ck)k2IN satis�es: ck > 0 8k 2 IN; Xk ckN�k <1 8N � 2(0.3) g : [0;1)! IR+ satis�es: g(0) = 0; g(x) > 0 8x 2 (0;1)g is locally Lipschitz-continuous(0.4) g(x) � Cx+Dx2 C 2 IR+; D 2 (0; 1):The collection of all functions g with the properties required in (0.4) will be denoted by G.f(w�(t))t�0g�2
N(0.5)is an independent collection of standard Brownian motions.E = f(x�)�2
N j k(x�)�2
N k <1g;(0.6)where the norm k � k is de�ned by k(x�)�2
N k = P�2
N �(�)x�, and where �(�) is a �xedfunction on 
N with values in (0;1) satisfying the following relationsX� �(x�)a(�; �0) �M�(x�0); X� �(x�) <1;(0.7)and a(�; �) is given by:a(�; �0) = a(0; �0 � �); a(0; �) = 1Xk=d(0;�) ck�1=N2k�1:(0.8) 6



The function � can be constructed from a strictly positive summable function � on 
N byputting �(�) =P1n=0P�2
N M�nan(�; �)�(�), with M > 1.Remark The system (0.2) has a unique strong solution in E. The process X(t) hascontinuous paths and the strong Markov-property. See Shiga and Shimizu [SS]. (For theexistence of a strong solution in L2(�) see theorem 2.1. Extending this statement to Eis done by standard techniques. For the uniqueness one has to remove the restriction tobounded intervals using approximation by �nite systems together with coupling techniques.)In the sequel we shall choose as initial state a product measure on [0;1)
N , which ishomogeneous and concentrated on E. (This restriction to independent components allowsus to simplify notation, however, homogeneous ergodic laws could be used as well). Wede�ne for such a product measure � a parameter � and impose a moment condition:� = E�(x�(0)); E�(x�(0))2 <1:(0.9)(Note that we can this way de�ne an initial state on [0;1)
1 such that the initial stateson [0;1)
N are simply the restrictions.Example An example of a system as de�ned in (0.2) is a system of interacting Feller'sbranching di�usions (\super random walk"), whereg(x) = const. x:This model arises as the di�usion limit of a continuous time particle branching model.Namely, every particle can migrate on 
N according to the transition rates a(�; �) on 
N �
N and split at rate 1 into M particles with probability qM such that PM qMM = 1 andPM qMM2 <1. Here the migration kernel is interpreted as follows: pick a block f�jd(0; � �kg at rate (ck�1=Nk�1) and a position therein according to the uniform distribution. Writingck=Nk as a parameter turns out to be suitable later on. Recall in that context that Nk isthe volume of the k-ball f�jd(0; �) � kg. In order to pass to the di�usion limit give eachparticle mass ", increase the number of initial particles like "�1 and the branching rate by"�1. Let "! 0 to obtain a solution of (0.2) satisfying g(x) = const x.The process with g(x) = dx2; d 2 (0;1) plays a special role and exhibits some newphenomena which we cannot treat at this point. Aspects of that model are studied inGauthier (1994). We shall therefore assume throughout the rest of this paper the followinghypotheses: (H) limx!1g(x)=x2 = 0:c) The multiple space-time scale analysisOur aim in this section is to analyse the in�nite system given in (0.2) in various renor-malised forms for large times and for large N . We �rst rescale space and pass from(x�(t))�2
N to (x�;k(t))�2
N , i.e. we consider the �eld of blockaverages over blocks of sizek (volume Nk). Second we rescale time as well and pass from x�;k(t) to x�;k(t�j(N )) with�j(N ) = N j. Hence we obtain for each pair (k; j) 2 IN2 a renormalised system(0:10a) (x�;k(t�j(N )))�2
N :The goal is to determine the limiting dynamics for this system (x�;k(t�j(N )))�2
N asN ! 1 (limit of mean �eld interaction). The idea behind this limit is that it is expectedthat letting �rst t ! 1, then N ! 1 will result in the same picture and second that the7



approximation in N is extremely rapid. This idea has been rigorously veri�ed in some cases(See Theorems 4, 11 of this paper, Klenke (1995) and Fleischmann, Greven (1994)).In order to also get some insight in the behaviour during entire large time intervals, thispicture is re�ned by looking at a renormalisation involving two time scales simultaneously,a fast and a slow time scale. For each (k; j) 2 IN2 with k < j consider(0:10b) (x�;k(s�j(N ) + t�k(N )))t�0 k < jin the limit N !1 or more convenient s;N !1, in such a way that we set s = s(N ) withs(N ) " 1 but s(N )=N ! 0 as N !1.In order to describe the limiting dynamics as N !1 of (0.10) we need:De�nition 1 (Ingredients of multiple space-time scale analysis)(i) time scales �j(N ) = N j(ii) block averages x�;k = N�k P�:d(�;�0)�kx�0 8� 2 
N .(iii) the quasi-equilibrium �k�(�) on the k-th level, the k-th level associated di�usion Z�;k(t)on [0;1) and k-th level di�usion function Fk de�ned on [0;1):- { �k�(�) is the unique equilibrium of the di�usion Y (t) de�ned via the SDEdY (t) = ck(� � Y (t))dt+p2Fk(Y (t))dw(t); with w(t) brownian motion- { Z�;k(t) is the stationary solution of above SDE,- { ~Z�;k(t) is the solution of above SDE with ~Z�;k(0) = �.- { Fk(�) := 1R0 Fk�1(x)�k�1� (dx) and F0(�) = g(�) 8� 2 [0;1).(iv) The level k-marginals of the interaction chain of level j�j;k� (�) = Z[0;1) � � � Z[0;1) �j�(d�1)�j�1�1 (d�2) � � ��k�j�k (�):Remark The fact that the SDE for Y (t) in (iii) above has a unique weak solution, willfollow from Lemma (2.2 a)) in Section 2.We are now ready to formulate our result on the multiple space-time scale behaviour ofXN (t). For that purpose we have to distinguish in (0.10 a) the three cases k > j, k = j andk < j. Note that 
N � 
M � fIN [ f0ggIN as sets if N �M .We shall focus on the case where we consider x�;k(s�j (N )) for a �xed value of � 2 
N �fIN [ f0ggIN . (It is possible to prove results about the whole �eld fx�;k(s�j(N ))g�2
Nas was done in [DGV] for the case of interacting systems of Fleming-Viot processes andwe refer the reader to the latter paper if he is interested in such an extension.) WithL((Y Ns )s�0) =)N!1L((Ys)s�0) we denote weak convergence on the path space C([0;1); IR):Theorem 1 (Multiple space-time scale behaviour)Consider the process XN (t) started in a homogeneous product measure satisfying (0.9) .(a) k > jL((x�;k(s�j(N )))s�0) =)N!1 �fY (s)��g:(0.11)(b) k = j L((x�;j(s�j(N )))s�0) =)N!1L(( ~Z�;j(s))s�0):(0.12) 8



(c) k < j,for s = s(N ) with s(N ) " 1 and s(N )=N ! 0 as N !1:L((x�;k(s�j(N ) + t�k(N )))t�0) =)N!1L((Z��k;k(t))t�0);(0.13)where ��k is independent of the evolution and satis�esL(��k) = �j;k� :Furthermore the spatial correlation length built up in time �k(N ) is k, that isL�(x�;k(s�j (N )+t�k(N )))t�0jx�;k(s�j(N )) = �0; x�0(s�j(N )) for d(�; �0) > k)�(0.14) =)N!1L((Z�0;k(t))t�0): 2Remark Theorem 1 shows that blockaverages over blocks of size j need at least time�j(N ) to start uctuating. In larger time scales the evolution of such a block average is likea di�usion with a drift�eld. The drift�eld is a random variable depending on the averagesover large blocks. The convenience in letting s ! 1 is that all di�usions are then inequilibrium. Otherwise we would get L(��k) is s dependent and equal toZ �j�1;k� Ps(d�)where Ps = L( ~Z�;j(s)). Similarly if we let s!1 in (0.12) or replace s�j (N ) by s(N )�j(N )+t�j(N ) with s(N ) satisfying the conditions in c) then we obtain (Z�;jt ) on the r.h.s. of (0.12).Remark The crucial object to describe the behaviour of the renormalised system are thedistributions �j;k� , which are built using the di�usion coe�cient functions on the various lev-els. These di�usion functions can be found by averaging successively the di�usion functionon the previous level with respect to the equilibrium state on that level for frozen higher levelaverages. The basic mechanism here is the "coexistence\ of two time scales: In short timethe components relax into a quasiequilibrium, which is dictated by the higher level averageswhich themselves remain constant for times of that order and start uctuating only afterlonger times. The limit N ! 1 then actually separates slow and fast time scales. TakingN !1 corresponds to taking the rapid stirring limit "!1 in Durrett (1993).Remark Observe that in the case of interacting Feller's branching di�usions we haveFk(�) = F0(�) = const � 8 k 2 IN:(0.15)We shall see later on the implications of this �xed point property, which allows for explicitcalculations.d) A nonlinear integral operator and its orbitIn the last subsection we saw that the di�usion terms on the various levels in the limitN ! 1, can be calculated recursively. We formalize and extend this point of view now abit, in order to be able to later on discuss the question of the universality properties, of thebehaviour of the interacting system as time tends to in�nity.De�ne for g satisfying (0.4) the nonlinear map:Fc(g)(�) = E�c;g� (g(X)) = 1Z0 g(x)�c;g� (dx)(0.16) 9



where �c;g� is the unique equilibrium of the di�usion Y (t) given bydY (t) = c(� � Y (t))dt +p2g(Y (t))dw(t):(0.17)The distribution �c;g� can be calculated explicitly for � 6= 0 as follows:�c;g� (A) = 1Z(c; g; �) ZA 1g(x) exp�c xZ� � � yg(y) dy�dx; � 2 (0;1)(0.18) with Z(c; g; �) = 1Z0 1g(x) exp�c xZ� � � yg(y) dy�dx:For � = 0 one has �c;g0 = �0.Consequently Fc is given by an explicit formula as well:Fc(g)(�) = 1Z(c; g; �) 1Z0 exp(c xZ� � � yg(y) dy)dx; � 2 (0;1):(0.19)The case � = 0 is trivial, here �c;g0 = �0 and hence Fc(g)(0) = 0.For a given sequence (ck)k2IN we de�ne:F (n) = Fcn � Fcn�1 � � � � � Fc0(0.20)and obtain this way the orbit of g denotedfF (n)(g)gn2IN :(0.21)The study of this orbit is now in view of (0.19) an analytical problem (see BCGH 1,2). It willturn out later on that for our purposes it is mainly the \endpieces" of the above sequencewhich are relevant. Furthermore much information about the orbit can be obtained fromthe special case ck � c, i.e. F (n) = (Fc)n, on which we focus now.We shall de�ne subclasses of G = fg : [0;1)! IR+jg satis�es (0.4) and (H) g of whichwe shall see later that they correspond to universality classes for the structure of the orbit(0.21) and at the same time for the longterm behaviour of the interacting systems.Consider for the moment the sequence ck � c. We have to distinguish the three cases(here � 2 (0;1)).(A) F (n)(g)(�) diverges as n!1,(B) F (n)(g)(�) is bounded away from 0 respectively 1 uniformly in n(C) F (n)(g)(�) converges to 0 as n!1.It will be proved later on that these cases correspond to g(x)=x!1, as x!1; g(x)=xremains bounded away from 0 and 1, respectively g(x)=x goes to 0 as x!1. It turns outthat for large n;F (n)(g)(�) is of the form dn�. Therefore �x a sequence (ck)k2IN satisfyingP c�1k = 1 and let (dn)n2IN be the sequence of numbers with dn > 0 for all n 2 IN whichdescribe F (n)(g)(�)��1 for n!1. We view (dn) as a representative of the equivalence classof sequences given by the relation an � bn i� an=bn ! 1 as n!1.Let us focus on case (B) �rst. We setG((dn)) = fg 2 G j k([F (n)(g)(�)=�dn]� 1)1((";1))k1 �!n!1 0; 8" > 0g:(0.22) Ĝ = [d>0G((d)); G� =[G((dn)):(0.23)Of particular importance is the class G((1)) resp. G((d)) which contain the case of Feller'sbranching di�usions. Recall (0.15). We shall see in Baillon et al. (1995) part 2 that Ĝcontains all functions in G with g(x)=x converging to the constant d 2 (0;1) as x!1 .10



In the case A and C things are more subtle, but in a �rst step one looks at(0:220) G((dn)) = fg 2 Gj(F (n)(g)(�)=�dn � 1)�!n!1 0; 8� > 0g:See Baillon et al. (1995) for more details. It is still open to determine the right notion ofuniformity in this convergence.e) The interaction chain, its entrance laws and their qualitative behaviour(i) Entrance LawsThe theorem of the subsection 0.c) showed that the behaviour of the interacting system(0.2) for large N and large times is regulated by Markov chains on [0;1) de�ned as follows:For every j 2 IN we de�ne a time inhomogeneous Markov chain on [0;1) with timeindex in f�j � 1;�j; : : : ; 0g denoted(Zjk)k=�j�1;:::;0(0.24)with initial stateZj�j�1 = �(0.25)and transition kernel Kk(�; �) at time �k (k 2 IN ) given by (recall De�nition 1 below (0.10))Kk(�; dy) = �k�1� (dy):(0.26)We call (Zjk)k=�j�1;:::;0 the interaction chain at level j.We can now strengthen (0.13) in Theorem 1 as follows.Corollary 1 (Large scale space-time dependence structure)L([x�;k(s(N )�j (N ) + j�1Xi=k t�i(N ))]k=j+1;j;:::;0) =)N!1 L((Zjk)k=�j�1;:::;0): 2This means we observe the system after a long time s(N )�j (N ) for a number of time pointsspaced with distance t�i(N ) with i = 0; 1; : : : ; j � 1 and space scaled accordingly. Thedependence structure of this vector, reecting the correllation in space and time, is describedin the limit N !1 by the level j interaction chain.In order to control the behaviour of the interaction chain for large levels j, of particularinterest are the entrance laws of that chain. Recall that an entrance law for a sequence ofkernels (Pk)k2ZZ� on I � I is a sequence of laws (�k)k2ZZ� on I with �k+1 = �kPk for all k.Often we shall use the word entrance law as well when we refer to the stochastic processstarting at �1 which corresponds to (�k)k2ZZ� and the transition kernels (Pk)k2ZZ .Theorem 2 (Entrance laws of interaction chain)(a) For every � 2 [0;1) and Zj�j�1 = �:L((Zjk)k=�j�1;:::;0)=)j!1L((Z1k )k2ZZ�)where (Z1k )k2ZZ� is a time inhomogeneous Markov chain with transition kernelsKk; k 2IN at time �k, see (0.26), and the property limk!�1Z1k exists, is �nite and is denotedZ1�1.(b) All extremal entrance laws of the Markov chain de�ned by the transition kernels (Kk),with k 2 IN are given by the processes L((Z1k )k2ZZ�) with Z1�1 being deterministici.e. a constant. 211



Remark Theorem 2(b) raises the question whether or not to each � 2 [0;1) correspondsan extremal entrance law with Z�1�1 = �. The answer will depend on the sequence (ck)k2INand will be discussed in the next paragraph.(ii) Stability versus clusteringWe shall now show that the qualitative behaviour of the interaction chains depends on theparticular values of the coe�cients (ck)k2IN but not on the choice of di�usion function g(universality). There are two regimesstrong interaction : 1Xk=0 c�1k <1weak interaction : 1Xk=0 c�1k = +1:In the �rst case the random walk with transition kernel a(�; �) is transient and in the secondrecurrent for every N � 2 provided limk!1 kpck < N , see [DG, 1993b]. Indeed the systemexhibits the following dichotomy. (Recall (0.9) for the de�nition of � and (0.4) for G):Theorem 3 (Stability versus clustering)For every g 2 G the following property holds for the entrance laws de�ned in Theorem 2a):(a) P c�1k <1 implies that : � Z1k 2 (0;1) a:s: 8k 2 ZZ�; if � > 0Z1�1 = �(b) P c�1k = +1 implies that : Z1k � 0 2Remark In the case of strong interaction to every � 2 [0;1) corresponds an extremalentrance law, �1� , which is for � 6= 0 nondegenerate, i.e. it is not concentrated on constantpath and the path stays with probability 1 away from the trap 0. In the case of weakinteraction there is only the trivial entrance law concentrated on the path which is constantand equal to 0.What does this dichotomy of Theorem 3 mean for the original system? In case (a) thedensity � of the initial state is preserved by the system in the limit of large times and N ,while in the second case (b) the original density is distributed more and more uneven astime goes on and large regions of values close to 0 respectively small regions with enormousvalues develop (recall the preservation of the mean during the evolution). Case (a) is calledthe stable case, case (b) the clustering case. We shall discuss in the subsection below therelevance of Theorem 3 for the original system in more detail.Remark The condition for having stability or clustering in terms of the (ck)k2IN is thesame as for the earlier studied case where the components take values in [0; 1] rather than[0;1). See [DG,1993b]. Even though the �ner analysis will reveal di�erent types of be-haviour in the two systems, in particular in the clustering case, the same conditions on theck play a role. The reason for this is the similar structure of F (n)((0.20)).Example In the case where g(x) = d � x, i.e. Feller's branching di�usions, we can cal-culate the transition kernels and the Laplace transforms of the marginal distributions forthe entrance law explicitly. That is we can identify L(Z1�k) for every k 2 ZZ+ and wecan give an explicit expression for every m-step transition probability of the entrance lawthat is L(Z1�k+mjZ1�k = �). Recall �rst the transition kernel of (Z1k )k2ZZ� ; K�k(�; �) isgiven by �ck;dx� (�) and �c;dx� is a Gamma distribution with parameters (�c=d; d=c) (thatis, with density const � x c�d �1e� cxd ). De�ne  k(�) = (ck=d) log(1 + (d=ck)�) and  j;k = j( j�1(� � � ( k(�)) � � �). Then:L(Z1�k) has Laplace Transform exp(�� 1;k(�))L(Z1�k+mjZ1�k = �) has Laplace transform exp(�� k;k�m):212



(iii) Comparison of Hierarchical and Hierarchical Mean Field EquilibriumBe-havioursFinally we consider the question as to what the results obtained in the N !1 limit implyfor the 
N -systems for �xed N but large times. Eventually we hope to carry out a ver-sion of the multiple space-time scale analysis for �xed N . For the moment let us note thatthe prediction of Theorem 3 gives the correct answer for �xed N systems, if the ck do notuctuate too much and furthermore provides good approximations of the equilibra and thespatial dependence structure of the equilibria.Theorem 4 (Mean �eld approximation)(a) Assume that lim kpck < N . Then for every homogeneous ergodic initial measure � 2P([0;1)
N ) withE�x� = � <1(0.27)the following holds (0 means the state x� � 0)(i) if 1Pk=0 c�1k =1, thenL(XN (t))=)t!1 �0:(0.28)(ii) if 1Pk=0 c�1k <1, thenL(XN (t))=)t!1 �N� ;(0.29)where �N� is a homogeneous ergodic measure in P([0;1)
N ) with E�(N)� xN� = �.(b) Let ~�N� denote the law of fxN�;�k : k 2 ZZ�g induced by �N� . Then under these laws0:76)Var(xN�;�k)�!k!1 0(0.30)uniformly in N , and~�N� =)N!1 �1� ;where �1� equals L((Z1k )k2ZZ�).For an extensive discussion of the approximation properties as N ! 1 in particularfor the approximation properties of the equilibrium processes (with marginals ~�N� ) by �1�we refer the reader to Dawson, Greven and Vaillancourt (1995), where these questions aretreated for the compact case (specialize to the two type case there) i.e. the state space[0;1) is replaced by [0; 1]. Analogous results for these statements can be easily derived.1 Finer analysis of the large scale behavioura) Motivation and description of the problemIn this chapter 1 we discuss the results which are of a di�erent avour compared to the anal-ysis of systems with compact components in [DG, 93a)b)c)] and [DGV, 95]. The analysis isorganized in two main parts, in 1b) we discuss the case of weak interaction and the clusterformation, while in 1c) we come to the case of strong interaction and the historical process.13



In this section 1a) we start by giving the intuitive background for both situations since someconcepts will involve considerable technicalities.(i) The case of weak interactionIn the case of weak interaction the processes (Zjk)k2ZZ� cluster in the following sense: Zjkhas the property that for large j and as k increases the chain is with high probability closeto 0 and with small probability at very large values. In the limit of j !1 one then obtainsextinction, that is Z1k � 0. In this case we would like to understand the process of clusterformation better by observing Zj� for every j on the event of nonextinction at time k = 0normalizing it suitably and then sending j !1.Our main aim is to exhibit the dependence of the above large scale behaviour on theparameter g on the one hand and (ck)k2IN on the other. We proceed for that purpose intwo steps. First we do the rescaling reecting the interaction given by the (ck)k2IN and thensecond we study the process conditioned on nonextinction at the "end\. In contrast to thecase of strong interaction the behaviour of the interaction chain for large j is universal ifg 2 Ĝ. However the dependence on (ck)k2IN is rather rich and we will see depending onthese coe�cients di�erent regimes of clustering.For the purpose of motivating the notions which we need to describe the interactionchain, we turn again to our original interacting systems parameterized by (ck)k2IN and g.There are two natural questions in view of (0.28) and Ex�(t) = Ex�(0):(i) At what rate do components grow conditioned they are not yet "extinct\.(ii) At what rate do clusters of components which are not extinct but grow, increase andremain correllated even as t !1. (The correllation can be viewed as resulting fromcommon ancestry, compare the g(x) = x case)In systems with weak interaction the clusters (i.e. regions of correllated growth) di�er �rstin their spatial shape and second in the rate of growth in the growing components. This willlead to a classi�cation of the longterm behaviour in two main regimes for the case of weakinteraction. The way to describe such phenomena is the following. Consider an observersitting at the site ~� = (0; 0; : : :) (for example) and who sees nontrivial mass at time t, thatis, x~�(t) � ". Then we ask �rst at what scale does x~�(t) grow in t on the event fx~�(t) � "g,which gives us the rate of growth. Second in order to capture the spatial extension of thecluster we consider balls f� 2 
N jd(�; ~�) � kg and the average density in this ball, i.e.x~�;k(t). In fact if we want to know at what rate the cluster expands, we should look atexpanding balls f� 2 
N jd(�; ~�) � f�(t)g, where �! f�(t) is nondecreasing and f�(t) " 1as t!1 and observe whether this density in these growing balls is still of the order of thevalue x~�(t) at the center of the ball on the event fx~�(t) � "g and such that the correllationon that event between x�(t) and x~�(t) is a nontrivial function of � if d(�; ~�) = f�(t).We can summarize this procedure as follows: Find h(t) " 1 as t ! 1 and f�(t) anddetermine the limit ofL(x~�;f�(t)(t)=h(t)jx~�;0(t) � ")as t!1. If the limit depends in a nontrivial way on � we will see clusters of random orderof magnitude. Namely, consider all components where the value of the limiting �eld exceedsa certain �xed value. This will then de�ne the spatial extension of the cluster. Note thatthis might be a geometrically quite irregular object.The case of �xed N is more di�cult to analyse and therefore here we pass to the limitN !1 in suitable time scales. The problem then translates into �nding a function j ! h(j)and f�(j) such thatL(Zjf�(j)=h(j)jZj0 � ") 14



converges as j !1 to a nontrivial limit independent of " which has nontrivial uctuationsin �.Both the spatial shape and the rate of growth depend on the strength of the recurrenceof the underlying migration. The rate of growth depends also on the behaviour of g(x) asx ! 1. We �rst consider a function g 2 Ĝ de�ned in (0.23) and in this class the clusterformation is universal.We now discuss the inuence of the (ck)k2IN on the behaviour. Return to the interactingsystem again, i.e. N �nite. There are two basic regimes of clustering with fundamentallydi�erent qualitative properties possible. They are characterized by both the expansion inspace and the speed of growth in a component. We shall see later on that the distinctionbetween the two regimes depends on whether ck decays slower than exponential or decaysexponentially fast. We label these regimes I and II, respectively. The dichotomy correspondsto the d = 2 versus d = 1 cases for systems indexed with ZZd instead of the hierarchicalgroup and in fact the dichotomy can in general be described in terms of the random walkwith transition probabilities at(:; :) generated by a(�; �). To get a rough idea �x � 2 (0;1)and look at the set of points Lt = f�jat(~�; �)=at(~�; ~�) 2 (�; ��1)g. Then the question iswhether jLtj � t or jLtj = o(t), the background for this distinction being that a branchingsystem needs initial mass of order t in order to survive with positive probability until timet . Both on the hierarchical group and on the lattice the set Lt can be described in termsof balls around the point ~�.In the �rst regime the heights within clusters grow only slowly and the clusters expandin space at di�erent (random) orders of magnitude (di�usive clustering). This �rst regimedisplays a well de�ned growth rate for all components which have a value exceeding some�xed number " > 0. The time scale is such that for �xed N the growth rate in j is a slowlyvarying function of the time.The second regime displays a more irregular clustering behaviour in the sense that we willobserve more spatial variability in the order of magnitude at which the growing componentsdiverge as t!1, there will be various growth rates possible and furthermore colonies withrapidly increasing mass occur. Rapidly growing means here that the growth rate for �xed Nis not slowly varying as a function of time. In fact in the case ck = ck; c < 1 it is regularlyvarying. However these clusters of sites with fast growing components uctuate hardly at allin space (concentrated clustering), in the sense that the order of magnitude of such clustersis deterministic and only a multiplicative factor is random. Furthermore almost all the massof one cluster sits at sites, where growth at the "maximal\ rate takes place, even thoughalmost all components of the cluster show a growth at a slower than the maximal order.In order to understand this phenomenon of two di�erent regimes on a heuristic level,assume g(x) = x (and hence obtain a branching system) and note that a unit mass startingat 0 and evolving according to (0.2) produces a system whose total mass is at time s(N )N jeither 0 or of size Zs(N )N j for N large with L(Z) = exp(1). The surviving mass has apossible range of migration at most up to distance j in the time considered. The densitypro�le of the mass given nonextinction will then depend on c0; c1; : : : ; cj. Note further-more that for a system started in a homogeneous distribution there will exist in the ballf�jd(0; �) � jg about N=s(N ) colonies such that a unit mass started there is not yet extinctat time s(N )N j . Combining the facts given so far we expect that if the ck do not decaytoo fast di�erent surviving families will charge a given ball and hence the localization ofthe ancestor of the mass surviving until the observation time will not be relevant for thedensity pro�le as a function from the distance of the ancestor and measured by the masswith which a ball is charged. Otherwise since away from the ancestor we see a dramaticdrop in population density, separated families produce a second regime of cluster formation.We call these latter clusters concentrated clusters, since most of their mass is going to belocated in a small part of the cluster; the growth of di�erent parts of the cluster will be ofdi�erent order of magnitude. The �rst regime is called di�usive clustering since the clusterseven though they will not cover the whole box will charge balls at every distance from a15



reference point with a spatial extension of random order of magnitude and with componentsof a particular deterministic order of magnitude everywhere in space.These distinctions discussed in the paragraphs above can be translated into a statementof scaling properties of the interaction chain, which reects the two regimes. This will bedescribed in section 1b) in Theorem 5 and Theorem 6 respectively.(ii) The case of strong interactionSince in the case P c�1k < 1 we shall see later that the orbit fF (n)(g)gn2IN , recall (0.21),looks eventually like the constant sequence fg1g and this g1 does depend on the original g,we see that the entrance laws themselves are not universal objects. It is only the dichotomybetween a one parameter set of extremal entrance laws versus a single one which is universal.This means in particular that the equilibriumprocess of the original system will locally reectproperties of g strongly. For example the local dependence structure of the equilibriumstate will be di�erent for di�erent g as well as properties of the marginal distribution.This is di�erent in the clustering case. In the sequel in point 1c) we will focus for a �neranalysis of the stable case at least for g(x) = const. x which has a special structure and isparticularly important for applications since it is a branching system. In order to extractthe universal properties of the equilibrium states on a large spatial scale (as opposed to thelocal dependence structure) some additional tools have to be developed which we defer to afuture paper, but we construct here some fundamentals for this enterprise.The system XN (t) for �xed N and g(x) = dx can be analysed by embedding it in a richerstructure, the so-called historical process, which serves as a tool to obtain �ner informationabout the original system itself as well. This will be contained in Theorem 7, 8 below insection 1c). Furthermore this analysis reveals a relation between the branching system andthe Fleming-Viot process which is the topic of Theorem 9 and allows us to study the spatialdistribution of families in Theorem 10. In Theorem 11 we discuss the quality of the mean-�eld approximation. This is the analogue of Theorem 4 but now on the level of the historicalprocess.In order to give an intuitive idea of the historical process we �rst consider a technicallysimpler object, namely, a branching random walk on 
N . This is a system in which particlesare located on 
N , and hence the state space is (IN [f0g)
N . (A state if the system is oftenviewed as a counting measure on 
N ). The particles perform independent random walkswith transition kernel aN (�; �) and they split into two particles or die at exponential rate one.Consider �rst the system starting with one particle. The resulting counting measure-valuedprocess has the formPN(t)j=1 ��j (t) where N (t) is the number of particles at time t and �j(t)is the location of the jth particle at time t. Due to the branching structure, the systemstarting in an initial distribution with in�nitely many particles is just the superposition ofthe processes starting in a single particle.In order to de�ne the associated historical process at time t we enrich the state spaceto encode information on the trajectory which had been followed by each particle (and itsancestors). This is achieved by considering a counting measure-valued process (HN;0t )t�0given byP1j=1 ��j (�^t), where �j(�^ t) is a shorthand for the stopped trajectory �j(s^ t)s2IRwhich had been followed by the jth particle alive at time t. The state of the historical processis a counting measure in ~E0 = f� 2M (D([0;1);
N)) : f�(fy : y(t) = �g)g�2
N 2 E 8tg:Of special interest in the description of the evolution is often the Palm distribution, whichis the measure on path space obtained by picking at time t at site � a random member ofthe population (size-biased sampling). The "family tree\ of such randomly chosen particleis the backward tree.If the random walk aN (�; �) is transient, then the branching random walk has for every � 2IR+ an equilibrium state which is spatially homogeneous and ergodic and has the expectednumber of particles per site equal to �. In order to describe the analogous equilibrium forthe historical process it is useful to view the process with time parameter set (�1;1) and16



to describe the equilibrium at time 0. Furthermore we introduce an equivalence relation onD((�1;1);
N) by setting y1 � y2 i� there exists a time s such that y1(u) = y2(u) 8u � s.A measure on D((�1;1);
N ) concentrated on a single such equivalence class is calleda clan (or family) measure. It can be shown that with probability one, the equilbriumhistorical measure can be decomposed into a countable sum of clan measures.There is a close relationship between the historical process and the genealogical structureof the branching particle system. However since there is a positive probability that twoindependent random walks can stay at the same location for a �nite time interval, thehistory of a particle does not uniquely determine the genealogy in �nite time intervals.However over in�nite time intervals two distinct particles cannot have a common trajectory.Therefore the historical decomposition is equivalent to a genealogical decomposition that is,decomposition of the population into families of particles in which any two particles have acommon ancestor.Some natural questions about the equilibrium process are:(i) What is the density of a single family in space?(ii) What is the number of di�erent families per unit volume?(iii) How does the frequency of di�erent families in large volumes behave?(iv) What can we say about the large scale properties of the clan measure of a randomlychosen particle (backward tree)?It is these questions which we shall address for the system of interacting Feller branchingdi�usions using multiple space-time scale analysis.In order to analyse the questions (i)-(iv) for our processes Xn(t), which are di�usion lim-its of branching random walks, we need to decompose x�(t) and x�;k(t) into the contributionscoming from di�erent families. (We shall make this precise in Theorem 7 in the sequel).Suppose we have decomposed x�;k(t) = PiM�Nt;k (�; i) in a size ordered way (at � = 0). Ifwe consider as initial mass an equilibrium state and let t !1 we have the decompositionof the equilibrium state into di�erent families. Then we want to know whether we can �ndfunctions k ! h(k); h(k) " 1 such thatL(h(k) �M�N1;k(�; i))converges as k ! 1. This gives us the asymptotic spatial density pro�le h(�) of a singlefamily. Furthermore if we de�neTk = inf(jj jXi=0M�N1;k(�; i)= 1Xi=0M�N1;k(�; i) � 1� �)then Tk describes the number of di�erent families within a ball of size k. The question iswhether we can �nd a scaling function k ! h0(k) with h0(k) " +1 such that L(Tk=h0(k))converges as k !1.The next basic question is to focus on the whole spatial family distribution at a site andin an increasing sequence of blocks. Since the inuence travels from higher levels to lowerlevel we run the index from bottom to top. In other words look at the P(IN )-valued process(Q�k)k2ZZ� where for k 2 IN :Q�N�k(fig) = M�N1;k(�; i)x�;k(0) :Finally we are interested in the decomposition of a family of a randomly chosen individualaccording to the degree of relationship and the spatial distribution of such subfamilies.Since these questions are di�cult to analyse we pass to the corresponding quantitiesfor the entrance law (Z1k )k2ZZ� and identify h and h0 in this case as functions of (ck)k2IN .17



Furthermore we identify the law of (Q�k)k2ZZ� in terms of the entrance law of a well knownsystem driven by resampling (Fleming-Viot process). Finally we describe the structure ofthe limiting object of the backward tree in an explicit way.b) Results on Cluster formationIn this subsection we study the cluster formation in the case of weak interaction, i.e. P c�1k =1 and on the level of the interaction chain i.e. in the limit N =1. First we introduce theregimes of clustering discussed for �nite N in subsection (a), now on the level of N = 1and start by introducing the necessary ingredients in (1.1) - (1.2) below. We shall considerthe process (Zj�k)k=j+1;j;:::;0 on the event Zj0 � ". In order to obtain a description of thisprocess via a limit theorem we need to de�ne suitable scales for mass and time.Consider for a g 2 G((d)) the mass transformation~Zjk = Zjk=� jX̀=0 c�1` �d ; j 2 IN; k 2 ZZ�(1.1)and the time transformation�Zj�:= ~Zjf�(j) � 2 [0; 1]:(1.2)Here the scaling functions [0; 1]! ZZ� are the following:Let f(f�(j))�2[0;1]gj2IN be a set of functions � �! f�(j) which satis�es for every j:f0(j) = �j � 1; f1(j) = 0(1.3) f�(j) is non-decreasing in �; f�(j) � (�j � 1)!1 as j !1 for � 2 (0; 1):(1.4)We say that (ck)k2IN belongs to regime I, the so-called di�usive clustering, if we can �ndscaling functions as above such that the corresponding process (�Zj�)�2[0;1] conditioned onthe event Zj0 � " converges to a nontrivial limit process which is independent of ". If thislimit is a process with path constant and equal to 0 then (ck)k2IN belongs to regime II,which we refer to as concentrated clustering. The limit process in the �rst regime will bedenoted by (Ẑ�)�2[0;1] and is called the cluster process. We shall now discuss in (i) and (ii)below the two regimes separately.(i) Regime I (di�usive clustering)The most important features of the regime 1 for the interacting system is that the spatialsize of clusters have a random order of magnitude after passing to the limit N !1 whichis reected in the fact that Zjk can be scaled and conditioned such that we obtain a limitingdi�usion in �. We start with classifying, within regime I, the spatial size of clusters andde�ning the candidate for the cluster process.The spatial distribution of the cluster within the j-block of a component with value atleast size "(" > 0) also depends on the particular form of the (ck)k2IN and three main caseshave to be distinguished according to the quantitatively and qualitatively quite di�erentrates of spatial expansion, which is captured in the distinction of jf�(j)j=j converging to 1,a nontrivial function of � or 0 as j ! 1 giving the distinction between large, moderate,respectively small clusters. This classi�cation depends on the geometry of the hierarchicalgroup. We collect the classi�cation for further reference:For every � 2 (0; 1) : f�(j)=j�!j!1 0 (small clusters)(1.5) f�(j)=j�!j!1 f�(1) with f�(1) non constant (moderate clusters)(1.6) for every � 2 (0; 1) : f�(j)=j �!j!1 � 1 (large clusters)(1.7) 18



The most important case in (1.6) is f�(1) = �(1� �).To describe Ẑ the limit process as j !1 of �Z, we need the following time inhomogeneousdi�usion on [0;1]. Let (Z(�))�2[0;1] be the di�usion with generator G� at time � and initialvalue 0. HereG� = a�(x) @@x + b�(x)� @@x�2(1.8)with a�(x) = 2x� 1� �ex=1�� � 1�(1.9) b�(x) = (2x+ a�(x)):This process has paths which start at 0, never return to 0 and end at time 1 at a randompoint which has distribution exp (1). The process Z(�) and others obtained by deterministictime transformation from it will occur as limit process of �Zj� as j !1.Candidates for regime I are (ck)k2IN which do not decay exponentially fast. Within theregime I we shall now see that how the cluster process looks like depends on whether ckdiverges, converges to 0 or converges to a constant 2 (0;1), the latter being the criticalcase for which we get an explicitly determined clusterprocess. Namely (recall (1.1) { (1.4))Theorem 5a) (di�usive clusters, moderate cluster size)For g 2 G((d)); " > 0 and with f�(j) = [�(j + 1)]� j � 1 the following holds:ck ! c 2 (0;1) as k!1 implies di�usive clustering and(1.10) L((�Zj�)�2[0;1]jZj0 � ") =) L((Z(�))�2[0;1]); as j !1ck � const:k�; � 2 (�1; 1) implies di�usive clustering and(1.11) L((�Zj�)�2[0;1]jZj0 � ") =) L((Z(���+1))�2[0;1]): 2(1.12)If we ask for the implications of above theorem for the N < 1 case, we see here thatthe height of a cluster (ratio of mass and volume) grows slowly in time, namely it is of order(Pj1 c�1k ) at time N j withPj1 c�1k slowly varying as function of N j ( = time scale) for �xedN . The pro�le of the normalized density in space is random and the law of the pro�le isgiven via an explicitly given di�usion. This means in particular for the original interactingsystem that the spatial extension of the clusters in space are of di�erent and random orderof magnitude. This is analogous to the compact case of (0.2): g > 0 on [0; 1], where spatialextensions of clusters of 0's and 1's have a random order of magnitude whose law is givenvia the Fisher-Wright di�usion (See [DG3], [FG], [K]).Remark Note that the case ck � c is the analogue of the lattice model with dimensiond = 2 and symmetric random walk kernel with �nite variance. We obtain for � = 1 asmarginal of the cluster process the exponential distribution that is we have no atom at 0.This is an unresolved problem in lattice models, see Fleischman (1978), Durrett (1979) forrelated results.In the cases of moderate cluster sizes dealt with in Theorem 5a)nX[�n] c�1k = nX0 c�1k �!n!1 1� � or 1� �1��; 8� 2 (0; 1]:(1.13)By contrast, the cases of di�usive clustering with small or large cluster size correspondsto the following two situations:ck !1 as k !1; 1P0 c�1k =1nP[�n] c�1k = nP0 c�1k �!n!1 0; 8� 2 (0; 1](1.14) 19



nP[�n] c�1k = nP0 c�1k �!n!1 1n�mP0 c�1k = nP0 c�1k �!n!1 1 8m 2 IN:(1.15)We analyse �rst the case (1.14) and then discuss (1.15). De�ne a sequence hn of functions,hn : [0; 1]! f0; 1; : : : ; ng(1.16)with hn(0) = n; hn(�) is nonincreasing and satis�es� nXhn(�) c�1k �=� nXk=0 c�1k hn(0) = n;��!n!1 1� �:(1.17)De�ne in the case where the (ck)k2IN satisfy (1.14) the following scaling functions:f�(j) = hj(1� �)� j � 1:(1.18)Note that hn(�)=n converges to 0 as n!1, if we are in the regime given in (1.14).In the case (1.15) we then de�ne the scaling function f�(j) as follows:jf�(n)jX̀=0 c�1` = nX̀=0 c�1` �!n!1�:(1.19)We are now ready to complete the picture from Theorem 5a) as follows:Theorem 5b) (di�usive clustering, large and small cluster size)Suppose that g 2 G((d)), " > 0 and that either relation (1.14) or relation (1.15) are satis�edand furthermore use the scaling function f�(j) from (1.18) respectively (1.19). ThenL((�Zj�)�2[0;1]jZj0 � ") =) L((Z�)�2[0;1]):(1.20) 2Example An example for large cluster size is ck = exp(�bk�), b 2 (0;1), � 2 (0; 1) andfor small cluster size ck = k.Remark Note the di�erent structure of the interaction chain in the following cases:Kj(�; �)�!j!1 8<: �� (small cluster size, ck !1)nontrivial law (moderate cluster size, ck ! c)�0 ( large size, ck ! 0):(ii) Regime II (concentrated clustering)Consider �rst the interacting system (i.e. N <1) again. If the ck ! 0 but do not satisfy(1.14) or (1.15), for example ck = e�k, we are now in a situation where clusters developwith enormous peaks so that the structure of the boundary of the cluster of growing andcorrelated components becomes very rich. Furthermore di�erent \families" are separated (this is sit in di�erent balls!). Hence conditioning the interaction chain at 0 to be at least "and rescaling the mass as in (1.1) does not yield the right description because we will getqualitatively di�erent behaviour if we are in a situation where 0 is at the boundary or thecenter of the cluster.The Theorem 6 below will formally state the N = 1 analogue of the fact that a ran-domly chosen component in a cluster lies with overwhelming probability on the boundaryof the cluster, that is it shows much slower growth of mass than the peaks, but on the otherhand we give a description of the spatial pro�le of the density occuring in the center of thecluster, which also describes a typical mass in a very large block (Palm-distribution). This20



reveals in particular that the points where growth occurs at "maximal\ rate make up onlya assymptotically vanishing fraction of the components of the entire cluster but makes upasymptotically all the mass. (This explains the name).In order to describe the spatial structure of the \peaks" we need a new object. Thestructure we want to use here is that for g(x) = x the equilibria �c;g� are in�nitely divisibleand can be represented using the canonical measure. De�ne a time inhomogeneous Markovchain ( ~Zm)m2IN . The chain starts at � and the transition kernel ~Km(�; d�) at time m isgiven by (recall c < 1)~Km(�; d�) = �c�m ;x� (d�); m 2 IN:This Markov chain is a martingale and ~Zm ! ~Z1 as m!1 with E ~Z1 = �. The Laplacetransforms ~Lm(�) resp. ~L1(�) of L( ~Zm) respectively L( ~Z1) have the representation~Lm(�) = exp(�� Z 10 (1 � e��u)Rm(du));de�ning a sequence of unique �-�nite positive measures (Rm).Finally let X be a random variable with distribution G, then we denote byd bG = (Z yG(dy))�1xdGthe Palm distribution. (For X = Zj0 this distribution corresponds in the original systemto the following: Take a large block of components at time �j(N ) and sample a "typicalparticle\. Then look at the distribution of mass at the in this way sampled component,this is distributed according to the limit bG for N ! 1 of the sequence of Palm distri-butions.) This de�nition can be extended to de�ne the Palm measure bP of the object(Zj�j�1+m)m2f0;1;:::;j+1g with respect to Zj0 by simply puttingbP (Z1 2 A1; : : : ; Zm 2 Am) = E(Zj01(Zj�j�1+1 2 A1; : : : ; Zj�j�1+m 2 Am))��1:Now we are ready to formulate our result:Theorem 6 (Clusterformation in regime II, concentrated clusters)Assume g 2 G((d)) and " > 0 and furthermore (ck)k2IN satis�esn�mXk=0 c�1k = nXk=0 c�1k �!n!1 �(m) 2 (0; 1) 8m 2 IN; �(m) ! 0 as m!1:(1.21)(a) Then for every nondecreasing �! fa(j) 2 f�j � 1; : : : ; 0g withf0(j) = �j � 1; f1(j) = �1 and f�(j) � (�j � 1)!�1 if � 2 (0; 1) the following holds:L((Zjf�(j))�2[0;1]= jX0 c�1k d)jZj0 > ")=)j!1 �fZ��0g:(1.22)Furthermore E((Z�j�1+m)2jZj�j�1 = �) � (1� �(m)) jXk=0 c�1k :(1.23)(b) Assume that ck = ck; c < 1 and de�ne the rescaled interaction chain at level j by~Zj�k = cjZj�k. ThenE[1� exp(�� ~Zj0 )] � cj� Z 10 (1� e��u)R1(du);(1.24) 21



Z 10 R1(du) = +1; Z 10 uR1(du) = 1;(1.25)which implies that c�jProb(Zj0 � ")!1 as j !1.Furthermore for m 2 INE[1� exp(�� ~Zj�j�1+m)] � cj� Z 10 (1� e��u)Rm(du)(1.26) and Rm ) R1 as m!1:(1.27)c) Assume ck = ck; c < 1. Then there exists a distribution function bF1 such thatbP ( ~Zj0 � �)! bF1(�); as j !1 8� 2 (0;1);(1.28)where bF1 is the Palm measure of the Levy-measure of ~Z1. The corresponding Laplacetransform is given by:Z 10 e��u bF1(du) = 1X0 (�1)k �kk!Dk+1with Dk given through the recursion formula in (5.116).Consider now the Palm distribution of ( ~Zj�j�1+m)m=0;1;:::;k (with respect to ~Zj0). ThenbP (( ~Zj�j�1+m)m=0;1;:::;k) =)j!1 P (( ~Zm)m=0;1;:::;k) 8k 2 IN: 2(1.29)Remark The parts a) and b) mean for the N < 1 situation, that the clusters at aparticular site have again a height, which creates at a small number of points a densitydescribed by the quantity Pjk=0 c�1k d at time s(N )N j . On the other hand if we study thesystem conditioned on a particular component being at least " (see (1.22)) then we see atthis site a positive mass density of smaller order of size than (Pj1 c�1k ) due to the fact thatthe spatial extension of the region where the maximal growthPj0 c�1k d is attained, is smallcompared to the total extension of the cluster.Remark Part (c) implies that in regime II the conditional laws L( ~Zj0j ~Zj0 � ") convergeas j ! 1 (to an "-dependent limit). Recall that by (b) we know L( ~Zj0 jZj0 � ") does notconverge to a nontrivial limit.Remark The above result con�rms that also in the regime II the growth of order c�jas j ! 1 plays an important role if we view things from a di�erent perspective. Namelysuppose we go back to a branching particle system and after a long time we choose froma large block an individual at random. Then look at the component at which it sits andaround this site. What growth do we see in the case where the random walk is of the formck = ck with c < 1? The particle should sit within a cloud of maximal growing height, sinceeven though the boundaries of the cluster are large, they do not contain much mass. Onthe mean-�eld limit level this is (1.28) and (1.29).(iii) Extension and questions.>From Theorems 5 and 6 we see that the spatial structure of clusters is determined bythe random walk kernel, i.e. the sequence (ck)k2IN . It is the absolute speed of growth whichreects the inuence of the di�usive term as given by the function g. Hence in order tounderstand the �ner structure of the longterm behaviour of the system we need to deter-mine G((dn)). This question has been resolved in a forthcoming paper by Baillon, Cl�ement,Greven and den Hollander [BCGH 2]. 22



The considerations so far raise the question as to what happens, if we have g not insome G((d)) for d 2 (0;1). We conjecture that two changes should occur. Assume thatg 2 G((dm)) where dm is a sequence which converges to a number in [0;1]. (In fact, weare interested in the cases 0 and 1 which correspond to g(x)=x ! 0 resp. g(x)=x ! 1as x ! 1). The �rst change is now that the rescaling of the mass which was previouslyobtained by dividing by ( nP0 c�1k )�const, see (1.5), is now replaced by dividing by dn � nP0 c�1kwhich is asymptotically di�erent if dn ! 0 or dn ! 1 as n ! 1. The second changeis in the spatial distribution of the clusters. In the case g(x)=x ! 1 large clusters canoccur easier (if g 2 G((dn)) while in the case g(x)=x! 0 small clusters can occur easier. Inparticular we see that the dichotomy of Theorem 3 holds for all g 2 G and hence is universalbut some of the �ner properties of the clusterformation (as clusterheight) should depend ina crucial way on the shape of g(x) for x very large.Conjecture It is an open problem to prove the following conjecture about the behaviourof the interacting system XN (t) for N �xed and t!1.(a) In regime IL((x�;f�(t)(N t)�2[0;1]jx�;0(N t) � ") =)t!1L((Z�)�2[0;1])(b) In regime II (ck = ck; c < 1)bP (x�;0((cN )t) � �cj) �!j!1 bFN1(�)bFN1(�) �!N!1 bF1c) Results on the historical process and family structureThis subsection deals with the stable case and in contrast to the last section considerationis given to both XN (t) and the N !1 limiting object, that is, (Z1k )k2ZZ� . The subsectionconsists of �ve parts. In parts (i) and (ii) we construct the historical processes of the inter-acting process XN (t) resp. the interaction chain (Z1k ). Part (iii) relates the family structureof the branching system with the genealogical structure of the Fleming-Viot systems and (iv)studies some consequences of (iii) namely the spatial distribution of families. Part (v) relatesthe �xed N equilibrium behaviour of the historical process to the corresponding mean-�eldlimit behaviour associated with (Z1k )k2ZZ� .(i) Historical Representation and Family Decomposition I: Interacting FellerBranching Di�usionsIn section 1a) we introduced the intuitive idea of a historical representation for a branch-ing particle system and the related backward tree constituted by a randomly chosen family(Palm distribution). The historical representation then easily allows us to decompose thestate of a component at a �nite time t into di�erent clans(families). The objective of thissection is to �rst obtain an analogous historical representation for our system fxN� g�2
N ofinteracting Feller branching di�usions and then in a second step the family decomposition.The main tool is the historical process which is an enriched version of our in�nite inter-acting system of Feller branching processes. Intuitively it can be obtained by passing to thedi�usion limit of the historical process of the system of branching random walks describedin section 1a) (see ([D], Theorem 12.3.1.1)). We begin by introducing the basic ingredi-ents needed for the formal description of the historical process and the equilibrium historicalprocess.Consider the random walk, (yt)t�s, starting at time s on 
N with jump rate 1 andtransition kernel a(�; �) given in (0.8). Denote by �ts;� 2 P(D([s;1);
N ) the law of the23



random walk started at � at time s and stopped at time t > s. For convenience we extendthe time domain to (�1;1) by setting yu � ys 8u � s. If y := (y(s))s2IR denotes apath in 
N then we denote by byt := (y(s ^ t))s2IR, that is, the path stopped at time t.The path process (byt)t2IR associated to the random walk is a time inhomogeneous Markovprocess with state space D((�1;1);
N ) and time-inhomogeneous semigroup Ss;t actingon Cb(D((�1;1);
N)) by(Ss;tF )(bys) := �ts;ysF (byt):Let ~E be the set of measures on path space such that the time 0 projection gives anelement in E, the state space of our interacting system:~E = f� 2M (D((�1;1);
N) : � � y(0)�1 2 Eg:The subspace of ~E consisting of measures carried by the set of paths stopped at time t isdenoted by: ~Et = f� 2 ~E : �(fy : y(�) 6= y(� ^ t)gc) = 0We de�ne now the historical process as follows:De�nition (Historical process)The historical process fHN (t)gt2IR+ is an ~E-valued Markov process (and HN (t) 2 ~Et). Thelaw ~Ps;� of HN starting at time s in a point in ~E, uniquely de�ned by HN (s) = � 2 ~Es, isgiven in terms of its Laplace functional~Ps;� exp(� < HN (t);� >) = exp(� < �; Vs;t� >); � 2 C+(D((�1;1);
N));where Vs;t� is the unique solution toVs;t� = Ss;t�� d Z ts (Vs;u�)2du:2Remark The probability laws of the random measures HN (t) as well as the equilibriummeasures to be described below are in�nitely divisible. This allows us to use as importanttools the canonical representation and the associated Palm distributions. A brief review ofthese notions are given in Appendix 2.Next we come to the equilibrium historical process. In the transient case there existsan equilibrium measure for this historical process by letting s ! �1 for suitable initiallaws. The representation for the equilibrium historical measure for super-Brownian motionin dimensions d � 3 has been constructed in detail in Dawson and Perkins (1991). We nowreformulate this result for our system of Feller branching di�usions on 
N (super randomwalk) in the next theorem. First we construct the needed ingredients.A system of independent random walks on a countable group has a unique extremalequilibrium with density � (namely a Poisson system with intensity measure = �� countingmeasure) and hence a unique entrance law. That is, there exists a unique collection oflocally �nite measures f~��;sgs2IR on D((�1;1);
N) such that (i) ~��;s is concentrated onfy : y(�) = y(�^ s)g, (ii) ~��;s(fy : y(s) 2 Ag) = �jAj where jAj denotes the volume of A, thatis, the number of sites in A, and (iii) for t > s and B 2 B(D([s;1);
N ))~��;t(B) =X� ~��;s(fy : y(s) = �g)�ts;�(B):In other words (~��;s)s2(�1;1) is an entrance law for the path process associated with therandom walk system.In order to construct the equilibrium historical decomposition we �rst consider the his-torical process (HN;s(t))t�s with initial state given by the measure ~��;s at time s and law24



~Ps;~��;s. The equilibrium historical structure turns out to be identical at all times (up toa time translation) and therefore for convenience we consider it at time 0. The law ofHN;s(0) under the law just mentioned is denoted by ~P 0s;~��;s (this is a probability measureon M (D((�1;1);
N ))).Since we want to construct a decomposition of the con�guration into families, which arerelated we need to recall that � 2 ~E is a clan measure if there exists a y 2 D((�1;1);
N )such that �(((C(y))c) = 0 whereC(y) := fy0 : 9u such that y0(s) = y(s) 8s � ug:A basic tool which will be used below is the Palm measure associated to the randommeasure HN;�10 at a point y 2 D((�1;1);
N ))). The reader not familiar with canonicalmeasures and Palm measures may want to look at Appendix 2 before reading parts (c) and(d) of the next theorem. In the context of the historical process the Palm measure describesthe subpopulation mass which shares a common ancestor with a given individual who hasfollowed a given path y up to the present.Theorem 7 (Family Decomposition of the Equilibrium Historical Process)Assume that P1k=0 c�1k <1. Then for N � 2 the random walk on 
N is transient:(a) ~P 0s;~��;s converges weakly as s # �1 to the law, ~P 0�;equil of an in�nitely divisible randommeasure, HN;�10 , on D((�1;1);
N ) with intensityE(HN;�10 (A)) = ~��;0(A)and Laplace functionalE(exp(� < HN;�10 ; � >)) = exp(��V N0 (�)); � 2 C+(D((�1;1);
N ))where �V N0 (�) = lims!�1 Z (V Ns;0�)(y)~��;s(dy)(b) XN;�10 := �0HN;�10 is a version of the equilibrium random measure for the system ofinteracting Feller branching di�usions with density � where (�0�)(A) := �(fy : y(0) 2 Ag).(c) The canonical measure RN�1;0 of HN;�10 is supported by the set of clan measures andsatis�es Z (1� e�<m;�>)RN�1;0(dm) = �V N0 �:(d) The Palm distribution, (P̂N )y, of the canonical measure RN�1;0 of HN;�10 at y is sup-ported by the the set of y clan measures, that is, f� : �((fC(y)gc) = 0g and has the Laplacefunctional (here yr (s) = y(s ^ r))Z e�hm;�i(P̂N )y(dm) = exp(�2d Z 0�1(V Nr;0�)(yr)dr):(1.30)Moreover the Palm distribution (PN )y of HN;�10 is de�ned by the following Radon Nikodymderivative: (PN )y(B) := RB ~P 0�;equil(d�)�(dy)~��;0(dy) ; ~��;0 � a:s:; B 2 B( ~E)and this Palm distribution satis�es:(PN )y = ~P 0�;equil � (P̂N )y:(1.31)(where � denotes convolution). 225



We conclude now this paragraph by constructing the decomposition of x�(t) into clans(families) using Theorem 7. Indeed Part (c) of Theorem 7 tells us that the equilibriumhistorical HN;�10 can be decomposed into a countable superposition of clan measures (fam-ilies). We shall label the families by the index i 2 I and write the family decomposition asfollows: HN;�10 (�) =Xi2I HN;�10 (i; �)where for each i 2 I; HN;�10 (i; �) is a clan measure. ThenMN0 (i; �) := HN;�10 (i; fw : w(0) = �g)denotes the mass of the family indexed by i at the site � 2 
N at time 0. The correspondingnormalized measure of the family in a k-block is given byMN�k(i; �) := 1Nk Xd(�0;�)�kMN0 (i; �0) � 2 
N ; i 2 I:We have noted above that in the transient case the interacting system of Feller branchingdi�usions has a unique equilibrium with density �. We next describe the associated equi-librium measure for the historical process HN on the time interval (�1; 0]. To do this we�rst set as initial condition at time �S(N )�j (N ); HN;�S(N)�j (N)�S(N)�j(N) = ~��;�S(N)�j(N). Thenput MN;j0 (i; �) := HN;�S(N)�j (N)0 (i; fw : w(0) = �g) � 2 
N ; j 2 IN; i 2 I;(1.32) MN;j�k (i; �) := 1Nk Xd(�0;�)�kMN;j0 (i; �0) k 2 f0; 1; : : : ; jg:(1.33)Then MN;j�k (i; �) is the density of mass of the i-th family in the block around � of sizek where j speci�es the time scale and the corresponding equilibrium quantity is (recall�j(N )!1 as j !1)limj!1MN;j�k (i; �) =MN�k(i; �):Under the Palm distribution of Theorem 7(d), the spatial distribution of mass at time 0 ofthe family to which a randomly chosen individual at � belongs (and which is contained in ablock of size k), has Laplace functionalZ exp(�2d Z 10 (V N�r;0�)(yr )dr) �10;�(dy):(This follows as in (6.2) of [DP] using the fact that the entrance law ~��;0 satis�es ~��;0(fy(��) 2B; y(0) = �g) = ��10;�(B). The latter fact is a simple consequence of the time reversibilityof the random walk on 
N .) In particular the density of mass at time 0 of the family of arandomly chosen individual at � in a block of size k around �, denoted by MN�k(�), satis�esE(exp��MN�k(�)) = Z exp(�2d Z 10 (V N�r;0(��k))(yr )dr) �10;�(dy)(1.34)where �k := 1Nk 1d(�;�0)�k.By homogeneity we can let � = (0; 0; : : :) and we will henceforth suppress � in thenotation.We next introduce a random relabelling of the families i according to the size of the massat level 0, that is, so that M�N;j0 (i) is nonincreasing in i. This way we derive from (1.31)26



new objects the size-ordered family decomposition of the interacting systems, which will becalled fM�N;jk (i); i 2 Ig; k 2 f�j; : : : ; 0g;(1.35) fM�Nk (i); i 2 Ig; k 2 ZZ�:(1.36)These objects are di�cult to analyse directly. However we shall show in Theorem 11 thatthe density of a single family in blocks of size k converges in distribution as N !1 to thesize of the single family at time �k in the historical representation of the interaction chain.In the latter process we can then calculate and estimate the quantities of interest. Thehistorical enrichment of the interaction chain is constructed in the next subsection below.(ii) Historical Representation and Family Decomposition II: Interaction ChainAs in the previous subsection for the interacting system we construct also in the caseof the interaction chain �rst a historical representation and then we are able to give in asecond step the desired family decomposition. In order to understand the construction thereader should recall (0.17) and that the equationdxt = c(� � xt)dt+p2xtdwtcan be viewed as the di�usion limit of a subcritical branching particle system with immigra-tion at rate c�. In a subcritical branching system with immigration the equilibrium state canbe decomposed into clans each consisting of the set of descendents of the same immigrant.Hence in the di�usion limit xt, the equilibrium state can be written as the sum of jumps ofa process with independent increments, which is called Moran gamma process and will beconstructed explicitely below.The historical representation of the interaction chain will be obtained by constructing aparticular version of the interaction chain with the help of a collection of the Moran gammaprocesses.First recall that the transition kernels of the entrance law L((Z1k )k2ZZ�) are given fork 2 IN by K�k(�; �) = �ck�1 ;dx� , the latter being an in�nitely divisible law. Since we shall�x the function g(x) = dx, we put�k�1� := �ck�1 ;dx� (�):�k� has a Laplace transform of the form exp(�� k(�)) with  k(�) = ck=d log(1 + (d=ck)�).Such in�nitely divisible laws on (0;1) have Laplace transforms which can be representedusing the L�evy measure Rk(du) (see e.g. Dawson 1993, Section 3.3) as follows:exp(�� k(�)) = exp�� � 1Z0 (1� e��u)Rk(du)�:In fact we can explicitly give the L�evy measure corresponding to the  k: k(�) = ckd 1Z0 (1� exp(�u�d=ck))e�uu du(1.37) = ckd 1Z0 (1� e�u�)e� ckudu du:(1.38)Next we consider the subordinator known as the standard Moran gamma process (s),that is, the nondecreasing process with independent increments and with L�evy measure27



R(du) = e�uu du (cf. A2.3). Then for s2 > s1, the increment (s2) � (s1) has distributionwith Laplace transformexpn� (s2 � s1) Z (1� e�u�)e�uu duo:For each k 2 ZZ we then de�ne the processk(u) := dck (ckd u):(1.39)Then it is easy to verify that �k� = L(k(�)) and k(�) is the sum of a countable set of jumpsof the Moran process in the time interval [0; �).We are now ready to construct the historical process associated with the interaction chainas an enriched version of our interaction chain (Z1k )k2ZZ� . Namely the �rst step is to de�nethe enriched version of fZ1k gk2f�j;:::;0g conditioned on Z1�j�1 and the second step is to letj ! 1. We �rst build on one probability space a sequence of independent Moran gammaprocesses fk(u) : 0 � u <1gk2ZZ+ de�ned in terms of the standard Moran gamma processby (1.39). Next de�ne for k 2 0; 1; : : : ; jzj�k(u) := k(k+1(� � �j(u))); u � 0(1.40)One can prove that with the above objects we get a version of (Z1k )k2ZZ� as follows:Lemma 1.1 Assume that P c�1k <1. Then for k 2 IN(a) z1�k(u) := limj!1 zj�k(u)exists a.s. and has mean E[z1�k(u)] = u.(b) De�ne for k 2 INZ1�k := z1�k(�):(1.41)Then fZ1k gk2ZZ� is a version of the entrance law for the Markov chain with transition ker-nels Kjkj. 2We shall next in Theorem 8 below construct the historical representationH = (Hn)n2ZZ�associated with the entrance law (Z1k )k2ZZ� . This will be a process H with values in thefunctions IN ! IN � IR+ and with time index set ZZ�. The interpretation is the following.For the \individual" contributing at time 0 the i-th biggest mass we specify the rank of theancestral mass at time �k and it's mass contribution at this time.The process H will be constructed on the probability space (
;F ; P ) generated by thecollection of independent Moran Gamma processes given by (1.39). Each jump of k isinterpreted to be an individual and the set of jumps of k occurring in a time interval rep-resenting a single jump of k+1 is interpreted as the set of descendents at level k of singleindividual at level k + 1. We will see later in Theorem 11 that we can reinterpret the latterin terms of the interacting system as the set of descendents of an individual at distance k+1from � which immigrate into in a k-block around � in the limit N !1.Remark In this section we will complement the methods of in�nitely random measureswith relations between Gamma and Beta distributions and also the Poisson Dirichlet distri-bution, size-biased sampling and the GEM representation. A brief review of the facts thatwe will need is given in Appendix 3.Theorem 8 (Historical Representation of the Entrance Law)Assume that P c�1k < 1. Then there exists a (IN � IR+)IN -valued process fHngn2ZZ�,H�k(i) = (G�k(i);m�k(G�k(i))); k 2 IN , de�ned on the same probability space such thatfor k 2 IN 28



(i) m�k(1);m�k(2); : : : is a non-increasing sequence(ii) z1�k(�) = X`2IN m�k(`)(iii) Conditioned on fz1�k(�)gk2IN� the fm�k(�)Z1�k gk2IN� are independent and for each k,fm�k(i)Z1�k gi2I has the Poisson Dirichlet distribution with parameter Z1�k�1ckd .(iv) G0(i) = i andG�k(i1) = G�k(i2)) G�k0(i1) = G�k0(i2) 8 k0 > k(v) conditioned on fH�k�1(�);H�k�2(�); : : :g, fG�k(j)gj2IN are independent andP (G�k(j) = ijm�k(�);m�k�1(�); : : :) = m�k(i)z1�k(�)(vi) conditioned on fm�k�1(�);m�k�2(�); : : :g, fPim�k(i)1G�k�1(i)=jgj2IN are indepen-dent and L(Xi m�k(i)1G�k�1(i)=j jm�k�1;m�k�2; : : :)(1.42) = Gamma(ck+1m�k�1(j)d ; dck+1 ):2De�nition (Historical representation of the entrance law (Z1k )).The collection ffG�k(i);m�k(G�k(i))gi2INgk2IN is called the historical representation ofthe equilibrium system associated with the entrance law (Z1k )k2ZZ�. 2Corollary 1 If i1; : : : ; ij belong to di�erent families, thenL(f(ckd m�k(G�k(i`)))`=1;:::;j;k�K) =)K!1 independent exponential(1) laws(1.43)and for ` 2 IN ,E(ckd m�k(G�k(i`)))�!k!1 1: 2(1.44)We now have the tools to proceed with the second step in (ii) and to give the familydecomposition of (Z1k )k2ZZ� . We introduce some equivalence relations on IN such that fork 2 IN , i1 �k i2, (resp. i1 � i2) i� G�`(i1) = G�`(i2) for some ` 2 f�k; : : : ; 0g, (resp.` 2 ZZ�), (i.e. i1 and i2 have a common ancestor of order k, (resp. of some order)). We willshow that under the hypothesisP c�1k <1, with probability one there are countably manydistinct equivalence classes and we will label the equivalence classes (families or clans) bythe index n 2 I. Given i 2 IN the mass of the family of i, that is the equivalence class towhich it belongs, at level 0 is de�ned byM0(i) := X̀�i m0(`):(1.45)We will now size order the collection fM0(i)gi2IN and label the equivalence class by theinteger giving the rank, `(i), of M0(i) in this order. This way the labels of the families canbe identi�ed with IN . We then de�neM�0 (n) :=M0(`�1(n)); n 2 I:(1.46) 29



Thus families are labelled so that the familymasses at level 0 are ordered. We now introducethe corresponding family masses at level k, namelyM�k (n) := Xi2`�1(n)m�k(G�k(i)):(1.47)Thus we have now also decomposed the entrance law into clans (or families)Z1k =Xn2IM�k (n); k 2 ZZ�:(1.48)Given j 2 IN we can carry out the same decomposition of the law of fZjkgk2f�j;:::;0gusing the equivalence relation �j instead of �. This yields the collection fM�jk (i)gk2f�j;:::;0g.However for this object we can pass to the limit j !1 to get the object discussed above:for each i 2 I,L((M�jk (i))k2f�j;�j+1;:::;0g)=)j!1L((M�k (i))k2ZZ�):In the proof of the results a re�nement of the above considerations is useful. Note thatM��k(i), the familymass at level k, corresponds to the total mass at level k of a subpopulationthat has a common ancestor at some level ` > k. In order to study the behaviour of M�k (i)as k !�1 we now introduce a �ner decomposition based on the the notion of last commonancestor where we say that i1; i2 have a last common ancestor at level jkj ifk = maxf�` : ` 2 IN; G�`(i1) = G�`(i2)g:Then a family mass at level k 2 IN , can be decomposed into subfamilies. Namely if we aregiven the family of i 2 IN and its mass at level k we can decompose this mass into the masscontributed by relatives of i or order exactly ` which are those masses with index j suchthat G�k�`(i) = G�k�`(j) and G�k�`�1(i) 6= G�k�`�1(j):Then the quantity M�k (i) can for every i 2 ~I be decomposed:M��k(i) = 1X`=k+1M��k;�`(i); k 2 IN(1.49)and we can identify the law of this decomposition explicitly:Corollary 2 (Family Decomposition)(a) Conditioned on fM��j(i)gi2I , ffM�k (i)gk2(�j;:::;0)gi2I is a collection of independentMarkov chains with time index ZZ� each with the same transition kernels Kk (k 2 IN )at time �k and which are also martingales.(b) For each i 2 I and k 2 IN ,M��k;�`(i) = Ẑk̀(m�`(G�`(i))); ` � k + 1where fẐjk(m�j(G�j(i)))gj2IN are independent copies of the interaction chain starting atlevel j in m�j(G�j(i)).(iii) Relation to the Interaction Chain associated to a System of InteractingFleming-Viot ProcessesUsing the representation in terms of the Moran gamma processes we will now obtainrather detailed information about the \entrance law" fM��k(i); i 2 Igk2ZZ describing thedi�erent family masses in the entrance law. In particular the main objective of this sectionis to characterize the law of the sequence of normalized P(IN )-valued random variablesfQ��k(i)gi2I := �M��k(i)Z1�k 	i2I ; k 2 IN30



where P(IN ) denotes the set of probability measures on IN . Those random variables givethe relative proportions the various families contribute to the total mass present at time�k (which corresponds to the contribution various families give to the mass in a k block atlarge times and in equilibrium in the original interacting system).The �rst question is to whether these laws fL(Q�k)gk2ZZ� are again the entrance law ofsome Markov chain, at least if we condition on (Z1k )k2ZZ�? The answer will be yes andwe will characterize its law in terms of the interaction chain associated with a system ofinteracting Fleming-Viot processes. In addition we will compare the family structure ofour branching systems with the type structure of the corresponding systems of interactingFleming-Viot processes studied in Dawson, Greven and Vaillancourt (1995).We now de�ne the ingredients of the interacting Fleming-Viot system. Let � denote theuniform distribution on [0; 1].�c;d� 2 P(P([0; 1])) is de�ned as:(1.50) �c;d� = L( 1Xl=1(l�1Yi=1(1� Vi)Vl)�Ul )where (Ul)l2IN are i.i.d. �-distributed [0; 1]-valued random variablesand the (Vi)i2IN are independent Beta(1,c/d) distributed [0; 1]-valuedrandom variables.Next de�ne a random sequence (c0k)k2IN by requiring that for given (ck)k2IN , d and(Z1k )k2ZZ� : c0kd0k = ckd Z1�k�1; d0k = d00d00 +Pk�10 (c0j)�1 :(1.51)For every k 2 IN de�ne a transition kernel L�k(�; �) on P([0; 1])�P([0; 1]) by settingL�k(�; d') = �c0k;d0k� (d'):(1.52)IfP d0kc0k <1, then according to [DGV], Theorem 0.5 there exists a unique entrance law forthe sequence (Lk)k2ZZ� starting in � 2 P([0; 1]). Choose � equal to the uniform distributionon [0; 1]. Then this entrance law is P([0; 1])-valued stochastic process and is denoted by(�1k )k2ZZ� . The states of this process are in fact atomic probability measures on [0; 1].Write (xi is the position of the i-th atom)�1k = 1Xi=0m1k (i)�xi k 2 ZZ�:(1.53)We size-order the collection fm10 (�)g and let `(i) denote the rank of m10 (i) in this order.Then let m�1k (j) := m1k (`�1(j)); j 2 IN; k 2 ZZ�:(1.54)Now de�ne a probability measure q�k on IN by setting:q�k(fjg) := m�1k (j) j 2 IN; k 2 ZZ�:(1.55)With the last object we have the main ingredient for:Theorem 9 (Relation with Fleming-Viot, family dynamics)Assume that P c�1k <1.(a) Then P d0kc0k <1 and conditioned on (Z1k )k2ZZ�, (Q�k)k2ZZ� is characterized byL((Q�k)k2ZZ�j(Z1k )k2ZZ�) = L((q�k)k2ZZ�):(1.56) 31



(b) The chain (q�k)k2ZZ� can (in addition to (1.54) and (1.55)) also be described as follows:(q�k)k2ZZ� is a P(IN )-valued time inhomogeneous Markov chain with transition functionKk(fp`g`2IN ; �) := L� 1Xi=1 hV ki i�1Ỳ=1(1� V k̀)i��Ui� 2 P(P(IN ))(1.57)where(i) ( �Ui)i2IN is an i.i.d. sequence of IN -valued random variables with marginal distri-bution fp`g`2IN(ii) (V ki )i2IN is an i.i.d. sequence with marginal Beta(1; c0kd0k ).(iii) ( �Ui)i2IN and (V ki )i2IN are independent processes. 2Remark Thus the normalized process (q�k)k2ZZ� conditioned on the total mass process Z1�kis the entrance law of the interaction chain associated to the system of interacting Fleming-Viot processes with migration coe�cients (c0k)k2IN and sampling coe�cients (d0k)k2IN . Notethat this is an analog of the result of Perkins (1991) which states that a measure-valuedbranching process conditioned on the total mass process and normalized is a Fleming-Viotprocess with time inhomogeneous sampling rate. Also note that even though c0k 6= ck, c0k=ckconverges as k !1 almost surely to a constant in (0;1) ifP c�1k <1. The background forthis phenomenon is as follows. In a stable branching system, resp. Fleming-Viot system, theweights of di�erent families at a site are small. Since the evolution of branching and Fleming-Viot di�er only in that the latter is restricted to total sum 1, this di�erence \disappears"when considering a �xed number of small subpopulations.(iv) Spatial Distribution of FamiliesLet cM�k (�) denote for every k the size-reordered values of M�k (�) (recall the * indicatedreordering according to the rank for k = 0). We can then introduce the notion of the numberof types making up a proportion (1� �) of the total mass in a k-block:Tk(�) = inf(jj jXi=1 cM��k(i)=Z1�k � 1� �); � 2 (0; 1):(1.58)Theorem 10 (Density of families, number of families)Assume that P c�1k <1.a) maxi M��k(i)�!k!1 0:(1.59)b) Assume that the (ck)k2IN are of the form ck = bck with c > 1. Then the sequencesL�Tk(�)X̀�k c�1` �; L(Tk(�)c�1k )(1.60)are tight and limit laws are nontrivial.c) For �xed i 2 IN ,E(M��k(i))P`�k dc` �!k!1 1:(1.61) 32



Remark The result a) says that a single family surviving inde�nitely will have spatialdensity 0. Note that (1.60) implies that for any �xed pair i1; i2 2 IN ,E(M��k(i1))E(M��k(i2)) �!k!1 1:Therefore in large enough blocks di�erent families have approximately the same mean den-sity. If ck = bck; c > 1, then the number of di�erent such families in a k-block growsexponentially in k .(v) Convergence of the historical representations and family decompositionsIn this section we pursue two (related) goals. First we construct and identify the analogueto the "Kallenberg backward tree\ for the interaction chain and then we study the convergenceof the historical representation of XN� to that of the interaction chain as N !1.Part (b) of Theorem 4 states that the vector of block averages under the equilibriummeasure has laws ~�N� which converge as N !1 to the entrance law �1� of the interactionchain. In this section we strengthen this to include the convergence of the correspondingfamily decompositions and in fact also describe the sense in which the historical processesconverge. This can be made precise using the framework of Palm distributionswhich describethe family decomposition of a \randomly chosen family" also known as the backward tree(refer to Appendix 2 for some basic facts on Palm distributions).In order to get an intuitive idea of this consider again the Branching Random Walkon 
N , look at the population in a (k+1)-block f�0 2 
N jd(�; �0) � k + 1g, then choosean individual at random from the (k+1)-block and �nally determine which k-subblock ofthis (k+1)-block this individual belongs to. This involves size-biased sampling which meansthat k-subblocks which contain more mass will have a higher probability of being chosen.Size-biased sampling also occurs, if we choose an "individual\ at � 2 
N at random andconsider the family (clan) associated with this randomly selected individual and the massescontributed by this family to blocks f�jd(�; �0) � kg. This latter random object is describedby the Palm distribution of the family represention which we will now introduce rigorouslyAgain the Palm measure reects the fact that it is more likely to choose an individual froma larger family..In order to consider the Palm distribution of the equilibrium historical process recallthat ~P 0�;equil is the law of the equilibrium historical measure HN;�10 (which is a locally �niterandom measure on D((�1;1);
N )). For y 2 D((�1;1);
N)) and y(s) = � 8s � 0,we denoted by (PN )y the historical Palm distribution at y (see A2 for a de�nition of thePalm distribution of a random measure). The law (PN )y is the law of a random measure onD((�1;1);
N)) which intuitively corresponds to the family mass of an individual whosespatial (random walk) trajectory is given by y. What we now want to consider is howevera typical family tree y which is at � at time 0. This we construct next.Recall that �10;� denotes the law of the random walk started at time 0 at site �. Then ,based on (PN )y, we de�ne the Palm distribution at � of the family representation of HN;�10 ,denoted by (PN )�;0:De�nition (Palm measure of family representation)Let A 2 �(fMN�k(�; �)gk2ZZ�) and set(PN )�;0(A) := Z �10;�(dy)(PN )y(A): 2(1.62)This means that we are considering the law of the family of an individual chosen at site � andin the above we have averaged the historical Palm distribution over all possible trajectoriesthat could have been followed by the ancestral individual.Recall that the backward tree is the family tree of a "particle\ chosen at random at � attime 0 in the equilibrium process. In order to discuss the convergence of the xN� backward33



tree to the one of Z1k we have to deal with the following problem: The family decompositionin the case of the in�nite system (xN� )�2
N is based on the idea that any two individualsin the same family have a common ancestor at some time in the past and this informationis contained in the historical process. On the other hand in the case of the interactionchain the time parameter corresponds to a spatial characterization of the interacting system(in the limit N ! 1). Therefore in order to discuss the convergence of the historicalprocesses we need to relate the time parameter to the spatial parameter in the historicalrepresentation of the interaction chain. Furthermore we need to describe an analogue ofthe Palm distribution representation obtained in Theorem 8. The family decompositionof a given individual for the in�nite system is based on a \backward" (or \bottom-up")decomposition of the members of the family according to the times at which they have alast common ancestor with the given individual. On the other hand the interaction chain isa \forward description" (or \top-down"). In order to unify the two views discussed abovewe consider the decomposition of the in�nite family under the Palm distribution of thefamily representation for XN (denoted (PN )�;0) as follows; �MN0;�k(�) denotes the spatialdistribution at time 0 of the subfamily for which the time of the last common ancestor liesin (�Nk�1; �Nk ] where �Nk is the exit time from the ball of radius k for the \backbone" of thefamily (or path starting at �). We then have the historical Palm representation of the familyof a randomly selected individual at site ��MN0 = 1X̀=1 �MN0;�`(f�g):Note that also for the interaction chain we will also use a bar to denote objects such asM�k ; mk under the Palm distribution, which we introduce below in (1.63). Also, withoutloss of generality we can consider the site � = 0.We now turn to the interaction chain. We will �rst introduce the analogue of the Palmdistribution (PN )y used above. To motivate this de�nition note that picking a path ofdescent at random from a site in the N <1 case introduces a size biasing according to thefamily size at this site. The appropriate reweighting in the N =1 limit turns out to be:De�nition (Palm distribution of the historical representation H with respect to Z10 )Let P1 be the law of the process (Hn)n2ZZ� constructed in our historical representation ofthe entrance law (Compare Theorem 8). Then de�ne (P1)0 by(P1)0(B) := ��1 Z Z10 � 1B(H)P1(dH) for B 2 �(fHngn2ZZ�):2(1.63)In particular the Palm measure (P1)0 is the law of a (IN � IR+)IN -valued process( �Hn)n2ZZ� with �Hk(i) = ( �G�k(i); �m�k( �G�k(i))). Then we can de�ne ( analogously to(1.49)): �M��k = 1X̀=k �M��k;�`:Recall the interpretation of the historical decomposition: �M��k;�`(i) is the mass at level kcontributed by the relatives of i of order exactly ` but now (bar) under the Palm measure(P1)0. De�ne: ( bP1)0 := L(( �M�0;`)`2ZZ�)The law of the decomposition of �M��k can explicitly be identi�ed and is now exactlywhat corresponds in the limit N ! 1 to the modi�ed historical Palm distribution in theinteracting system XN (t) introduced above. We start by describing (P1)0 explicitly.Theorem 11 (Historical Palm representation and the family representation)(a) Under the Palm distribution, (P1)0 the sequence f �m�kgk2ZZ consists of independent34



exponentially distributed random variables with means dck .(b) The restriction of (P1)0 and P1 to �fM�0;�`g satisfy(P1)0 = ( bP1)0 � P1(1.64)and �M��k has the representation�M��k = 1X̀=k �M��k;�` = 1Xj=k Ẑjk( �m�j)(1.65)and the Ẑjk( �m�j) are independent and have the same distribution as the interaction chainat level k started at �m�j at level j. 2The next statement shows that indeed (P1)0 is the right object to describe (PN )�;0 inthe limit N !1.Theorem 12 (Convergence of Palm representation and the family representation)(a) (Convergence of the modi�ed historical Palm representations)The historical decompositions f �MN0;j(�)gj2ZZ� converge weakly as N ! 1 to the processf �M�0;jgj2ZZ� . where �M�0;j = Ẑj0( �mj).(b) (Convergence of the family representations)L((M�N;jk (i))k2f�j�1;�j;:::;0g; i 2 I) =)N!1L((M�jk (i))k2f�j�1;�j;:::;0g; i 2 I);(1.66) L((M�Nk (i))k2ZZ�; i2I) =)N!1L(M�k (i))k2ZZ�; i2I) 2(1.67)Remark In (a) the term Ẑj0( �m�j) denotes the mass of the subpopulation at site 0 forwhich the \closest common ancestor" is at distance k+1. Recalling that �NkNk is an exponentialrandom variable this corresponds to the subpopulation whose last common ancestor appearsin the Nk time scale.Remark If ck = kn with n > 1, then (ck)�1Pkj=0(cj )�1 ! 0 and k ! 1 and the M��kE(M��k) ! 1in probability as k ! 1. On the other hand if ck = ck with c > 1 then f M��kE(M��k)gk�j isasymptotically self-similar as j !1. Note that this limitingbehaviour is shared by both theinteracting system of Feller branching di�usions and the system of interacting Fleming-Viotprocesses suggesting a new type of universality result for the transient regime.
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Part B Proofs2 PreparationsIn this section we prepare some basic tools needed frequently for the proofs of our theorems.There are �rst of all formulas and equations for the moments (�rst and second) of systems ofinteracting di�usions, of certain one dimensional di�usions and of the interaction chain. Sec-ond there are properties of the map Fc;F (n) and the map Gc;g : � ! �c;g� which are essentialin many arguments later on. See (0.16), (0.20), (0.17) and (0.18) for de�nitions. Finallywe establish uniform continuity properties for the kernels appearing in the interaction chain.a) Moment calculationsSince we shall need during the proofs not only the original system de�ned in the introduc-tion we proceed in a su�ciently general setting for our calculations of moments. Considera �nite or countable group I and a homogeneous transition kernel b(�; �) on I � I. Let g beas in (0.4). De�ne a process (Y (t)) through the following system of stochastic di�erentialequations. Y (t) = (yi(t))i2Idyi(t) =Xj2I b(j; i)(yj(t) � yi(t))dt+p2g(yi(t))dwi(t)(2.1) Y(0) 2 E (E as in (0.6)):Lemma 2.1 De�ne bt(�; �) = 1Pn=0 e�t � tnn! bn and b̂(i; j) = (b(i; j) + b(j; i))=2. ThenEyi(t) =Xj2I bt(i; j)yj(0)(2.2) E(yi(t)yj(t)) =Xk;l bt(i; k)bt(j; l)yk(0)yl(0)(2.3) + tZ0 Xk b(t�s)(i; k)bt�s(j; k)Eg(yk(s))ds:If Y (0) is random and this initial law is homogeneous thenE(y0(t)yi(t)) =Xj b̂2t(i; j)Ey0(0)yj(0) + Z t0 b̂2(t�s)(0; i)Eg(y0(s))ds 2Proof The proof proceeds via the Ito formula (see Shiga and Shimizu [SS]).Furthermore consider the di�usiondz(t) = c(� � z(t))dt+p2g(z(t))dw(t) � 2 IR+; c 2 IR+:(2.4)The unique equilibrium measure �c;g� (�) of this process has the propertyZ z2�c;g� (dz) = �2 + 1cFc(g)(�):(2.5)This follows by explicit calculation using Ito calculus (see [DG2] for details.)Finally we present a formula for the second moments of the interaction-chain at level n(compare 0.d) for de�nitions and [DG3], Equation 3.1. for a proof).36



Lemma 2.2 For every � 2 [0;1); j 2 f0; 1; : : :; ng; n 2 INE((Zj�k)2jZj�j�1 = �) = � jX̀=k c�1` �F (j)(g)(�) + �2: 2(2.6)b) Smoothness properties of the mapping Fc, Gc;gWe start by properties of the mapings Fc, F (n).Lemma 2.3a) For every c 2 (0;1); � ! Fc(g)(�) is continuous on [0;1) and Lipschitz continuousat 0.b) for every c 2 (0;1) and n 2 IN :lim�!1(Fc(g)(�)=�2) = 0;(2.7) lim�!1(F (n)(g)(�)=�2) = 0: 2(2.8)Proof We prove �rst b) and then we use some of the estimates of that proof to obtainpart a) of the lemma.Proof of b), (2.7), (2.8) Next observe that (2.8) follows immediately from iterating theargument leading to (2.7). The measure �c;g� is de�ned as the marginal of the stationarysolution of the SDEdx(t) = c(� � x(t))dt+p2g(x(t))dw(t):(2.9)The solution of this equation can be represented as follows.Let ut(x) be the solution of the initial value problem y0(t) = �cy(t), y(0) = x� �. Then wedecompose x(t) as followsx(t) = � + ut(x(0)) + tZo ut�s(p2g(x(s)))dw(s) = [� + ut(x(0))] +Mt;(2.10)into a deterministic part (given x(0)) and a stochastic integral. Next use that for squareintegrable Mt we have (note that ut(�) is linear and Ey(0) = 0)EM2t = Z t0 ut�s(Eg(xs))ds(2.11)so that we can calculateEx2(t) = �2 + E(ut(x(0)))2 + tZ0 u(t�s)(Eg(x(s)))ds:(2.12)De�ne f(t) = sups�t E(x2(s))(2.13)and choose b(D); D such that b(D) < 2c,g(x) � Dx + b(D)x2 and b(D)! 0 as D !1:(2.14) 37



We get with these de�nitions from (2.12) for all D su�cently large the relation:f(t) � (1� b(D)2c )�1((�2 +E(x(0) � �)2e�2ct + 12cD�):(2.15)Letting t!1 and using (2.5) there exists A1 2 (0;1) such that we get the estimateFc(g)(�) � ( 4cb(D)2c� b(D) )�2 +A1� 8 � 2 (0;1)(2.16)and hence lim�!1Fc(g)(�)=�2 � 4cb(D)2c� b(D) �!D!1 0;(2.17)which proves (2.7).Proof of a) First we prove the continuity of � ! Fc(g)(�) for � 2 [0;1). Since g(x)=x2converges to 0 as x!1 and since by combining (2.5) and (2.16):sup��M 1Z0 x2�c;g� (dx) <1;(2.18)the function g is uniformly integrable under �c;g� (�) for � �M . Hence it su�ces to show:�c;g�n =) �c;g� if �n ! � for n!1:(2.19)The latter follows from the estimatejh�c;g� ; fi � h�c;g�0 ; fij � L(f)j� � �0j(2.20)for every f with jf(x) � f(y)j � L(f)jx � yj 8 x; y 2 [0;1) and with L(f) <1, since thelatter functions are dense in Cb([0;1)). The estimate (2.20) follows from Lemma 2.4 below.The relation (2.20) says that application of the kernel K(x; dy) = �c;gx (dy) preserves theLipschitz constant. This implies in particular that application of compositions of the kernelspreserve the Lipschitz constant. Then we obtain with (2.7) and (2.5) as in the argumentabove for F(g) that also the map � ! F (n)(g)(�) is continuous.Finally we prove that Fc(g)(�) is Lipschitz at � = 0. Since g(0) = 0 it su�ces to provethat for all � 2 (0;1):Fc(g)(�) � C�2 +D� for C;D 2 [0;1):(2.21)However (2.21) follows via (2.16).(c) Contraction properties of the kernels Kc;g.Next we formulate the most signi�cant estimates derived from the coupling of dynamicswith two di�erent initial points by using the same driving brownian motion. That is weconsider the bivariate system (x1(t); x2(t))dxi(t) = c(� � xi(t))dt+p2g(xi(t))dw(t) i = 1; 2:(2.22)(See [DG2] for details.)Introduce the kernel Kc;g(�; �) on [0;1)� [0;1), de�ned byKc;g(�; d�) = �c;g� (d�):(2.23) 38



Lemma 2.4 Let f : [0;1)! IR be a function satisfyingjf(x1)� f(x2)j � Cjx1� x2j 8x1; x2 2 [0;1):(2.24)Then the function f� de�ned by� ! h�c;g� ; fi(2.25)has the propertyjf�(x2)� f�(x2)j � Cjx2 � x1j 8x1; x2 2 [0;1): 2(2.26)The functions satisfying (2.24) with some C <1 are called Lipschitz functions.Corollary Suppose f is as in Lemma 2.4 and f�k is de�ned byf�k : � ! h��Kck;F(k)(g) � � � � �Kc0;g ; fi:(2.27)Then jf�k (x2)� f�k (x1)j � Cj(x2 � x1)j 8x1; x2 2 [0;1): 2(2.28)3 Proof of Theorem 1In [DG3] (Theorem 1) (in turn based on results of [DG2]) the analogue of the presentTheorem 1 has been proved for processes with state space [0; 1]
N . That is the state spaceis compact and the components of the system as well as the function g are bounded. Theselatter facts were used in the proof at several points. Our task here is to show how to replacethose arguments based on the boundedness of the state space of the components. It turnsout that this can be done using L2-techniques.A screening of the proof (in [DG3]) shows that the boundedness of the components wasused essentially at two points were we needed uniform integrability in N of the componentsrespectively of F (j) applied to the components of the system XN;j(s�j (N )). Here we denoteby (XN;j(t)) the system obtained by replacing the sequence (ck)k2IN by (c0; c1; : : : ; cj; 0; 0; : : :).Altogether this means (recall that the assumption g(x)=x2 converges to 0 as x ! 1) thatin order to get Theorem 1 it su�ces to prove the Proposition formulated below.Proposition 3.1 The two sequencesfxN;j� (s�j (N ))gN2IN ; fF (j)(g)(xN;j� (s�j (N )))gN2IN(3.1)are for every � 2 
1, s 2 [0;1) and j 2 IN uniformly integrable in N . 2Proof Using Lemma 2.3b) we see that both statements of the Proposition are implied bysupN [E(xN;j� (s�j(N )))2] <1 8j 2 IN; s 2 [0;1); � 2 
1:(3.2)To prove this, we turn to Lemma 2.1. First note that sinceP� a(0; �) (recall (0.8)) convergesto c0 as N ! 1, we can neglect the fact that the kernel a(�; �) is not normalized anduse Lemma 2.1. Note that our kernels are symmetric, which is useful in the subsequentcalculation. Integration over the initial distribution � of the equation for second momentsand �xed initial point yields for the kernel bN;j(�; �) on f�jd(0; �) � j)�f�jd(0; �) � jg givenby the restriction of a(�; �) to these subsets of 
N i.e. bN;j(0; �) = a(0; �)= Pk�k�j a(0; �):E(xN;j� (s�j(N )))2 =X�;�0 bN;js�j(N)(�; �) bN;js�j(N)(�; �0) E(xN;j� (0)xN;j�0 (0))(3.3) 39



+ s�j(N)Z0 X� bN;j(s�j(N)�u)(�; �)bN;j(s�j(N)�u)(�; �)Eg(xN;j� (u))du� E�(xN;j� (0))2+ s�j(N)Z0 X� bN;j(s�j(N)�u)(�; �)bN;j(s�j(N)�u)(�; �)E(g(xN;j� (u)))du:>From our assumptions on g we know that, using (3.3) we can bound as follows (usingthe spatial homogeneity of �! and the Kolmogorov equation for bN;js�j(N)�u(�; �)):E(xN;j� (s�j(N )))2 � Const +D1 s�j(N)Z0 b̂N;j2(s�j(N)�u)(�; �)du(3.4) + D2 s�j(N)Z0 b̂N;j2(s�j(N)�u)(�; �) �E(xN;j� (u))2du:Here D2 can be made as small as we want (on the cost of D1, compare (2.14)).The relation (3.4) has (for �xed �;N and j) the form of a renewal inequality in themacroskopic time variables for the function s ! ExN;j� (s�(N ))2 (see [F]). Choosing D2su�ciently small it su�ces for (3.2) to hold to show thatsupN � s�j(N)Z0 bN;ju (�; �)du� <1:(3.5)For verifying (3.5) we need the behaviour of the transition kernel bN;ju = b̂N;ju in particularfor u = t�j(N ) with t > 0. We prove in fact the stronger results�j(N)Z0 bN;ju (�; �)du �!N!1 j + 1� e�s;(3.6)which follows from the two relations:KNZ0 bN;ju (�; �)du �!N!1 j;(3.7) s�j(N)ZKN bN;ju (�; �)du �!N!1 1� e�s;(3.8)where KN=�j(N ) �!N!1 0, KN=[�j�1(N ) logN ]!1, as N !1.These relations in turn are based on the following facts about the behaviour of randomwalks on 
N as N !1:bN;ju (�; �)�!u!1N�j 8 �; � 2 f� 2 
N j k�k � jg(3.9) bN;ju�j(N)(�; �)N j�!N!1 e�u uniformly in u 2 [a; b] for 0 < a < b <1:(3.10) 40



supN � supKN�t�s�j(N)(bN;jt (�; �)N j)� # 0 as s! 0(3.11) bN;ju (�; �) �!N!1 e�u; for all u > 0:(3.12)These relations are proved using characters below. First we �nish the proof. The relation(3.10) and (3.11) implies (3.8), with (3.9), (3.10) and (3.12) one proves with induction overj relation (3.7).The relations (3.9) - (3.12) follow via Fourier transformation as follows:Let 
̂N denotef(�k)k2IN : �k 2 f0; 1; : : : ; N � 1gg(3.13)and abbreviate< �; � >= exp�2�iN 1Xk=1�k�k�:(3.14)Then we can consider the transform of the distribution bN;jt (0; �) : � !P� bN;jt (0; �)h�; �i.De�ne KN = � 1Pk=1 ck�1Nk�1 � 1Nk ��1 and rN;k = KN ck�1(N�1)Nk �1 � KN 1Pj+1 cl�1(N�1)�1N l � fork � j and rN;k = 0 for k > j.Next introduce the value of the transform on �1 = 0; : : : ; �k�1 = 0; �k 6= 0:fN;jk = rjN;1 + � � �+ rjN;k � 1N � 1rjN;k+1:(3.15)Then the transition probabilities can be represented (see Fleischmann and Greven 1994,(2.11)), by the "inverse Fourier transform\ as:bN;jt (0; �) = (N � 1) 1Xk>k�kN�ke�t(1�fN;jk ) + (1If0g(�)� 1)N�k�ke�t(1�fN;jk�k ):(3.16)Relations (3.9) - (3.12) are shown by explicit calculation as follows. Observe that fN;jk < 1for k < j and fN;jk = 1 for k � j. This implies (3.9), by letting tend t!1 in (3.16). Therelations (3.10) respectively (3.12) are implied by (3.16) and the fact that for k < j:N j(1� fN;j ) �!N!1 1 and N j(1� fN;k) �!N!1N j�k:(3.17)The latter is found by inspection.It remains to verify relation (3.11). Here return to (3.16) and use (3.17) to bound theterm k = j in the sum. The terms k > j go to zero since N ! 1. The terms k < j arehandled using that KN (1 � fN;k) � KNN�k and hence N j�k exp(�KNN�k) converges to0 by the assumption on KN .This completes the proof of Proposition 3.1 and hence in connection with [DG3] theproof of Theorem 1.4 Proof of Theorem 2, Theorem 3 and Theorem 4We shall prove theorems 2 and 3 together, but we treat the two cases �c�1k < 1 and�c�1k =1 separately.a) Theorem 2 and 3, Case �c�1k <1 41



In step 1 and 2 we prove Theorem 2 and in step 3 the Theorem 3. The key here aresecond moment estimates in connection with coupling techniques (compare (2.6) and (2.28)).Step 1 (Proof of Theorem 2).Start by observing that for m � n � k, L((Znj )�k;:::;0jZn�n�1 = �) andL((Zmj )�k;�k+1;:::;0jZm�m�1 = �) are two time inhomogeneous Markov chains with transitionkernel K�` at time �` given byK�`('; d�) = �`�1' (d�) ` 2 ZZ�; ` � k(4.1)which di�er only in their initial distributions. The latter are��K�n�1 � � � � �K�k�1 resp. ��K�m�1 � � � � �K�k�1;(4.2)where � denotes the composition of kernels. Note furthermore thatZ[0;1) �K�`('; d�) = ' 8` 2 IN; ' 2 [0;1):(4.3)Hence we can rewrite the moment formula (2.6) asVar ((Zn�k�1)jZn�n�1 = �) = ( nXk+1 c�1k )F (n)(g)(�):(4.4)We shall prove below in step 2:Lemma 4.1Xk c�1k <1 =) supn F (n)(g)(�) <1: 2(4.5)As a consequence of (4.5) and (4.4) we getsupn�kVar (Zn�k�1jZn�n�1 = �)�!k!1 0(4.6)which implies in particular that for every n = n(k) � kL(Zn�k�1jZn�n�1 = �) =)k!1 �� :Use this with the Corollary to Lemma 2.4 in Section 2a) and the fact that the Lipschitzfunctions are dense in Cb([0;1)) (take x ! e�x with � 2 (�1; 0]!) to conclude that(m � n!) (��K�n�1 � � � � �K�k�1 � ��K�m�1 � � � �K�k�1) =)n!1 0:(4.7)Finally note that (use (2.26) again) the kernels K�l satisfy: if �n converges weakly to ameasure � such that R x2�n(dx) is bounded in n (guaranteeing linear functions are uniformlyintegrable) then �nK�l converges weakly to �K�l. Hence with (4.7) and again with theCorollary to Lemma 2.4 we get then that the process:L((Zn�j)�k;�k+1;:::;0jZn�n�1 = �)(4.8)converges to a Markov chain (Z1j )�k;�k+1;:::;0 with transition kernel K�` at time �`.Due to (4.3), (4.4), and (4.5) (the latter two implying supn E((Znj )2jZn�n�1 = �) < 1)we have that the Markov chain(Z1j )=�k;�k+1;:::;0(4.9) 42



is a uniformly integrable martingale with E(Z1j ) = �, hence by the backward martingaleconvergence theoremlimj!1Z1�j = Z1�1 exists a.s.(4.10)and satis�es E(Z1�1) = EZ10 = �:(4.11)The relations (4.8) - (4.11) prove Theorem 2a) for the case �c�1k < 1. Note that (4.11)and (4.6) combined imply (via the lemma of Fatou) that Z1�1 = � a.s and hence we obtainan extremal entrance law. Then theorem 2b) is immediate with (2.26), (2.27) via (4.8). Itremains to prove Lemma 4.1.Step 2 (Proof of Lemma 4.1)The proof will be based on Lemma 2.2 and the following elementary fact:Let f and h be functions [0;1)! [0;1) which are continuous and satisfy for some a; b 2 IR+a+ bh � ff(x) > 0 for x > 0(4.12) h(x)=f(x)�!x!11:Furthermore let (Xn)n2IN be a sequence of IR+-valued random variables. Thensupn2IN[Eh(Xn)=Ef(Xn)] <1 implies that(4.13) ff(Xn)gn2IN is uniformly integrable.Suppose now we establishlim infn!1 Fn(g)(�) > 0; for � > 0:(4.14)Then by Lemma 2.2 andP c�1k <1 we conclude:supn hE((Zno )2jZn�n�1 = �)F (n)(g) (�) i <1:(4.15)Hence with setting h(x) = x2, f(x) = g(x) and L(Xn) = L(Zn0 jZn�n�1 = �) we get from(4.13) that (recall F (n)(g)(�) = E(g(Zn0 )jZn�n�1 = �))):fg(Xn)gn2IN are uniformly integrable(4.16)and hence in particular (recall F (n)(g)(�) = Eg(Xn)) the following estimate holds:supn F (n)(g)(�) <1 � 2 [0;1):(4.17)which is the desired bound for proving Lemma 4.1.It remains to verify (4.14). If (4.14) does not hold we get from (4.4) that along asubsequence nk where F (n)(g)(�) converges to 0, we must have due to (2.28) thatL((Znkj )j=�l�1;�l;:::;0jZnk�nk�1 = �) =) �(�;:::;�); for all l 2 IN:(4.18)By the Lemma of Fatou this would imply using (Fng )(�) = E(g(Zn0 )jZn�n�1 = �) thatlim infk!1 Fnk(g)(�) � g(�) > 0;(4.19)which is a contradiction. Hence (4.14) holds and (4.5) is proved.43



Step 3 (Theorem 3 in the case where P c�1k <1.)Recall that (4.11) says that E(Z1�1) = �.Since formula (4.6) implies that for P c�1k <1:Var (Z1�1) = 0(4.20)we get Z1�1 = � a.s.(4.21)It remains to show that for � > 0, Z1j > 0 for j 2 ZZ�. Since we know from the explicitform of �k�(�) (see (0.18)) that for every ` 2 ZZ�:K`('; (0;1)) = 1 for ' > 0;(4.22)it su�ces to prove thatProb (Z1�j = 0) � bj bj ! 0 as j !1:(4.23)This latter relation follows however immediately from the inequality (use (4.4)):Prob (jZn�j��j�"jZn�n�1=�) � 1"2Var (Znj jZn�n�1=�)(4.24) � 1"2 ( 1Xk=j c�1k )F (n)(g)(�);via (4.5) and the assumptionP c�1k <1.This completes the proof of Theorem 3 in the case P c�1k <1.b) Theorem 2 and 3, Case P c�1k =1The key to the argument are consistency considerations based again on (2.6) and (2.28),which we present now in three steps.Step 1. We �rst note that the weak limit points as j !1 of L((Zjk)k=�j�1;�j;:::;0) are en-trance laws. (Recall that since E(Zjk) = �, this sequence of measures is weakly relativ com-pact). Namely, suppose we have a transition kernel K(x; dy) such that x! R K(x; dy)f(y)is continuous for every f 2 Cb([0;1)). Then < �n; f >!< �; f > for all f 2 Cb([0;1))as n ! 1 implies that < �nK; f >!< �K; f > for all f 2 Cb([0;1)). This relation isthen by iteration extended to �K�k � � � � �K0 for every k 2 IN . Since the above continuityassumption on the kernels is satis�ed for K(�; d�) = �c;g� (d�), we knowEvery weak limit point of L((Zjk)k=�j�1;:::;0) is(4.25) an entrance law for (Kk)k2ZZ� :We denote such an entrance law by (Z1k )k2ZZ� . Since Kk(�; �) has mean �, (Z1k )k2ZZ�, is amartingale with values in [0;1]. Hence in particular we know that the following limit existsalmost surely:Z1�1 = limk!�1Z1k :(4.26)We have to prove next in step 2 and 3 in order to obtain Theorem 3:1X0 c�1k = +1 =) Z1�1 � 0;(4.27)Namely, by writing Z1k = E(Z10 jZ1k ; Z1k�1; � � �) we see by letting k ! �1 and usingZ1k � 0; the relation Z1�1 = 0 implies (by the uniform integrability of Z1k , as a closable,by assumption, martingale) that almost surely Z10 = 0 and hence almost surely:Z1k � 0 k 2 ZZ�:(4.28) 44



Step 2. The strategy now is to exclude the possiblity of Z1�1 taking a positive value, byexhibiting a contradiction to the convergence of Z1k as k !�1. For this purpose we collectin the present step 2 �rst a number of facts.We start with the following �rst observation:fZ1�1g \ f� > 0j limsupn!1 F (n)(g)(~�) = 0; 8~� 2 U (�)g = ;; Z1�1 -a.s.;(4.29)where U denotes neighbourhood and fXg range of X. Namely note �rst the following threerelations: F (k)(g)(�) = E(g(Z10 )jZ1�k�1 = �)(4.30) inf0<��x���1 g(x) > 0 8� 2 (0; 1);EE(Z10 jZ1�j�1 = �) = �:This implies that starting in a � contained in the second set in (4.29) the processes(Zjk)k=�j�1;:::;0 converge to a process with Z10 = 0 and hence Z1�k = 0 for all k 2 IN withthis starting point �. Combined with the coupling property of Lemma 2.4 this gives (4.29)by contradiction.We continue with the second observation. It is clear from explicit form of the transitionkernel (as equilibrium of a di�usion with locally bounded drift, see (0.17)) that Z1k cannotconverge to a value � for k ! �1 if infn F (n)(g)(~�) > 0 in a neighbourhood of � and�c�1k = +1. Hence almost surelyZ1�1 =2 [�>0f�j lim infn!1 F (n)(g)(~�) > �; 8~� 2 U (�)g:(4.31)Step 3. Now we are ready to start the proof. Since the map � ! �c;g� (�) is monotone (inthe stochastic order), recall (0.17) and compare via (2.22) processes starting in �1 > �2and with drift parameters �1; �2 respectively, we know that lim infn!1 F (n)(g)(~�) = 0 impliesliminf F (n)(g)(�) = 0 for all � � ~�. Furthermore since g is continuous, strictly positive on(0;1) and E(Z(n)0 jZn�n�1 = �) = �, we even know by (2.27) that for some " = "(�) > 0:lim infn!1 F (n)(g)(~�) � � > 0 =) lim infn!1 F (n)(g)(�) � �=2 8� 2 [~� � "; ~� + "]:(4.32)Hence we can de�nea� = inf(�j lim infn!1 F (n)(g)(�) > 0)(4.33)but we know thata� = max(�j lim infn!1 F (n)(g)(�) = 0)and conclude by (4.32) and (4.31) thatZ1�1 =2 (a�;1]:(4.34)On the set [0; a�) we can conclude that for a sequence n(k) " 1 with F (n(k))(g)(a�)! 0we have F (n(k))(g)(�) = 0 8� < a�, by the monotonicity mentioned above. By the couplingresult of Lemma 2.4 we know therefore that in fact evenF (n)(g)(�) �!n!1 0 8� < a�:(4.35)Now we use (4.29) to conclude thatZ1�1 =2 (0; a�):(4.36) 45



Finally we exclude Z1�1 = a� > 0 with positive probability by the coupling Lemma 2.4which says that an entrance law with Z1�1 = a� would have to be arbitrarily close to thetrivial process, which is associated with every � 2 (0;1)nfa�g.Altogether with (4.35), (4.36) we have proved (4.28).Proof of Theorem 4(a) The proof of (i) (local extinction) can be obtained via Theorem 2 in [CFG]. The proofof (ii) (persistence) can be obtained by the same argument as in Cox and Greven (1994) orProposition 6.1 in Dawson and Perkins (1991).(b) An elementary calculation involving the application of Ito's lemma tox�(t)x�0(t), andtaking the limit t!1 yields that under the law ~�N�Cov(x�; x�0) � 2�H(1; � � �0)c0(4.37)where H(1; �) denotes the expected number of visits to zero by the discrete time hierarchicalrandom walk. However from A4 we have thatH(1; � � �0) �!d(�;�0)!1 0uniformly in N . The �rst statement in (b) then follows as in the proof of Theorem 0.10(a)in [DGV]. The second statement of (b) follows from Theorem 11 part(c) which is given be-low. It can also be proved in the same way as in the proof of (0.71) in [DGV] but using (4.37).5 Proof of Theorems 5 and 6A) The di�usive clustering case, Proof of Theorem 5The proof starts with the case g(x) = dx and will make use of techniques and resultsobtained by J. Lamperti and P. Ney [1968] to study the behaviour of a critical Galton-Watson process conditioned on surviving till time n. By developing comparison methodswe are able to study our time inhomogeneous Markov chains (Zjk)k=j�1;:::;0 describing IR+-valued masses instead of particles, based on knowledge about time-homogenous branchingparticle systems. Using comparison methods we generalize �nally to the case g 2 G((d)).In section 5a) we formulate a key statement about systems of time inhomogeneousbranching masses, which is proved in the lengthy section 5b), next section 5c) proves Theo-rem 5 in the case g(x) = dx and section 5d) for g 2 G((d)).a) PreparationsFirst we need as a major tool a result on the behaviour of a system of branching masses,namely the analog to the asymptotics of the extinction probability for IN -valued criticalbranching processes.Suppose that fKd(�; d'), d 2 (0;1)g is a one parameter set of positive transition kernelson [0;1)� [0;1) satisfying for every d 2 (0;1) the following assumptions:Kd(�; [0;1)) = 1 and K(0; f0g) = 1(5.1) Kd(�1 + �2; d') = (Kd(�1; �) �Kd(�2; �))(d') for �1; �2 2 [0;1)(5.2) with � denoting convolution of distributionsZ Kd(�; d')' = � for � 2 [0;1)(5.3) 46



Z Kd(�; d')'2 � �2 = 1d�;(5.4) supd�d� Z Kd(�; d')'3 = O(d�2� ) as d� ! 0;(5.5) supd�d� Z Kd(�; d')'4 = O(d�3� ) as d� ! 0:(5.6)Consider now a sequence (dk)k2IN of real numbers satisfying either of the two conditions0 < (dk)�1 � d� <1 8k 2 IN and 1Xk=0 d�1k = +1(5.7)or: dj jXk=0d�1k �!j!01 and 1Xk=0d�1k = +1Now we have all ingredients to formulate a result on the extinction probability of branch-ing masses.Proposition 5.1 Assume that fKdgd2IR+ satis�es (5.1)-(5.6) and the sequence (dk) re-lation (5.7). Then for every " > 0 and every � > 0(��)Kdn �Kdn�1 � : : : �Kdo([";1)) �n!1 12�� nXk=0 1dk��1: 2(5.8)Corollary 5.1 For the backward composition we have for " > 0:(��)Kd0 � � � � �Kdn ([";1)) �n!1 12�� nXk=0 1dk��1: 2(5.9)b) Decay of the nonextinction probability, Proof of Proposition 5.1.Now we come to the proof of the crucial relation (5.8). The problem is that for a realiza-tion of Zjk of the chain starting in � at times �j�1 and transitions according to Kdk at time�k we know that L(ZjkjZ1�j�1 = �) may be (and is in the case of interest to us) supportedby (0;1) for all k provided � > 0 and hence the point 0 is not reached. On the other handthe probability of being 0 is the quantity readily read of from the Laplace transform. Theidea of the proof is now to construct a new sequence of transition kernels satisfying on theone hand K(�; f0g [ [";1)) = 1 but is such that f0g can be hit with positive probabilityand such that for "! 0 we get good approximations of the original situation. Here howeverwe have to consider " of the form "b(j; k) for the chain indexed j at time �k, in order toachieve this approximation.Step 1 Construction of the new chain:Denote by (Zjk) the Markov chain with transition kernels Kdk at time k which starts in � attime �j � 1.On the same probability space we shall construct (Zj;"k )k=�j�1;:::;0 such that Zj;"�j�1 = �and such that the following conditions are satis�ed(i) Prob(Zj;"0 6= 0) � 12�� jPk=0 d�1k ��1(1 + O(")) as j !1 and "! 0(ii) Prob�nh supjkj�j jZjk � Zj;"k ji > �� = o� jPk=0d�1k ��1 as j !1; � > 0(iii) Prob�Zj;"0 2 (0; �)jZj;"0 > 0� �!j!10 uniformly in " 8� > 0(5.10) 47



Then we can �nish the proof by observing that as j !1 for all " > 0:Prob(Zj0 � �) = (1 +O("))Prob(Zj;"0 6= 0) + o� jXk=0d�1k ��1(5.11) �j!1 12�� jXk=0d�1k ��1(1 +O("));which is the desired asymptotic relation.The next step is therefore to construct the pair ((Zjk)k=�j�1;:::;0, Zj;"k=�j�1;j;:::;0) satisfying(5.10). The key to that construction is the following fact. Due to the "branching property\(5.2) the measures Kd(�; �) are in�nitely divisible (and supported by [0;1)!), hence, we canrepresent the Laplace transforms of the measures Kd(�; �) as follows:Z 10 Kd(�; dy)e��y = exp(�� d(�));  d(�) � 0:(5.12)Consequently by using this relation iteratively we get:Z 10 (��Kdj � � � � �Kd0 )(dy)e��y = exp(�� dj ( dj�1 (� � � ( d0 (�)) � � �)):(5.13)Using again that the measures Kd(�; �) resp. ��Kdj � � � � �Kd1 are in�nitely divisible theirLaplace transforms or better the functons  d can be represented via the socalled canonicalor Levy measure. Namely there exists a measure Rd on [0;1) such that (recall that ourrandom variable is nonnegative and hence there is no normal component) d(�) = Z 10 (1� e��u)Rd(du):(5.14)Having the relations (5.14) and (5.12), (5.13) in mind we shall specify the law of Zj;"k bytransition kernels which will be de�ned via Levy-measures R"d obtained from Rd. This waywe preserve automatically the branching property (5.2) and the property (5.1) for the newtransition kernel.De�ne �rst for a �xed " > 0 and a d = d(") the measure R"d on [0;1) byR"d : R"d(A) = �Rd(A \ [";1))(5.15)where we choose � = �(") such thatZ 10 uR"d(du) = 1; �(") # 1 as " # 0:(5.16)Next let ~K"d be the kernel such that ~K"d(�; �) has Laplace transform exp(�� "d(�)) with "d(�) = Z 10 (1� e��u)R"d(du):(5.17)We can give a particular representation for that kernel as follows: Observe that a (gener-alised) Poisson process on [0;1) with intensity measure R(�) has the property that a real-ization, written as 1Pi=0 �mi generates a random variable Z = 1Pi=0mi with Laplace-transformexp(� R10 (1 � e��u)R(du)). This proves in particular that exp(�� "d(�)) is Laplace trans-form of a probability distribution. We de�ne ~d as the following function of d : d !(R ~K"d(1; d�)�2 � 1)�1. Furthermore from the representation (5.17) it is easily checked thatwe have for �xed " that:f ~K"~djd 2 (0;1)g(5.18) 48



satis�es (5.1) - (5.6). Namely (5.2) follows since (5.17) implies that the law is in�nitelydivisible in �. Furthermore (5.15) and (5.16) give together (5.1) and (5.3). The relation(5.4) holds by the construction of the function ~d. Finally the representation of the measuresvia Poisson point processes together with the fact that Rd and R"d agree on [0;1) gives (5.4)and (5.5).This makes now the construction of Zjk; Zj;"k on one probability space work as follows:We shall construct two point processes on [0;1). We need the following ingredients:{ Y ";�1;d is a Poisson point process with intensity measure �(Rdj[";1)). (Here j denotesrestriction){ Y ";�2;d is a Poisson point process with intensity measure �(Rdj[0;")).{ Y ";�3;d is the Poisson point process with intensity measure (� � 1)�(Rdj[";1)).All the above three processes are independent. De�ne ( ~Y ";�d ; �Y ";�d ) as follows~Y ";�d = Y ";�1;d [ Y ";�2(5.19) �Y ";�d = Y ";�1;d [ Y ";�3 :(5.20)Now we realize an independent collection of these random variables for d = d1; d2; : : :and for �xed j with " of the form "b(j; k) for a given array b and for a particular value ofk. In the notation we will however write " rather than "b(j; k). For a simple point processY represented as Y =Pi �mi we write simply �I(Y ) =Pi mi. We setZj�j�1 = Zj;"�j�1 = �Zj�j = I( ~Y ";�dj ) Zj;"�j = I( �Y ";�dj )Zjk+1 = I( ~Y ";Zjkdk+1 ) Zj;"k+1 = I( �Y ";Zj;"kdk+1 ):(5.21)We are now left with verifying (5.10) (i),(ii) and (iii), which is the content of steps 2,3,respectively step 4 and 5.Step 2 (Nonextinction probability of the new chain, Proof of (5.10(i)).) In this section we�x an array " = "b(j; k) as in step 1 and work with a given sequence (dk)k2IN satisfying (5.7).We assume b(j; k) � 1 throughout this section. This means we have by the construction ofthe previous step a Markov chain (Zj;"k )fk2�j�1;�j;:::;0g given.The key to the proof is the analysis of the Laplace transform of the terminal distributionsof the approximating Markov chains:L"j(�) = Z 10 e��uP (Zj;"0 2 du); � 2 [0;1):(5.22)It turns out to be useful to extend the domain of this function to complex values as well.For this purpose de�nefd;"� (z) = Z 10 zu ~K"d(�; du); z 2 IC; jzj � 1:so that L"j(�) = fd;"� (e��).In order to analyse the expression (5.22) we need the logarithm of the transforms of thecorresponding transition kernels denoted ~K"dk at time �k � 1: d;"� (�) = �1� logfd;"� (e��):(5.23) 49



The function L"j(�) can be obtained, due to the branching property (5.2) of the kernelsf ~K"d; d 2 [0;1)g, as follows:L"j(�) = exp (�� dj ;"1 � : : : �  d0;"1 (�)):(5.24)Hence we have the formula (recall Zj;"0 ! 0 in law as j !1)Prob (Zj;"0 > 0) = 1� L"j(1) � �G(j)" (1) as j !1(5.25) with G(j)" (�) =  dj ;"1 � : : : �  d0 ;"1 (�):Therefore the remaining task is now to analyse the behaviour of G(j)" (1) as j !1 uniformlyin ".We de�ne dk(") as the reciprocal variance of ~K"dk (1; �) and de�ne K"dk(") = ~K"dk . Moregenerally (cf. (5.18)) we can reparametrize in such a way that we get kernels K"d = K"~d suchthat d is the reciprocal variance of K"d(1; �). Since K"d satis�es (5.2) (which implies we havea Levy-Khinchine representation) it is easy to verify that K"d satis�es (5.5) and (5.6).To nowcomplete the agrument the main tools are the following three lemmata:Lemma 5.2 Assume that K"d and the sequence (dk(")) satis�es (5.1) - (5.7). Then for� 2 (0;1) uniformly in ":1G(n)(�) = 12 nXi=0 d�1i (") + o( nXi=0 d�1i (")) as n!1: 2(5.26)Lemma 5.3E(exp(��Zj;"0 jZj;"0 > 0)) �!j!10 uniformly in ": 2(5.27)Lemma 5.4 nX0 d�1k = nX0 d�1k (") = (1 +O(")) uniformly in n:2The relation (5.10) (i) is now obtained as follows. For (dk)k2IN and "b(j; k) we constructthe chain (Zj;"k )k=�j�1;:::;o as in step 1 and note that dk(") is such that the conditionalvariance Var(Zj;"k+1 jZj;"k = �) in step �k is given by �=dk(").Note that with the abbreviation q"n = Prob (Zj;"0 > 0) we can writeL"j(�) = (1� q"j ) + q"jE(exp (��Zj;"0 )jZj;"0 > 0):(5.28)Hence we get1� L"j(�) = q"j (1� E(exp (��Zj;"0 jZj;"0 > 0)):(5.29)According to Lemma 5.3 we know therefore(1� L"j(�))=(1 � L"j(1)) �!j!11:(5.30)Combining the relations (5.25) and (5.26) gives the desired relation(recallPn0 d�1i (") diverges as n!1)Prob (Zj;"0 > 0) �n!1 �2( nXi=0 d�1i ("))�1;(5.31)uniformly in ". By applying �nally Lemma 5.4 we get (5.10)(i).Step 3 Proof of Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.4:50



The proof consists of two parts (I) and (II). First we show (5.26) for �xed � 2 [0;1)and " > 0. The second part consists in showing the uniformity in " and Lemma 5.4.(I) Since we keep � and " > 0 �xed here we repress it in the notation and write furthermoreinstead of  dj (");"1 simply  j and instead of dj(") simply dj. In this notation we get therecursion relation (see 5.24 and 5.25):G(j)(�) =  j(G(j�1)(�)) =  j �  j�1(G(j�2)(�)) = : : : =  j � : : : � 0(�):(5.32)Since we know by assumption (5.6) that R u4 ~K"d(1; du) <1we know that R u4K"d(1; du) <1 and we can conclude that the function  n(�) is four times di�erentiable and get (recall n(0) = 0)  n(�) =  (1)n (0)� + ( (2)n (0)2 )�2 + ( (3)n (0)6 )�3 + yn(�); yn(�) = O(�4):(5.33)We now make the Ansatz:1 n(�) = An � 1� + Bn + Cn�+Dn�2 +En�3 + �n(�) with �n(�) = O(�3)(5.34)and abbreviatean =  (1)n (0); bn =  (2)n (0)2 ; cn =  (3)n (0)6 :(5.35)We �nd by inserting (5.33) in (5.34) through comparison of coe�cients thatAn = 1an ; Bn = � bna2n ; Cn = � cna2n + b2na3n(5.36) Dn = 2bncna3n � b3na4n � 1a2n yn(�)�4 ; En = 0�n(�) n(�) = �� bna2n y(�)�4 + cnCn + bnDn��4+ �cnDn + Cn yn(z)�4 ��5+ �yn(z)�4 Dn��6In order to relate the quantities appearing in (5.35) with the moments of the given lawsK"d(1; �) we derive some relations useful later on. Suppose that the random variable X hasa Laplace transformF (�) = Ee��X(5.37)which can be written as F (�) = exp (� (�)). Then�( dd� )kF� (0) = (�1)kEXk(5.38)and  (1)(0) = EX;  (2)(0) = �Var (X);  (3)(0) = EX3 � (EX)3 + 3 Var (X)EX(5.39)  (4)(�) = �e (�)F (4)(�) + 4 (3)(�) (1)(�)(5.40) + 3( (2)(�))2 � 3( (1)(�))2 + ( (2)(�) + ( (1)(�))4:51



Observe next (recall Lj(�)! 1 as j !1) G(n)(�) ! 0 as n !1. Using the relations(5.32) and (5.34) in connection with (5.36) we are able to expand the function (G(n)(�))�1and we �nd: 1Gn(�) = 1 n(G(n�1)(�))(5.41) = 1an � 1G(n�1)(�) � bna2n +CnG(n�1)(�) +Dn(G(n�1)(�))2 + �n(G(n�1)(�)):We know that (recall (5.1) - (5.4)) n(0) = 0;  (1)n (0) = 1;  (2)n (0) = � 1dn :(5.42)Therefore we obtain by iterating (5.41) and substituting an; bn via (5.35) the expression:1G(n)(�) = 1 0(�) + nXi=0 1di + nXi=0 CiG(i�1)(�)(5.43) + nXi=0Di(G(i�1)(�))2 + nXi=0 �i(G(i�1)(�)):We have to show now that the expressionRn(�) = nXi=0 CiG(i�1)(�) + nXi=0Di(G(i�1)(�))2 + nXi=0 �i(G(i�1)(�))(5.44)satis�es Rn(�) = o(Pni=1 d�1i ) as n!1, for every �xed � 2 [0;1).At this point we see that we now need information on cn i.e.  (3)n (0) . For this purposewe note �rst that combining (5.35), (5.39) and Jensen's inequality thatcn > 0:(5.45)Therefore we know from (5.36) in connection with (5.35) and (5.42) that:Cn � ( 1dn )2; Cn � �cn(5.46) Dn(�) � ( 1dn )3 � yn(�)�4 ;Dn(�) � �yn(�)�4 � jbncnj � �yn(�)�4 � constd3n�n(z) = ( n(�))�1���3cn( 1dn )2 + c2n + ( 1dn )4 + �2yn(�)dn�4 ��4+ ��cn( 1dn )3 + (2c2ndn ) + 2cnyn(�)�4 + �yn(�)dn2�4 ��5+ yn(�)�4 �(� 1dn )3 + 2cndn + yn(�)�4 ��6�:In order to exploit the (5.46) for general sequences (dn)n2IN we need to use informationon cn and yn(�) that is on  (3)(0) and  (4)n (�).With the assumptions (5.5) and (5.6) (and the fact that those relations according to(5.18) remain true for the approximating kernels) we obtain the following:cn � K(d�2n _ 1) +K; K � 1(5.47) 52



jyn(�)�4 j � K(d�3n _ 1) +K 0:In order to estimate Rn(�) we discuss separately the two cases1: 0 < d�1k � d� <1 and X d�1k =1(5.48) 2: dk �!k!10 and dk � kXi=0 d�1i �!k!11:Case 1 We use that G(i)(�) converges to 0 as i ! 1 in connection with the boundson Cn; Dn; �n(�) obtained by combining (5.44) - (5.46), (5.36) and bounding cn; yn(�) by(5.47).Case 2 Since now the terms d�1k diverge we have to use the speed at which G(k)(�)converges to zero to get out the desired estimate.Suppose that along a subsequence G(j)(�)(Pjk=0 d�1k ) diverges. Then (G(j)(�))�1 isasymptotically smaller than Pjk=0 d�1k , at least along a subsequence, This would implyby (5.43) that Rn(�) � �Pni=0 d�1i along that subsequence, which contradicts the boundon Rn(�) obtained by combining (5.44) - (5.46) and making use of (5.47). Hence we canconclude G(j)(�) � C jXk=0d�1k !�1 8j 2 IN:(5.49)Then the desired relation Rn(�) = o(Pnk=0 d�1k ) follows as above from (5.44) - (5.46), (5.36)and (5.47) by the fact that for case 2: dj �Pjk=0 d�1k !1 as j !1.(II) We shall now display again " in the notation for dk("), since both dk and dk(") willappear. In order to prove the uniformity in " and to prove Lemma 5.4 it su�ces to showthat for k 2 IN : dk(")=dk; ( ";(i)k (�)= (i)k (�) for i = 3; 4 converges as "! 0 to 1 uniformlyin k.Note that (recall (5.14) - (5.18)) (j)k (�) = (�1)j Z 10 uje��uRdk(du)( "k)(j)(�) = (1� �("))(�1)j Z 1" uje��uRdk(du):Hence we need (as a su�cient condition) in order to get the assertion for dk(")=dk:Z "0 u2Rdk(du)= Z 10 u2Rdk(du) �!"!00 uniformly in k:This su�ces at the same time for the remaining points. This can always be achieved bychoosing " = "(j; k) su�ciently small as a function of j uniformly in k.Step 4 (Proof of Lemma 5.3 and (5.10)(iii))We know that with a"n = 12Pni=0 d�1i (") (recall (5.28)),a"j(1 � L"j(�)) = a"j � qj � (1�E(exp(��Zj;"j jZj;"j > 0))):(5.50)The l.h.s. of the equation above converges to 1 for every � 2 (0;1) as a consequence of(5.26) using the de�nition (5.24), (5.25). Hencea"jqj(1 �E(exp(��Zj;"j jZj;"j > 0))) �!j!11:(5.51) 53



Since the r.h.s. is independent of � we can conclude that vague limit points of L(Zj;"j jZj;"j > 0) are convex combinations of �0; �1 that is have the form ��0+(1��)�1 . We needto exclude the case � > 0 (recall that �" = " � b(j; k), so that we do not have Zj;"j � � > 0 forsome � for all j 2 IN !). In the case of the vague limit ��0+(1��)�1 we must have that (alonga subsequence) a"nqn! (1� �)�1. In order to establish � = 0, it would therefore accordingto (5.25) and (5.26) be enough to have uniform convergence of G(j)(�) in �; � 2 [r;1) forsome r > 0 as j !1. Note for this purpose that ";jk (0) = 0; ( ";jk )(1)(0) = 1; ( ";jk )(2)(�) < 0;  ";jk (1) <1:(5.52)Suppose now that  ";j0 (1), (the �rst term in the composition of G(j)(�) see (5.25)) isbounded also in j. Then [0;1) would be mapped onto [0;  ";j0 (1)) under  ";j0 and theimages of the latter interval are bounded intervals in [0;  ";j0 (1)]. In such an interval weobtain then immediately (recall (5.33), (5.41)) the desired uniform convergence of G(j)(�)for � 2 [r;1); r > 0. The strategy of the proof is therefore to modify the last transition ofour chain (Zjk)k=�j�1;:::;0, obtain the result and later remove the perturbation. The simplestmodi�cation is to put the Levy-measure of L(Zj;"0 jZj;"�1 = 1) equal to zero on the interval[0; �], where � can be made arbitrarily small.Step 5 Approximation, Proof of (5.10)(ii).The basic strategy will be to construct an array �" = "b(j; k) > 0 such that (5.10)(ii) willhold. Recall that due to the representation (5.12) and (5.14) the two processes(Z";jk )k=�j�1;:::;0 and (Zjk)k=�j�1;:::;0 can be represented via Poisson point processes withrandom intensity measure. Since the processes which we compare can be viewed as builtfrom 3 Poisson point processes we will consider a 3-type branching process, where the twoprocesses to be compared appear as the sum of two types each (one common) so thatestimating the di�erence between the processes will amount to estimate the two populationsassociated with the types which do not occur in both Zj and Zj;", that is in the onesgenerated by the following parts of the canonical measures: (1 � �)Rd1(";1), respectivelyRd1(0;"].For this purpose we have to choose for �xed j a sequence of "-values determining theapproximation in each step. Hence we have to choose �" = f"b(j; k); k � j; k; j 2 INgappropriately. For a branching system generated by the Levy measure R we introducemasses of three types 1,2,3 according to the following rules:- The "o�spring\ of mass of type 1 is of type 1, 2 or 3 and is generated by the Levy-measures R(";1) (�(")� 1)R(";1) respectively R[0;"]. (R[a;b] is R restricted to [a; b])- The "o�spring\ of mass of type 2 respectively 3 is generated by the Levy-measures�(")R(";1) respectively R(0;1) and is always of the same type.We denote by (Aj;"k )�j�1;:::;0; (B(j;")k )�j�1;:::;0 and (C(j;")k )�j�1;:::;0 the population oftypes 1, 2, 3 and time k with respect to the mechanism prescribed for given j and �".To conclude the desired asymptotics of (5.10) (ii) it su�ces to prove that (recall thatBj;"; Cj;" are submartingales!).Prob(Bj;"0 � "4 or Cj;"0 � "4) = o( jX0 d�1j );(5.53)However the processes (Bj;"k )k=�j�1;:::;j and (Cj;"k )k=�j�1;:::;j have the structure of criticalprocesses (recall (4.16)) with time inhomogeneous immigration, the latter created by anindependent source. We use Chebychev to estimateProb(Bj;"0 � "4) � 16"2E(Bj;"0 )2(5.54) Prob(Cj;"0 � "4) � 16"2E(Cj;"0 )2: 54



The r.h.s. can be estimated by decomposing Bj;"0 ; (Cj;"0 ) according to the time the massesimigrated, which gives a decomposition of the formBj;"0 = �1Xk=�j ~Bj;"k ; ( ~Bj;"k )k=�j;:::;0:(5.55)Here ~Bj;"k is derived as ~Bj;"k;0 from processes ~Bj;"k;� which are independent and follow thebranching mechanism of the process Bj;" but have starting time �k and initial mass ~mj;"k .The latter is random but independent of the evolution of Bj;" and Bj;"`:� (` 6= k) and is givenby the mass of type 2, which the process Aj;" generates at time �k. Similarly we proceedwith Cj;"0 .Then (with Const, Const' independent of ") and with Dj =Pjk=0 d�1k :E(Bj;"0 )2 = jXk=0(E(mjk))2 + jXk=0E(mjk) j�kXi=0 1di(5.56) �  jXk=0E(mjk)!2 + jXk=0E(mjk)Dj!�  jXk=0 "b(j; k)�!2 +  jXk=0 "b(j; k)�Dj! :Hence if we chooseb(j; k) = "2j2(vDj)2k+116 � (Pjk=1 d�1k )2(5.57)we can bound the r.h.s. of (5.54) byConst' "(Pjk=1 d�1k )2 ;(5.58)which clearly is o((Pj0 d�1k )�1 for every " (uniformly in ").The same reasoning applies to (Cj;"k )k=�j;:::;0. This �nishes the proof.c) Proof of Theorem 5a) and 5b) for the case of branching di�usionsStep 1 We start by recalling a result from the literature on branching and extending itto our situation of branching masses. In a paper [1968] J. Lamperti and P. Ney proved thefollowing result:Let (Un)n2IN be a critical branching process (discrete time) on IN , with U0 = 1 and withtime homogeneous transition mechanism satisfyingE(U1) = 1 E(U21 ) = 1 + �2 <1:(5.59)Then the processÛ (n)� = U[�n]=n�2(5.60)satis�es (recall (1.8)-(1.9) for the de�nition of (Z�))L((Û (n)� )�2[0;1]jÛ (n)1 > 0) =)n!1L((Z�)�2[0;1]):(5.61)The proof is by evaluating the Laplace-functionals of both sides of (5.61), using onlythree properties of the process Un, namely, (i) the branching property, (ii) criticality of thebranching and (iii) the following asymptotics of the time n nonextinction probability:Prob(Un > 0) � 12�2n�1 as n!1;(5.62) 55



Prob(U[�n] > 0) � ��1 12�2n�1:A similar asymptotic has been derived by Jagers [J] for a time inhomogeneous transitionmechanism provided o�spring distributions in each step are critical, uniformly square inte-grable and the variances �2k are bounded away from 0 uniformly in k. Namely ifEU2k = 1+�2kthen Prob (Un > 0) � 12� n�1Pk=0 �2k��1;(5.63) Prob (U[�n] > 0) � ��1 12(Pn�1k=0 �2k)�1:Now we can get, due to the fact only the properties (i) - (iii) were used in the proof,with the arguments in Lamperti and Ney the relation (5.61) if we replace (5.60) byÛ (n)� = U[f�(n)]= n�1Xk=0 �2k;(5.64)with f�(n) : f�(n)Xk=0 �2k= nXk=0�2k �!n!1�:Step 2 For us this discussion in step 1 means that all we have to do in order to carry outthe same calculation as Lamperti and Ney [1968] is to establish the relation (5.8), which isthe analog of (5.63) for masses instead of particles. Hence all we need to do now is to verifythe assumptions of Proposition 5.1 which asserts (5.8). Here are the details:First of all (5.7) is satis�ed by assumption for Theorem 5 a). In order to verify (5.1) -(5.6) we now use that we restrict ourselves in this section to the case g(x) = const. x. Thismeans the set of kernels we need are given by (w.o.l.g. g(x) = x)Kd(�; �) = �d;x� (�):(5.65)However the distribution �d;x� is the Gamma distribution with parameters (�=d; d). Hence�d;x� (dz) = 1�(�)��2z��1e�z=�dz(5.66)with � = �=d and � = d. This distribution is supported by (0;1) hence (5.1) holds. Thebranching property (5.2) holds, which is checked using that the Laplace transform L(�) of�d;x� (�) given below is multiplicative in �:L(�) = exp(��d 1Z0 (1� e��u=d)e�uu du):(5.67)>From this expression it can be derived thatZ �d;x� (dz)z = �(5.68) Z �d;x� (z)z2 = �2 + 1d� = �d (1 + �d)Z �d;x� (z)z3 = �d2 (2 + �d)(1 + �d)Z �d;x� (z)z4 = �d3 (3 + �d)(2 + �d)(1 + �d):56



Hence (5.3) - (5.6) hold and we are �nished in the case g(x) = const �x.d) Proof of Theorem 5a) and 5b) for g 2 G((d)).The proof is based on a comparison argument for expectations of certain convex functionswith respect to branching and more general di�usions. A small technical problem arises ifg(x) vanishes too fast at 0, which we handle later.>From [BCGH2] we know that if lim infx!0 g(x)=x2 > 0 then F (n)(g) has positive derivativeat 0 for n � n0. We can furthermore assume under these conditions according to that paperthat F (n)(g)(�)=� converges to d in the L1 norm. We assume for now: g(x)=x2 � � > 0 forx 2 [0; ") and we will later remove the restriction.For such a function g 2 G((d)) we can �nd sequences d�n ; d+n such thatd�n � � F (n)(g)(�) � d+n � � > 0; n 2 IN(5.69) d+n � d�nd+n � d�n �!n!1 0:The crucial point now is that we do not have the branching property anymore (only forlarge � asymptotically). We do have criticality, i.e. the martingale property of the markovchain. However in order to carry out the calculation needed to show the convergence ofthe Laplace transform of the multidimensional distributions (see Lamperti and Ney 1968)it su�ces to establish that the following holds:Prob(Zj0 � "jZj�j�1 = �) � �2 jX0 c�1k as j !1L(Zj0(�d2 jXk=0 c�1k )�1jZj�j�1 = �; Zj0 � ") =) exp(1) as j !1:The last relation is however nothing but the assertion of the theorem for the special onedimensional marginal distribution at � = 1. Hence the proof will be completed using thefollowing, which we shall prove below:Lemma 5.5 Suppose that g(x) � dx (resp. g(x) � dx). De�ne f�(x) = e��x for� 2 [0;1), x 2 [0;1). Denote again byKc;g(�; d') = �c;g� (d'):Then for all m 2 f0; 1; : : :; ng:��Kcn;F(n)(g) � : : : �Kcm;Fm(g)(f�) �(�) ��Kcn;dx � : : : �Kcm;dx(f�)(5.70) ��Kcn;F(n)(g) � : : : �Kcm;F(m)(g) ([";1)) �(n�m)!1 �2 nXm c�1k : 2(5.71)To continue the proof we need only to observe that the statements of Theorem 5a),5b) for g(x) = dx were derived in the previous subsection using Laplace transforms andtherefore we can proceed as follows (recall we only need to prove the result for the � = 1one dimensional marginal). First introduceLn;mg (�) = 1�E(exp(��Zn�m)jZn�n�1 = �):(5.72) 57



Then the relation (5.70) implies that for m = m(n) � n:Ln;md+n x(�) � Ln;mg (�) � Ln;md�n x(�):(5.73)Consequently, if m(n) and an; bn are such that for a function L� (depending possibly onm(n)) which is the Laplace transform of a distribution the following relation holdsanLn;md(n)x(bn�)�!n!1L�(�); whenever d(n)�!n!1 d 2 (0;1)(5.74)then also for every g 2 G((d))anLn;mg (bn�)�!n!1L�(�):(5.75)In order to �nish from here the proof of Theorem 5 we need that the following is true.Let (Xn) be IR+-valued random variables. An be the event (Xn � ") with P (An) ! 0 asn!1. Thenan(1� E(exp(��(Xn=bn))) �!n!1 1� L(�); L(�) = E�(exp(��x))(5.76)is equivalent toL(Xn=bnjAn) =)n!1 �; E�(e��x) = L(�) and an � [P (An)�1]:(5.77)Choose nowan = d=2 nXk=0c�1k ; bn = d=2� nXk=m(n) c�1k ��1:(5.78)Then we can conclude with (5.71) and the fact that we have proved the convergence for thecase g(x) = dx by reading (5.76) from right to left that(d=2 nX0 c�1k )Ln;mg (� � nXm d2c�1k )�!n!1L�(�):(5.79)This completes the proof with (5.76).Proof of Lemma 5.5 We start with proving (5.70). The proof builds on the fact that themapF is order preserving and F(dx) = dx, see in [BCGH,2], so that for all n 2 IN g(x) � dx(resp. �) impliesF (n)(g)(�) � d� (F (n)(g)(�) � d�) � 2 [0;1):(5.80)Now we can complete the proof by exhibiting a class M of functions, which containsff�j� 2 [0;1)g and the following two relations hold:��Kc;g(f) � ��Kc;dx(f) 8 � � 0; f 2M whenever: g(x) � dx; 8x 2 [0;1);(5.81) f 2M =) (� ! ��Kc;g(f) 2 M for every g 2 G):(5.82)Now (5.80), (5.81) and (5.82) clearly imply the assertion (5.70).To complete the proof we have to choose M and verify (5.81) and (5.82). We setM = ff : [0;1)! IR+jf is completely monotone and boundedg:(5.83)Recall that completely monotone bounded positive functions are Laplace transforms of pos-itive measures [F]. Then the class M is clearly preserved since if f is Laplace transformof a distribution � then the new function is Laplace transform of the distribution �Kc;g.Furthermore it su�ces to verify (5.70) for all f� : f�(x) = e��x where � runs through [0;1),58



since the closed convex hull of this family of functions is M (with respect to the supnorm).That is we should show that��Kc;g(f�) � ��Kc;dx(f�):(5.84)We are now going to prove this relation (5.84).Consider the two semigroups Vt and Ut which are de�ned on L1(IR; dx) byVt(f) = Ef(Yt) Ut(f) = Ef(Xt)(5.85)where dYt = c(� � Y (t))dt +p2g(Yt)dwt(5.86) dXt = c(� �X(t))dt +p2dXtdwt:(5.87)If we know that g(x) � dx, then with GU ; GV denoting the generators of Ut respectively Vt,we conclude GV (f) � GU(f) 8f 2 C2(IR); f 00 � 0:(5.88)For functions f such that Ut(f) 2 V(GU ) \ V(GV ) (V = domain) we know thatVt(f) = Ut(f) + tZ0 Vt�s(GV � GU)Us(f)ds:(5.89)Hence for every function f satisfyingUs(f) 2 C2(IR); Us(f) convex for all s � 0; kfk1 <1;(5.90)we have Vt(f) � Ut(f):(5.91)In particular denoting by �U ;�V the unique equilibria of the semigroups (Ut)t�0; (Vt)t�0we conclude that for every f satisfying (5.90) we knowh�U ; fi � h�V ; fi:(5.92)In order to prove (5.84) we need in view of (5.92) only prove that the function f� : x!e��x satis�es the assumptions (5.90). The nontrivial part is to show that:z ! Ez(exp(��Xt)) is convex for every t 2 [0;1); � 2 [0;1):(5.93)The latter will be proved by giving a representation of the function in (4.93) which allowsimmediately to read of the convexity.De�ne the process (Zt)t�0 on [0;1) by:dZt = �cZt +p2dZtdwt; Z0 = z 2 [0;1):(5.94)This is a subcritical branching di�usion, which satis�es by the branching property, respec-tively, the coupling principleEz1+z2 exp(��Zt) = Ez1 exp(��Zt)Ez2 exp(��Zt):(5.95) z ! Ez exp(��Zt) is continuous in z:Since our process (Xt)t�0 is a subcritical branching process (of the above type) with addi-tional immigration (at a rate independent of the current state) we haveEz exp(��Xt) = Ez exp(��Zt)E0(exp(��Xt)):(5.96) 59



Combining (5.96) with (5.95) we can write using the branching property for Zt:Ez(exp(��Xt)) = exp(�z t(�)) exp(��t(�))(5.97) for a nonnegative function �t(�):>From the last relation we can conclude immediately( @@z )2Ez(exp(��Xt)) = ( t(�))2Ez exp(��Xt) � 0(5.98)which proves (5.93) and hence completes the proof of (5.84).Finally we prove (5.71). We use (5.76) and Proposition 5.1, which gives the result forg(x) = dx. For the latter case observe that the variance of �c;dx� is simply (d=c)� so thatwe get (5.71) for g(x) = dx. Now by (5.76) read right to left in combination with (5.74) and(5.75) we obtain with reading (5.76) left to right the conclusion for g 2 G((d)).In the case, where g(x)=x is not bounded below as x ! 0 we use for comparison frombelow functions g�(x) of the formg�(x) = d(x� �)+:This generates for �xed � a process (Zjk)k=j�1;:::;0 with the property that (Zjk � �)k=j�1;:::;0is a process generated by dx and then all the arguments carry over since we can choose �arbitrarily small due to the fact that for every x 2 [0;1) (see BCGH 2)Fn(g)(x) �!n!1dx; supx��(F (n)(g)(x)=dx) �!n!11 for all � > 0:(B) Proof of Theorem 6The key to this theorem is the representation of the interaction chain via the Levy-measure associated with �k� in the case where g(x) = const x and a scaling argument usingthe explicit form of �k�(�) in that case. The generalization to g 2 G((d)) is as in 5 d) and wewill not give the details again.Proof of part (a)The relation (1.23) is a direct consequence of the relation (2.6) and the assumption (1.21).From here (1.22) is immediate. Since (1.23) implies that the variance of Zjfj (~�) given Zjfj (�)with 0 < � < ~� � 1 vanishes after scaling with Pj0 c�1k the limiting process is constant.This constant must be 0 since Zj�j scaled goes to 0.Proof of part (b)(i) Assume that g(x) = x �rst. Consider the Markov chain ~Zjk = cjZjk; k 2 f�j �1;�j; : : : ; 0g and denote for k 2 IN , deviating from earlier conventions, the correspondingtransition kernels at time �k � 1 by Kj�k. We begin by calculating the Laplace transformof Kj�k(�; �). The original chain (Zjk)k=�j�1;�j;:::;0 had transition kernels K�k with theproperty that the law K�k(�; �) is in�nitely divisible with a Laplace transform Lk;�(�) givenby Lk;�(�) = exp(�� k(�))(5.99)  k(�) = ck Z 10 (1� e��u=ck)e�uu du:Hence if we write Ljk;�(�) for the Laplace transform of the transformed kernel Kj�k(�; �) thenLjk;�(�) = exp(�� jk(�)) = exp(��c�j k(c�j�)):(5.100)Then one has jk(�) = Z 10 (1� e��u)ck�j exp(�ck�ju)duu :(5.101) 60



The next step is to investigate the behaviour of the transformed chain. We consider �rsta starting point not scaled. For this purpose let (Xjn)n=�j�1;�j;:::;0 be the Markov chain,which starts in � with transition kernels Kj�k. Note thatKj�k(�; �) = �ck�j ;x� (�):(5.102)Put ~Xjn = Xjn�j�1 n = 0; 1; : : :; j + 1:(5.103)This object we can imbedded in the chain ( bX�n)n2IN , which is a Markov chain with initialvalue resp. transition kernel bX0 = �(5.104) bKn(�; �) = �c�n;x� (�); n 2 IN:We know thatbX�n = ~Xjn for n = 0; 1; : : : ; j + 1:(5.105)Since ( bX�n)n2IN is uniformly integrable (Var ( bX�n) �P1n=0((1c )n)�1 =P10 cn <1; c < 1!)and E bX�n = �; ( bX�n)n2IN is a uniformly integrable positive Martingale. HencebX�n �!n!1 bX�1 a.s. ; E bX�1 = �:(5.106)Since L( bX�n) is in�nitely divisible, so is L( bX�1) and we can write due to the branchingproperty and Var( bX�1) > 0 for � > 0:E exp(�� bX�1) = exp(���(�))(5.107) �(�) = Z 10 (1� e��u)R1(du):(ii) As a �rst consequence we get from (5.106) thatL( ~Zj0j ~Zj�j�1 = �) =)j !1 L( bX�1):(5.108)Since E(exp(�� ~Zj0 )j ~Zj�j�1 = �) = exp(�� jj � : : : j0(�))(5.109)we get  jj � : : : �  j0(�) �!j !1 Z 10 (1� e��u)R1(du):(5.110)Returning to our original problem (recall ~Zj�j�1 = cj�) we �nd1�E(exp(�� ~Zj0)jZj0 = �) �j !1cj� Z 10 (1� e��u)R1(du):(5.111)This proves (1.24) in the case g(x) = x.In order to prove (1.25) we show �rst that R R1(du) = +1: From the explicit form ofthe Levy-measure in the case g(x) = dx we know that  jj � : : : �  j0 has a representation jj � : : : �  j0(�) = Z (1� e��u)Rj(du)61



with Rj([0; ")) = +1. The fact that this carries over to R1 follows however from thehistorical representation in Theorem 8, which implies that the limiting point process mustalso have realizations with countably many points. Therefore we know that limj!1(1 �E exp(�� ~Zj0 j ~Zjj�1 = �) cannot be represented as 1�L�(�) and L� being the Laplace trans-form of a probability distribution. If along a subsequence P (Zj0 > ")c�j converges to anumber in (0;1) then by (5.76) the r.h.s. of (5.11) would be of the form 1�L�(�) with L�the Laplace transform of a probability distribution. Due to the assumpotics of (1.23) thisimplies c�jP (Zj0 > ")!1 as j !1, which proves (1.25) in the case g(x) = x.The proof of the relation (1.26) follows by working with bX�m instead of bX�1 in (5.107)- (5.111). The relation (1.27) follows from bX�m ! bX�1 ((5.106)) and E exp(�� bX�m) =exp(R10 (1� e��u)Rm(du).(iii) The generalization to g 2 G((d)) is immediatewith the relation (5.73) since everythingis expressed in part b) of the Theorem 6 in terms of the Laplace transform.Proof of part (c)The relations (1.28), (1.29) are proved using moment calculations and Laplace transformmethods in conjunction with comparison arguments. First assume that g(x) = x, later wewill generalize.Start by proving the convergence relation of (1.28). Put Lj(�) = E exp(�� ~Zj0). ThenLj(�) = exp(��cj Z 10 (1� e��u)Rj(du)):(5.112)De�ne by bFj the distribution of ~Zj0 under the Palm measure. If we now de�ne thecorresponding Laplace transform bLj(�) = R10 e��u bFj(du), we obtainbLj(�) = ���1c�j @@�Lj(�):>From the above representation and since we already proved in part b) that Rj =) R1weakly as j !1:bLj(�) = (Z 10 ue��uRj(du)) exp(��cj Z 10 (1� e��u)Rj(du))�!j !1 Z 10 e��uuR1(du) := bL1(�):The next observation is thatZ 10 uR1(du) = 1and hence bL1(�) is the Laplace transform of a probability measure whose distributionfunction we call bF1. This proves, (via the characterisation of weak convergence by theconvergence of Laplace transforms and the fact that bF1 has no positive atoms) the �rstpart of relation (1.28) for the case g(x) = dx. Again since everything is expressed interms of the Laplace transform the comparison methods of section 5d) gives the result forg 2 G((d)). (See (5.69) - (5.73)).In order to establish the formula for the Laplace transform of bF1 we prove below thefollowing behaviour of the k-th moment of Zj0 as j !1 (the numbersDk are de�ned below).E(Zj0)k �j!1Dk�(c�j)k�1 + Rk;�(j); k = 1; 2; : : :(5.113) 1Xk=0 �kk! [Rk;�(j)(c�j)k�1] �!j!1 0:(5.114) 62



The numbers (Dk)k2IN are determined as follows: De�ne �rst the numbers (Ajk)j=1;:::;k; k 2IN by: �(1 + �) : : : ((k � 1) + �) = kXj=1Ajk�j :(5.115)Then de�ne Dk recursively byD1 = 1(5.116) Dk = 11� ck�1 (Ak�1k D2 +Ak�2k ck�1D2 + : : :+ A1kck�1Dk�1):With the above information we continue as follows. PutF j(du) = Prob( ~Zj0 2 du)(5.117)and recall that bF j = (E ~Zj0)�1uF j(du):Then according to (5.113)Z 10 uk bF j(du) �!j!1 Dk+1and with (5.114) we haveZ 10 e��u bF j(du) �!j!1 1X0 (�1)k�kk!Dk+1which completes the proof. It remains therefore to verify the asymptotics of the k-th mo-ments, as expressed in (5.113) and (5.114).We consider the case where g(x) = x, since the assertion is as we already proved inde-pendent of g within G((1)). In the special case where g(x) = x, we can use relation (5.68)to obtain with Akk = 1 for all k 2 IN :Z �d;x� (z)zk = �dk�1 ((k � 1) + �d) : : : (1 + �d)(5.118) = kXj=1Ajkd�(k�j)�j :De�ne for ` 2 ZZ�jM (k)` = E(Z j̀)k with Zj�j�1 = �:(5.119)Then we obtain by conditioning on Z j̀ in connection with (5.118) for the k-th moment attime ` + 1, that:jM (k)`+1 = (k�1Xn=1Ank ( 1c`+1 )k�n jM (n)` ) + jM (k)` :(5.120)Now we turn to the representation of ~Zj0 from the previous step of the proof, namely (5.99)- (5.107). We conclude that for ` �xed (note A1k = 1)jM (k)`+1=jM (k)` �!j!1 1ck�1 :(5.121)Then the �rst asymptotic relation follows by induction over k. The induction is started ink = 2 which has been asymptotically evaluated already in part a) of the Theorem 5. >From63



the asymptotic relation for g(x) = x we obtain by scaling (recall �c;dx� = �c=d;x� ) the resultfor g(x) = dx. Then again we generalize with the comparison lemma of section 5 d).Next we prove the relation (5.114). As before it su�ces to consider the case g(x) = x.The agrument proceeds in two steps. First one shows that1Xk=0 �kk! [Rk;�(j)(c�j)k�1]�!j!1 0; for � 2 (0;1) su�ciently small.(5.122)The next step is to extend the de�nition of �j(�) = E exp(��Zj0 ) to values � 2 IC withRe� > 0. If we can show thatj�j(�)j � Const j�j(5.123)then we have a family of holomorphic functions on the right half plane, which is bounded oncompact sets. Combining then relations (5.122) and (5.123) gives the assertion, since sucha family converges uniformly on compact sets if it converges on one interior point.The two missing estimates in order to establish above relations are obtained as follows:The relation (recall 5.111)j1� E exp(�� ~Zj0 )j � j�cj Z (1� e��u)Rj(du)j(5.124)together with Rj =) R1 gives (5.123). For the relation (5.122) we want to use Lebesguedominated convergence theorem for j�j small enough. Hence we need that we can �nd aconstant C such thatE((Zj0)kjZj�j�1 = �) � c�jkCkk!:(5.125)This can be derived from the representation from (5.99) - (5.107) using that E( bX�n)k �E( bX�;k1 )k and the variable bX�1 satis�es E exp(� bX�1) <1 for � 2 (0; ") with " > 0 suitable.The latter follows from the explicit form of the transition kernel bKn of (5.104).In order to prove (1.29) we follow the same strategy as before, that is we use Laplacetransforms in connection with the markovian structure. In particular it su�ces to considerthe case g(x) = x. In fact we have already established the asymptotics of the marginal distri-butions in part b) of this theorem. From the special representation in (5.102) - (5.107) we canin fact read o� immediately that weak limit points of bP (( ~Zj�j�1+m)m=1;:::;k � (um)m=1;:::;k)is the Markov Process given by the expression of the r.h.s. of (1.29) (Recall the de�nitionof Palm distributions preceeding Theorem 6). This completes the proof.6 Proof of Theorems 7 - 12The main work here has to be done for Theorems 8 - 12, since Theorem 7 can be treated inanalogy to previous work. The most essential tools in this chapter are the properties of theGamma distribution and the relation to resampling systems as recalled in the Appendix,the tools available for in�nitely divisible random measures on polish spaces including Palmmeasures and �nally previous result from the multiple space-time scale analysis in [DGV].(i) Proof of Theorem 7The process (XN (t))t�0 can be viewed as a super random walk with respect to a transientwalk. The transience of the random walk follows from the hypotheses Pk 1ck <1 and (0.3)(cf. Appendix A4). Parts (a)-(d) of Theorem 7 are obtained by a straightforward modi�-cation of Theorem 6.3 of Dawson and Perkins (1991) for superprocesses on IRd instead of a64



superprocess on the discrete group 
N . The main di�erence is the replacement of the sym-metric stable process in IRd there by the random walk in 
N in the present case. The statespace E plays the role of the space Mp(IRd) there. The key property required of the statespace is that the semigroup associated to the random walk maps the state space into itself.But the assumption (0.7) implies that for x 2 E; jja(x)jj =Pi;j a(i; j)xj�(i) �M jjxjj andhence the semigroup at of the random walk has, as a map E ! E, norm bounded by eMt,so that the random walk semigroup maps the space E continuously into itself.(ii) Proof of Lemma 1, Theorem 8 and Corollaries 1,2Proof of Lemma 1(a) Computing second moments from the Gamma distribution we obtain for ` > k � 0 :E[(z�̀k(u)� z`+1�k (u))2](6.1) = E[E[(z�̀k(u)� z`+1�k (u))2jz`+1k (u)]= dc`E[z`+1�k (u)] = duc`Therefore for each u,limj0!1 supj�j0E[(zj�k(u)� zj0�k(u))2]� limj0!1 supj�j0 const jX̀=j0 1c` = 0:Then zj�k(�) converges in distribution and in L2 as j !1. In addition the limit z1�k(�) isa reverse martingale with mean measure �. The almost sure convergence follows from thereverse martingale convergence theorem.(b) By construction z1�k(�) conditioned on fz1�jgj>k has the gamma distribution �kzj�k�1(�).This means that the sequence fz1k gk=�j�1;:::;0 is a Markov chain with Gamma transitionkernels K�k and therefore is a version of the entrance law for the interaction Markov chain(z1k )k2ZZ� whose existence was established in Theorem 2.Proof of Theorem 8The properties (i) and (ii) are immediate consequences of the following construction: Webegin with the sequence of independent gamma processes (k)k2IN . For each k 2 ZZ+ letfm�k(i)gi2IN denote the size ordered jumps in fk(u) : 0 � u � z1�k�1g, that is, m�k(i) isthe ith largest jump of k(�) in the interval [0; z1�k�1]. (Note that without loss of generalitywe can ignore ties.) Property (iii) follows from the basic property of the Moran gammaprocess described in (A3.3) under basic fact. This implies that conditioned on the indepen-dent gamma processes (j)j>k the random variable k(z1�k�1(�)) and the random vectorfm�k(i)z1�k gi2IN are independent. Moreover k(z1�k�1(�)) has the distribution �kz1�k�1(�) andfm�k(i)z1�k gi2IN has the Poisson Dirichlet distribution with parameter z1�k�1ckd .Property (iv) will follow immediately from the following construction: Starting with levelzero we now make the following de�nitions introducing the \father-son" relation betweenjumps according to the time interval a jump occurs. However for this purpose we have toconsider the size ordered jumps in the father generation, since the canonical measure of kis in�nite (near 0) and formally we proceed as follows. For each i 2 IN , let G(1; i) be theunique integer n 2 IN such that the jump of size m0(i) in 0 occurs in the interval[ X̀<nm�1(`);X̀�nm�1(`) ): 65



Similarly let G(2; i) be the unique integer n such that the jump of size m�1(G(1; i)) in 1occurs in the interval [P`<nm�2(`);P`�nm�2(`)). Continuing in this way we inductivelyconstruct a sequence G(1; i); G(2; i); : : :.Property (v) is proved as follows. First consider only jumps in the gamma process k�1of size " or larger. These follow a Poisson process on the time interval of length z1�k andthe times of jumps are given by i.i.d. uniform random variables in [0; z1�k]. Therefore theprobability that a given jump of size " or larger occurs in the interval of length m�k(i) isequal to m�k(i)z1�k . We then let "! 0.Property (vi). Given fm�k�1(�);m�k�2(�); : : :g, the collection (Pim�k(i)1G�k�1(i)=j)i2INis given by the sums of the jumps of k over disjoint intervals of lengths m�k�1(j) and there-fore are independent �( ck+1m�k�1(j)d ; dck+1 ) random variables.Proof of Corollary 1We �rst prove the result when j = 1. By Theorem 8(c,iii), conditioned on the sequenceZ1�k, m�k(�)Z1�k are independent Poisson Dirichlet with parameters �k := Z�k�1ckd . Moreover byTheorem 8(v), m�k(G(k; 1)) is obtained by size-biased sampling from m�k(�)Z1�k . This means(cf. A3.4) that m�k(G(k;1))Z1�k has distribution with density�k(1 � p)�k�1; 0 � p � 1:(6.2)Hence the density of the rescaled random variable �km�k(G(k;1))Z1�k is(1� p�k )�k�1; 0 � p � �k:But since ck !1 and Z1�k ! �, �k !1. Noting that Z1�k�1Z1�k ! 1, it is then elementary toverify that as k!1,L(ckd m�k(G(k; 1))) ) Exponential(1)E(ckd m�k(G(k; 1))) ! 1:We obtain the result for j > 1 in a similar way. If i1; : : : ; ij belong to di�erent fam-ilies, then m�k(G(k; i1)); : : : ;m�k(G(k; ij)) are obtained by size-biased sampling (withoutreplacement) from fm�k(�)Z1�k g and therefore has the same law as vk;1; (1 � vk;1)vk;2; : : : ; (1�vk;1) � � � (1�vk;j�1)vk;j where vk;r are independent and each of their distributions has density(6.2) (cf. the GEM representation - A3.4). The proof is completed as above with the addi-tional observation that maxi=1;:::;j vk;i =) 0 as k !1 and therefore Qi�1`=1(1 � vk;`) =) 1for each i = 1; : : : ; j and �kvk;i =) Exponential(1).Proof of Corollary 2(a) This follows from the representation (1.39). Conditioned on fM �̀(�)g`��j, the randomvariables fM��(j�1)(i)gi2IN are given by the sum of the jumps of the Gamma process j�1which occur in disjoint intervals of lengths fM��j(i)gi2IN and therefore have independentGamma distributions f�j�1M��j(i)gi2IN . This proves that they are independent inhomogeneousMarkov chains with transition functions f�j�1� gj2IN . The martingale property follows sinceR x�j�1� (dx) = �. 66



(b) By de�nition (in this step j; k; ` 2 IN and i labels the families)M��k(i) = Xj�k`�1(i)m�k(G�k(j)):that is,M��k(i) consists of the mass of the subpopulation at level k having a common ancestorat some level ` � k. Therefore it can be decomposed asM��k(i) = 1X̀=kM��k;�`(i)where M��k;�`(i) denotes the mass at level k of the subfamily of i which has a last com-mon ancestor at level `. We will compute the law of the M��k;�`(i) conditioned on thefm�`(G�`(i))g`�k. We have M��k;�k(i) = m�k(G�k(i)) and M��k;�`(i) for ` > k de-notes the mass of the descendents at level k of m�`(G�`(i)) excluding descendents ofm�`+1(G�`+1(i)). But conditioned on the fm�`(G�`(i))g`�k, the descendents at level `�1of m�`(G�`(i)) excluding descendents of m�`+1(G�`+1(i)) are given via `�1(m�`(G�`(i))conditioned on the event that `�1 has a jump of size m�`+1(G�`+1(i)) in [0;m�`(G�`(i)).But (using in A2.3 the relation (P )x = P �Qx) and the identi�cation of Qx) the conditionallaw satis�es L[`�1(m�`(G�`(i))) �m�`+1(G�`+1(i))(6.3) j`�1 has a jump of size m�`+1(G�`+1(i))]= �`�1m�`(G�`(i)):At levels `0 < ` � 1 the mass of these descendents evolve by the interaction chain withtransition function �`0 . Therefore M��k;�`(i) = Ẑ�̀k(m�`(G�`(i))) where Ẑ�̀k(m�`(G�`(i))are independent copies of the interaction chain starting at level ` in m�`(G�`(i)).(iii) Proof of Theorem 9The key to this theorem are properties of special distributions arising in sampling sys-tems. By Corollary 2(b), conditioned on fM��` : ` > kg, fM��k(j)gj2I are independentGamma( ck+1M��k�1(j)d ; ck+1d ) random variables. On the other hand for the case of interactingFleming Viot processes the corresponding kernel is given by a GEM-distribution, see (6.8)below (and the corresponding order statistics have Poisson Dirichlet distribution). We needsome facts about these three special distributions.We �rst recall the relation between Beta- and Gamma-distributions. Suppose that X;Yare both Gamma-distributed with parameter (�1; �), respectively (�2; �) and are indepen-dent. Then X+Y and X=(X+Y ) are independent and X=(X+Y ) is Beta-distributed withparameter (�1; �2), while X + Y is Gamma-distributed with parameter (�1 + �2; �).This means that we can characterize the P(IN )-valued random variable Q�k as follows.If A � IN , letQ�k(A) := X̀2AQ�k(`) k 2 ZZ�:(6.4)Then for all A � IN; k 2 ZZ�:Q�k(A) is Beta-distributed with parameter (Q�k�1(A)=k ; (1� Q�k�1(A))=k)(6.5)and for any two disjoint subsets A1; A2 of IN ,Q�k(A1) + Q�k(A2) and Q�k(A1)Q�k(A1) + Q�k(A2) are independent(6.6) 67



and Q�k(A1)Q�k(A1) +Q�k(A2) has a Beta distribution with parameter:(Z1�k+1ckd Q�k�1(A1); Z1�k+1ckd Q�k�1(A2)):This means that if we divide families into two groups, then the relative frequencies of thetwo groups evolve according to a kernel given by a Beta distribution.It remains to show that (q�k)k2ZZ� has the same structure. Under the hypothesisPk 1ck <1, Z1�k ! �, d0k ! d� where 0 < d� < 1 and c0kck ! d�d � as k ! 1 and hence P d0kc0k <1. Therefore by Theorem 0.5 of [DGV] the associated interacting Fleming-Viot systemhas a unique non-degenerate entrance law with mean measure �. The forward transitionmechanism �c0k;d0k� on P([0; 1]) for the interaction chain of the Fleming-Viot system is givenby the GEM representation (see Theorem 0.3, (0.25) of [DGV]) which is de�ned as follows:(a) Let (Ui)i2IN be an i.i.d. sequence with marginal distribution � 2 P([0; 1]).(b) Let (V ki )i2IN be an i.i.d. sequence with marginal Beta(1; Z1�k�1ckd ).(c) Construct (Ui)i2IN , (V ki )i2IN as independent processes.Set �c0k;d0k� = L� 1Xi=1 hV ki i�1Yj=1(1 � V kj )i�Ui� 2 P(P([0; 1])):(6.7)The representation (1.56) of the transition function for (q�k)k2ZZ� is then obtained from(6.7) by taking a decomposition of the interval [0; 1] into disjoint subintervals of lengthsfp`g`2IN as follows:By combining the m + 1;m + 2; : : : pieces of this partition we obtain a �nite partition.Note that for any such �nite partition the distribution is a Dirichlet process correspond-ing to the measure f~p`g`=1;:::;m where ~p` = p` if ` < m and ~pm = 1 �Pm�1`=1 p`. ThenL� 1Pi=1 hV ki Qi�1j=1(1 � V kj )i� has a Dirichlet distribution with parameters �i = Z1�k+1ckd ~pi.Therefore for any two disjoint subsets A1; A2 of IN , q�k(A1) + q�k(A2) and q�k(A1)q�k(A1)+q�k(A2) areindependent and q�k(A1)q�k(A1)+q�k(A2) has a Beta distribution with parameter(Z1�k+1ckd q�k�1(A1); Z1�k+1ckd q�k�1(A2)):(6.8)To see this, represent q�k(A1); q�k(A2) and q�k(IN\(A1[A2)c) in terms of independent Gammarandom variables (cf A3.2). Then q�k(A1)q�k(A1)+q�k(A2) and the pair q�k(A1) + q�k(A2); q�k(IN \ (A1[A2)c) are independent. This yields the required independence and the fact that q�k(A1)q�k(A1)+q�k(A2)is Beta follows from the relation between the Beta and Gamma distributions referred toabove.(iv) Proof of Theorem 10(a) By Theorem 9, the M�k (i)Z1�k have the same law as the entrance law q�k(i)k2IN associated tothe interacting Fleming-Viot system with coe�cients (c0k)k2IN and (d0k)k2IN where the latteras given in terms of the (ck)k2IN and Z1�k by (1.51). Therefore, since Z1�k ! � as k !1,it su�ces to show thatmaxi q�k(i)�!k!1 0: 68



But this now follows immediately from Theorem 0.7(a) of [DGV].(b) Combining Theorem 9 and Theorem 0.7(b) of [DGV], we getlim�!0 limk!1 �ckXi=1 cM��k(i) = 0and lim�!1 limk!1 �ckXi=1 cM��k(i) = 1:This second equality implies the tightness statement and the �rst equality implies that thelimit is nondegenerate, that is, not �0.(c) By Corollary 1, (1.43),E(ckd m�k(G�k(i)))�!k!1 1;(6.9)and by Corollary 2(c) ,M��k;`(i) = bZk̀(m�`(G�`(i))):Since ( bZk̀)k=�`�1;:::;0 is a martingaleE[M��k;`(i)] = E[(m�`(G�`(i)))]:Together with (6.11) this yieldsE(M��k(i)) = X̀�kE(M��k;`(i))(6.10) = X̀�kE(m�`(G�`(i))) � X̀�k dc` :(v) Proof of Theorem 11 and 12PreparationsWe begin with a Lemma that characterizes the interaction chain under the Palmmeasure(P1)0 de�ned by (1.62).Lemma 6.1(i) Under the Palm measure (P1)0 de�ned in (1.62), the interaction chain fZ1k gk2ZZ� isa Markov chain with transition functionsP (Z1k 2 �jZ1k�1 = �) = b�k�1� (�)(6.11)where b�k�1� (�) is the Gamma(1 + ck�1d �; ck�1d ) distribution.(ii) Under the Palm measure (P1)0, conditioned on fZ1k gk2ZZ�, the fm�k(�)Z1�k gk2ZZ� are in-dependent and for each k, fm�k(i)Z1�k gi2I has the Poisson Dirichlet distribution with parameterZ1�k�1ckd .(iii) The transition kernel of the interaction chain under the Palm measure has the followingrepresentation:b�k�1� = �k�1� �Ek�1(6.12) 69



where Ek�1 is the exponential distribution with mean dck . 2Proof (i) Since fZ1k gk2ZZ� is both a Markov chain and a martingale, the function h(x) = xis a harmonic function for all the kernels �k�1� . Hence we can consider the h-transformof Doob (see Doob, p. 566), that is, the Markov chain with transition kernel phk givenby phk(x; y) = h(y)(h(x))�1pk(x; y) instead of pk. This process has in our situation (i.e.(Z1k )k2ZZ�) exactly the law induced by (P1)0, as is immediately checked writing down theprobabilities of a path.Hence we can explicitly determine the h-transformed transition functions as follows. Wewrite down the calculation for K = �2 �rst. Let p(0;�1;�2)(z0; z�1; z�2) denote the jointdensity of Z10 ; Z1�1; Z1�2, etc. and by p(Z0jZ�1; Z�2) the conditional density of Z10 givenZ1�1; Z1�2 etc.Under the Palm measure (P1)0, the conditional density of Z1�1 given Z1�2 is then given byez�1p(�1j�2)(z�1jz�2)z�2 :Since conditioned on Z1�2, Z1�1 has distribution dc1Gamma( c1d Z1�2; 1), this means thatunder the Palm measure it has distribution dc1Gamma( c1d Z1�2 + 1; 1). Continuing in thisway we get that the transition function Z1�k ! Z1�k+1 is given by Gamma( ck�1d Z1�k+1; ck�1d ).(ii) Recall from Theorem 8(iii) that the entrance law, conditioned on fZ1k gk2ZZ�, has theproperty that the fm�k(�)Z1�k gk2ZZ� are independent and for each k, fm�k(i)Z1�k gi2I has the PoissonDirichlet distribution with parameter Z1�k�1ckd . Let F1, F2 be bounded measureable functionsde�ned on �(fZ1k gk2ZZ�), �(fm�k(�)Z1�k gk2ZZ�), respectively. ThenE(P1)0(F1 �F2) = EP (Z10 F1 � F2)(6.13) = EP [EP (F2j�(fZ1k gk2ZZ�) � Z10 F1)]= E(P1)0 [EP (F2j�(fZ1k gk2ZZ�) � F1)]where EP , E(P1)0 denotes expectation with respect to the probability laws P (recall thatthe processes k are de�ned on (
;F ; P )),and (P1)0 respectively. ThereforeE(P1)0(F2j�(fZ1k gk2ZZ�) = EP (F2j�(fZ1k gk2ZZ�)which implies (ii).(iii) This relation follows from the above facts since the sum of two independent randomrandom variables one exponential with mean dck�1 (= Gamma (1; ck�1d )) and the otherGamma( ck�1�d ; ck�1) yields a Gamma( ck�1�d + 1; ck�1d ) random variable. This completesthe proof of the lemma.Remark In fact we get that under the Palmmeasure the system of gamma processes havethe same parameters but each runs for an additional time interval of length dck . If we thenchoose a sequence of jumps, the �rst has the exponential distribution and the remainderhave the same distribution as in the original process. Therefore we can identify the systemunder the Palm measure as the sum of two independent random objects, one the familymeasure given in the theorem and the other is simply the original historical process. Notethat this is analogous to what we get from the Palm of the historical process at site � = 0(cf. Theorem 7(d)).Proof of Theorem 11 (a) 70



We have to show that under the Palm measure, (P1)0, the f �mkgk2ZZ� are independentexponential random variables with means dcjkj . By the Lemma 6.1(ii) for k 2 IN we havethat conditioned on fZ1�`g`�k+1 , Z1�k and fm�k(�)Z1�k g are independent and have under thePalm measure (P1)0 distribution dckGamma( ckd Z1�(k+1) + 1; 1) , respectively, the PoissonDirichlet distribution with parameter Z1�k�1ckd . By de�nition �m�k = m�k(G�k(i)) where iis the index of a randomly chosen individual at level zero. By Theorem 8(v)P (G�k(i) = j) = m�k(j)Z1�k :Therefore, by A3.4, �m�kZ1�k has distribution Beta(1; ckd Z1�(k+1)) and is independent of Z1�kwhich has distribution dckGamma( ckd Z1�(k+1) + 1; 1) .Therefore conditioned on the fZ1�kg we obtain using A3.1(2) that the �m�k have dis-tributions dckGamma(1;1), that is, exponential with means dck and therefore they are alsoindependent of the fZ1�kg.Proof of Theorem 11 (b)By the construction of M��k;�` preceeding Theorem 11, it follows that �M��k;�` denotesthe mass of the descendents at level k of the mass m�`(G�`(i))). Part (b) then follows fromLemma 6.1, equations (6.12), (6.13) since this says that under the Palm measure the familymasses still evolve via the interaction chain.In addition, by Lemma 6.1(iii) the interaction chain under the Palmmeasure is a Markovchain with transition function b�k�1� . Then starting at level L we obtainM��k = zLk (Z1�L�1) + LX̀=k ẑk̀(E`)where the zL; ẑ` are independent copies of the Gamma processes (1.39) and the fE`)g areindependent exponential random variables with means dc` . Taking the limit as k !1 givesthen the desired decomposition of the entrance law under the Palm measure.We will denote the law of P1̀=0 ẑ0̀(E`) by ( bP1)0. The identi�cation of ( bP1)0 as thePalm measure of the canonical measure of the in�nitely divisible measure P1 follows fromthe general result relating these two Palm measures (see A2.2).Proof of Theorem 12 (a)We start by �rst preparing the basic ingredients to prove this theorem. By Theorem7(d) the Palm measure, (PN )y of the equilibrium historical process HN;�10 at y is thedistribution of the sum of two independent random measures on D((�1;1);
N ) one ofthese has the same law as HN;�10 and a second which is concentrated on the y � clan andhas law ( bPN )y de�ned by (1.30).We now consider the law of the �MN0;�k(�) under the Palm distribution. By the de�ningproperty of the Palm measure if B 2 �(f �MN0;k(�)gk2ZZ�g), then(PN )�;0(B) = ��1E[HN;�10 (fy0 : y0(0) = �g)1B(HN;�10 )](6.14) = L(HN;�10 ) � (Z �10;�(dy)( bPN )y(B)):Without loss of generality we can take � = 0 and we will do so below.Now let P1 be the law constructed in our historical representation of the entrance law.Then the modi�ed Palm measure of H was de�ned by the analogue of (6.16), namely,(P1)0(B) := ��1 Z Z10 � 1B(H)P1(dH):(6.15) 71



In the following discussion we will consider only the restriction of this measure to�(fM�Nk (�)gk2ZZ�).We will now prove part (c) of Theorem 11 which asserts that(PN )�;0 =)N!1 (P1)0:Recall that the above distributions are in�nitely divisible and compare A.2.2. By Theorem10.4 and Lemma 10.8 in Kallenberg (1976), it su�ces to show that the mean measuresconverge and that the Palm measures of the canonical measures converge, that is,( bPN )�;0 =)N!1 ( bP1)0:Since by construction,E[HN (fy0 : y0(0) = 0g)] = � = E[Z10 ]the convergence of the mean measures is automatic. Therefore we will focus on the conver-gence of the Palm measures of the canonical measures.By Theorem 7, part (d) and (1.34) under the Palm distribution the contribution to thefamily mass of an individual (that is one chosen at random) has Laplace functional( bPN )y =Yk exp(�2d Z ��Nk�1��Nk (V Nr;0�)(yr )dr)(6.16)where y denotes the ancestral \backbone" and �Nk denotes the exit time of the backbone ofthe randomly chosen "individual\ from the ball of radius k (in reverse time). Therefore thiscan be represented as the sum of independent contributions, �MN0;�k(0), which occur in thetime intervals between the �rst exits of the \backbone" y from the balls of radii k + 1 andk respectively.The proof is divided in three steps (i) - (iii) and the strategy of proof is as follows:We will show that the k-th such contribution to the family mass at the �xed site 0,�MN0;�k(f0g), converges in distribution to the distribution of �M�0;�k. To do this we �rstshow that the (normalized) masses of the families, �mN�k, produced in the interval [�Nk�1; �Nk )along the backbone converge as N !1 to independent exponential random variables. Wethen show that all but a negligible portion of this mass lies at a distance k from 0. Finallywe will show that �MN0;�k(0), the descendents at level 0 at site 0 of �mN�k are described by thequasiequilibria of Theorem 1 and therefore described by the interaction chain in the limit.In order to carry this program out we need information about the limiting behaviour of therandom walks as N !1, and this will be obtained in the �rst step below.Step (i) Associate with the random walk on 
N generated by the transition kernela(�; �) of (0.8) the continuous time Markov chain on 
N which gives the distance from theelement 0 and then observe it at times of the form s(N )Nk with k running through thenatural numbers. (Recall that the transitions within distance k are uniformly distributed)Remember that the random walk on 
N with kernel (a; (�; �) takes a jump on a randomlychosen point in a k-block with rate ck�1Nk�1 . Recall that �10;� denotes the law of the randomwalk starting at � at time 0.Lemma 6.2.(i) ckNk �Nk =)N!1 Exponential(1); E� ckNk �Nk � �!N!1 1;and �10;0(d(0; y(�Nk )) = k + 1) �!N!1 1:72



(ii) R �Nk0 1(d(ys;0)<k)�Nk �!N!1 0 in probability:(iii) De�ne the return times �Nk := infft > �Nk�1; yt 2 Bk�1g, where Bk = f�jd(0; �) � kg.Then P ((�Nk � �Nk�1)=Nk < "N� )! 0for any � > 0 2.Proof (i) The random walk exits the ball of radius k by making a jump to k + `, ` � 1,and the rate of such a jump is ck+`�1Nk+`�1 . Therefore ckNk �Nk is exponential with parameterP`�k c`N` . By our assumptions, ck � C2k for some constant C. ThereforeckNk � X̀�1 ck+`�1Nk+`�1 � ckNk +C X̀�1 2k + `Nk+`� ckNk +C 2k+1Nk+1 11� 2N � ckNk as N !1:This yields the result. In addition the probabilty that the jump is to k+1 is bounded belowby ckNkckNk + C 2k+1Nk+1 11� 2N :(ii) In the Nk time scale the exit time of the ball of radius k, �Nk =Nk, is asymptotically expo-nential with parameter (ck)�1. During this time it can jump to a lower level with rate ck�1.However if it jumps to any lower level k�` then it returns to level k in a time of order O( 1N ).(iii) This follows since since (�Nk � �Nk�1) dominates an exponential random variable withmean ck�1Nk .Remark Lemma 6.2 implies that as N !1 in the time scale Nk the embedded discretetime Markov chain describing the distance of the walk from 0, in the limit has nontrivialprobabilities to leave the point k. Denote with pk resp. qk the probabilities to jump fromstate k to k + 1 resp. k � 1. Then pk = ck and qk = ck�1 since the probability that a jumpk ! k +m, resp. k ! k � m with m > 1 occurs before a jump to k � 1 is of order N�1.Therefore the distribution of �Nk ��Nk�1 is asymptotically exponential with parameter 1ckNk.Part (ii) of the lemma says that in all but a negligible fraction of the interval [0; �Nk ) thebackbone is at distance k.Step (ii) We now determine the distribution of the mass, �mN�k(�) at time ��Nk�1 whicharises from the production at rate 2d in the interval [�Nk�1; �Nk ).Lemma 6.3Let Bk := f�0 : d(�0; 0) � kg. ThenN�k �mN�k(Bk) =)N!1 �m�k(6.17) N�(k+1) �mN�k(Bk+1) =)N!1 0(6.18) N�k+1 �mN�k(Bk�1) =)N!1 0 2(6.19) 73



ProofThe proof will proceed in three steps labelled 1-3. First we introduce an approximatingsystem (N !1) and then in step 2 calculate corresponding log-Laplace transforms whichare then in step 3 used to complete the argument.Recall the relation (1.30), which tells us that we can express the Laplace transform of( bP )y in terms of the object Vs;t de�ned by the historical process of the original system.Therefore we now focus on that system �rst. Note furthermore that for functionals of thepath process which depend only on one time point, the semigroup action of Vs;t is given viathe action of the semigroup of the interacting system itself.Step 1Return now to the system (x�(t))�2
N . The normalized mass in a k-block at time Nkt isgiven by yNk (t) := x�;k(Nkt)where x�;k is as de�ned section 0(c). We shall derive now a one dimensional approximating(as N !1) di�usion in the case where the initial state satis�es xN� (0) = 0 for d(�; 0) � k+1.Adding the corresponding equations and changing to time Nkt in (0.2) (when g(x) = dx)yields the equationsdyNk (t) = �ckyNk (t)dt+q2dyNk (t)dwk(t)(6.20) + ckyNk+1(t) + 1X`=k+2 c`N `�1+�k (y`(t)� yNk (t))dt; k 2 IN:This describes the ow of mass in and out of a k-block as well as the branching in thek-block.The following calculations which keep track of the mass which has entered and exitedthe k-block can be made precise using the historical process or by introducing a multitypemodi�cation of the process but we will carry this out at an informal level. In particularwe will now show that in order to determine the mass in the k-block it su�ces to considerthe branching and the ow out of the k-block but that the contribution of the mass thatreenters the k-block is negligible.We �rst note that if Pd(�0 ;�)>k x�0(0) = 0, then �Nk (t) := N�kP�0 x�0(NKt) is a criti-cal Feller branching di�usion with generator d( @@x)2 and hence is a martingale with a lawindependent of N and thereforeP ( sup0�t�T �Nk (t) > K) � const 1K :If initiallyPd(�0 ;�)>k x�0(0) = 0, then at later times t we can get the estimateXd(�0;�)>kx�0 (Nkt) � eckt sup0�s�t �Nk (s);since the migration mechanism is given by a deterministic system of di�erential equations.Recall that the rate of ow of mass from the complement of a k-block back into the k-block( in time scale Nkt) is bounded above byNk 1X`=k+1 cǸ ` � NkC 1X`=k+1 2`N ` :Therefore the total mass to �rst leave the k-block and then return to this block in the timeinterval [0; NkT ] is bounded above byconstN TeckT � sup0�t�T �Nk (t): 74



Thus we have the evolution of the normalized mass in the k-block, in time scale tNk,which was denoted yNk (t) can, if xN� (0) = 0 for d(0; �) � k + 1, be written in the formyNk (t) = yk(t) +O( 1N )(6.21)uniformly in t 2 [0; T ] as N !1, where yk is continuous subcritical branching di�usiondyk(t) = �ckyk(t)dt+p2dyk(t)dwk(t):(6.22)If we consider our initial states xN� (0) we know that x�;k+1(tNk) (see Theorem 1) con-verges to the constant path equal to �. In this case we approximate by the system ~yk(t)given by the subcritical branching di�usion with immigration:d~yk(t) = ck�dt � ck~yk(t) +p2d~yk(t)dw(t):(6.23)Since our system starts in a con�guration with xN� (0) positive on all of 
N , we haveto study the process given in (6.24) with additional immigration. Due to the branchingproperty of the di�usion yk(t) this is no problem since the ~yk process can be disintegrated intoindependent contributions following an evolution mechanism as given in (6.23). Thereforeit is of particular interest to calculate the probability that yk(t) > 0 as a function of t andof the initial mass. This will be done in the next step.Step 2Then we de�ne for yk(t) log-Laplace function vk(t; u) by E[(exp(��yk(t))jyk(0) = m)] =exp(�mvk(t; �)).Then the log-Laplace function vk(t; u) (cf. [D] Section 4.5) satis�es@vk@t = �dv2k � ckvk vk(0) = �:(6.24)This equation has the explicit solution given by:vk(t; �) = ck�e�cktck + �d(1� e�ckt) :(6.25)Using (6.27) we get that the probability that an initial mass m will produce a non-zerocluster of age t is 1� lim�!1E[(exp(��yk(t))jyk(0) = m)](6.26) = 1� lim�!1 exp(�mvk(t; �))(6.27) = 1� lim�!1 exp(� mck�e�cktck + �d(1� e�ckt) )= 1� exp�� mcke�cktd(1� e�ckt)� � mcke�cktd as t!1:As a side remark note that, then (cf. [DP], Prop. 3.3 (b)) the non-zero cluster of age thas Laplace transformlimm!0 E(e��yk(t)jyk(0) = m) � exp(� mcke�cktd(1�e�ckt) )1� exp(� mcke�cktd(1�e�ckt) )(6.28) = ck(ck + �d(1� e�ckt)) :Therefore the cluster is exponentially distributed with mean d(1�e�ckt)ck .Step 3We now turn to the Palm distribution and determine the distribution of the normalized75



mass at time ��Nk�1 produced in a k-block whose last common ancestors lie in [�Nk�1; �Nk ).By (6.17) the contribution under the Palm distribution (cf. Theorem 7(d)) toMN�k(�) whicharises from the subfamilies that branch o� in the interval [�Nk�1; �Nk ) has Laplace transformexp�� 2d Z ��Nk�1=Nk��Nk =Nk (V Nr;�Nk�1�)(yr)dr�:(6.29)For special choices of �, we can use the approximation result of (6.31) below. Namely if welet �k = 1Nk 1d(�0 ;�)�k, then since ys remains in the k-block during this interval we obtain(recall (1.33)) for 0 � a < b:exp�� Z �b�a 2d(V Ns;�b��k)(ys))ds�(6.30) �!N!1 exp�� Z �b�a 2dvk(t; �)dt�= � ckck + �d(1� e�ck(b�a))�2Observe that the r.h.s. of (6.31) is a bounded continuous function of the variable (b�a) 2[0;1). Now by Lemma 6.2 [�Nk =Nk � �Nk�1=Nk] is exponential with mean c�1k + O( 1N ).Therefore we get from (6.31) with � = ��kE� exp�� Z ��Nk�1=Nk��Nk =Nk 2d(V Ns;��Nk�1=Nk��k)(ys))ds��(6.31) �!N!1 Z 10 cke�ckt� ckck + �d(1� e�ckt)�2dt(6.32) = ckck + �d:That is, we obtain the Laplace transform of an exponential with mean dck thus identical tothe distribution of �m�k obtained in (a). This completes the proof of (6.19) of Lemma 6.3.Since �mN�k(Bk+1\Bck) is produced from the mass which emigrates from Bk, it is of orderO(Nk) which implies (6.20).By (6.28) and Lemma 6.2 (iii) any clusters in Bk�1 produced in the subinterval of[�Nk�1; �Nk ) while the backbone has returned to Bk�1 has negligible probability (e�ckN� )(with 0 < � < 1) of survival. Moreover by Lemma 6.2(ii) the backbone spends a negligiblefraction of the sojourn time in Bk�1. Hence applying (6.30) and (6.26) with �k replaced by�k�1 (and noting that in this calculation we are working with the solution of (6.24) with kreplaced by k � 1 but in the time scale Nkt) we get as N !1E� exp�� Z ��Nk�1=Nk��Nk =Nk 2d1Bk�1(ys)(V Ns;��Nk�1=Nk��k�1)(ys))ds��(6.33) � E� exp �� Z ��Nk�1=Nk��Nk =Nk 2d1Bk�1(ys) ck�1�e�Nck�1 (jsj��Nk�1=Nk)ck�1 + �d(1� e�Nck�1 (jsj��Nk�1=Nk))ds���!N!1 0:The last step follows because 1Bk�1 (ys) = 0 for jsj� �Nk�1=Nk � ��k�1 where ��k�1 is the timeuntil the �rst return to Bk�1 after �Nk�1 and is exponentially distributed with mean 1ck�1 (inthe Nk time scale). This completes the proof of (6.20) and of Lemma 6.3.76



Step (iii) Recalling the discussion preceding (6.17) we can now complete the proof asfollows.Lemma 6.4 ( bPN )0;0jM =)N!1 ( bP1)0jM :(6.34)where jM denotes the restriction to the �fM�0;�`g`2IN . 2Proof We must now compute �MN0;�k(f0g), that is, the distribution of the mass of indi-viduals at site 0, due to the family branches produced in the interval [�Nk�1; �Nk ). By Lemma6.3, in the N !1 limit all but an asymptotically negligible fraction of this mass, �mNk (Bk),belongs to families which broke o� while the backbone was at distance k from site 0. Somemass of these families can reach site 0 by having immigrants enter successively smaller ballsand then producing subfamilies. Now observe that the branching property implies that sys-tems started in intitial state ~xN (0) and �xN (0) and evolving independently can be added toform a version of the system started in ~xN (0)+ �xN (0). Furthermore the distribution of theancestral mass over the (k + 1)-block is not relevant for the probability laws governing theimmigration, since the jump distribution to a point depends only on the distance from thispoint. Therefore using this relation (6.30) we are back into the setup of Theorem 1c andthe successive immigrations will be described in terms of the quasiequilibria which in thelimit as N !1 converge to the interaction chain (cf. 0.13) and (0.14). This has been madeprecise in (6.22) - (6.24). Therefore with (6.18) the contribution converges (as N !1) toL( �mk(Bk)) which equals L(zk0 (Ek)) with Ek being an exponential variable with mean dckthus yielding (6.35).Proof of Theorem 12(b) Note that (1.66) is a consequence of part (a) since this impliesthat the Palmmeasures converge and as pointed out above the equality of the mean measuresis automatic. The proof of (1.67) then follows along same lines as the proof of (0.70) in section5(f) of [DGV] and will not be given in detail here. The main additional step involves secondmoment bounds uniform in N analogous to (0.68) in [DGV]. The necessary bound is givenby (0.30) in Theorem 4(b).Appendix 1: Tools from the Laplace transformation.De�ne (for bn !1 denoting a sequence increasing to 1) the random variable bXn byL(Xn=bnjXn � ") = L( bXn):Assumption (i) L( bXn) =)n!1L( bX), independent of " (ii) P (Xn � ") �!n!10 for all " > 0.(iii) an = O(bn).Let Fn denote the distribution of Xn and let a�1n = P (Xn > "). Then we setLn(�) = Z 10 e��xFn(dx); L(�) = Z 10 e��xF (dx):Next calculate as follows:Ln(�) = Z "0 e��xFn(dx) + Z 10 e��xFn(dx)hence 1� Ln(�) = (1� Z "0 e��xFn(dx))� Z 1" e��xFn(dx)77



and an(1� Ln(�)) = an(1� Z "0 e��xFn(dx))� Z 1" e��xFn(dx)a�1n :Then (�) an(1� Ln(�=bn)) = an(1� Z "0 e��x=bnFn(dx))� Z 1" e��x=bn dFn(x)a�1n :By the assumption we know thatZ 1" e��x=bn dFn(x)a�1n �!n!1L(�):On the other hand rewrite the frist summand on the r.h.s. of (*) asan[1� (1� a�1n ) Z "0 e��x=bn � dFn(x)1� a�1n ]For bn !1 we know that we can rewrite this asan[1� (1� a�1n ) Z "0 (1� �x=bn) dFn(x)1� a�1n ] + O(anb2n );Use an = o(b2n) to getan(1� 1� 1anbn� Z "0 x dFn(x)1� a�1n + 1an + �bn Z "0 x dFn(x)1� a�1n ) + o(1)= � 1bn� � Z "0 x dFn(x)1� a�1n + 1 + �anbn Z "0 x dFn(x)1� a�1n + o(1):Next use an = O(bn) and assumption (ii) to concludeZ "0 x dFn(x)1� a�1n = E(XnjXn � ") �!n!10to obtain that the �rst summand in the r.h.s. of (*) converges to 1 as n!1. Hence:an(1� Ln(�=bn)) �!n!11� L(�); L(�) = Z e��xF (dx):Assumption (i) an(1 � Ln(�=bn)) �!n!11 � L(�) (ii) L(�) = R e��xF (dx): (iii) an !1; bn !1; an=bn �!n!11.Use the same decomposition as in the argument above to get via (i).� 1bn� Z "0 x dFn(x)1� a�1n + 1 + �anbn Z "0 x dFn(x)1� a�1n � Z 1" e��x=bn dFn(x)a�1n �!n!11� L(�)Since L(�) is a Laplace transform i.e. L(�) �!�!10 we know anbn R "0 xdFn(x)1�a�1n �!n!10 andhence Z "0 x dFn(x)1� a�1n �!n!10 i.e. Fn(x)) �0:Then we must haveZ 1" e��x=bn dFn(x)a�1n �!n!1L(�); Z 1" dFn(x)a�1n �!n!11:This means for L( bX) = F (�),L( bXn) �!n!1L( bX); a�1n �n!1 Prob (Xn � "):78



Appendix 2: Some tools on in�nitely divisible randommeasuresA2.1 Canonical Representation of in�nitely divisible random measures and processesLet E be a Polish space and letMLF (E) denote the space of locally �nite (nonnegative) mea-sures on E. An in�nitely divisible random measure on E with no deterministic componenthas a canonical representation such that� logE(e�<X;�>) = ZMLF (E)(1� e�<�;�>)R(d�)where the canonical or L�evy measure R is a measure on MLF (E) satisfyingZ (1 ^ �(A))R(d�) <1for every bounded set A.A2.2 Campbell measures and Palm distributionsLet P be the law of a random measure on the Polish space E with locally �nite intensity(denotedMLF (E)) De�ne the intensity measure I by I(B) := R �(B)P (d�). The associatedCampbell measure �P is a measure on MLF (E)� E.�P (B � A) = ZB �(A)P (d�):The associated Palm distributions f(P )x : x 2 Eg are a collection of measures on theBorel-�-algebra of MLF (E) such that(i) x �! (P )x(B) is B(E)-measurable for all sets B 2 B(MLF (E)).(ii) For every x 2 E : (P )x(�) is a probability measure on (MLF (E); B(MLF (E))).(iii) For every measurable bounded function g on MLF (E)� E, the following holdsZ I(dx) Z (P )x(d�)g(�; x) = Z �P (d�; dx)g(�; x):If the random measure, X, is in�nitely divisible law P with canonical measure R, thenthe Palm distributions of X and R are related as follows (see Kallenberg (1976), Lemma10.6)): (P )x = P � (R)x:For example, in the case E = IN , and Z = PZi�i, using the representation of theLaplace transform with the canonical measure we can write:E(exp(�X �iZi)) = exp �� Z (1� e(P�i�(i)))R(d�)�:Then E(Z0 exp(�P�iZi))E[Z0] = 1E[Z0] @@�0E(Z0 exp(�X�iZi))����0=0= Z exp ��X�i�(i)��(0)R(d�)E[Z0]� exp�� Z (1 � e(P�i�(i)))R(d�)�and the last expression is the Laplace functional of (�(0)R(d�))R �(0)R(d�) � L(Z).A2.3 Moran Gamma ProcessThe Moran-Gamma-process was de�ned in (1.38) and (1.39) as a speci�c nondecreasing79



jump process with independent stationary increments. We will view this process here as arandom measure on [0;1) as follows:Let G be an in�nitely divisible locally �nite randommeasure on [0;1) with canonical (L�evy)measure: R(fu�x : u 2 (u1; u2]; x 2 Ag) = jAj Z u2u1 e�uu duwhere jAj is the Lebesgue measure of A. Consider the law, P , of the random measure G.Then the Palm distribution (P )x can be calculated as follows:(P )x = P �Qxwhere Qx(f� = u�x : u 2 B)g = RB e�udu = (R)x for B 2 B(IR+).Then the in�nitely divisible process de�ned by(u) := G([0; u])is called the standard Moran Gamma process. Note that the random variable X := (m) isGamma(m; 1) distributed (see A.3.1).Appendix 3: Some tools on sampling systemsA3.1. Beta distribution and its relation to the Gamma DistributionThe Beta(`;m) distribution on [0; 1] has probability density functionB(`;m)�1x`�1(1� x)m�1where B(`;m) = �(`)�(m)�(`+m)The Gamma (`;m) distribution on [0;1) has densitym`�(`)x`�1 exp(�mx):Also for this distributionE[X] = m̀ ; V ar[X] = m̀2 :Basic Facts(1) Let X and Y be independent random variables with Gamma distributions �(`; 1) and�(m; 1). Then XX+Y has the Beta(`;m) distribution.(2) Let U; V be independent random variables, U have distribution B(`;m) and V havedistribution Gamma (`+m; 1). Then Z = UV has distribution Gamma (`). (See Moran p.330).A3.2 Dirichlet Distributions The k-variate Dirichlet distribution with parameters �1; : : : ; �j+1is a distribution on the simplex f(x1; : : : ; xk) : xi � 0; i = 1; : : : ; k;Pki=1 xi � 1g with jointprobability density function:f(x1; : : : ; xk)= �(�1 + � � �+ �k+1)�(�1) � � ��(�k+1) x�1�11 � � �x�k�1k (1� x1 � � � � � xk)�k+1�1:80



Basic FactIf X1; : : : ; Xk+1 are independent Gamma(�1; 1); : : : ; Gamma (�k+1; 1) thenYi := XiX1 + � � �+Xk+1 ; i = 1; : : : ; kis k-variate Dirichlet with parameters (�1; : : : ; �k; �k+1) and independent ofPk+1j=1 Xj.A3.3 Poisson Dirichlet DistributionsAssume that (X(n)1 ; : : : ; X(n)k ) is k-variate Dirichlet with parameters (�(n)1 ; : : : ; �(n)k ; �(n)k+1).Let (X(n)[1] ; X(n)[2] ; : : :) denote the decreasing order statistics of (X(n)1 ; : : : ; X(n)k ). Assume thatmax(�(n)1 ; : : : ; �(n)n )! 0and that �(n) = �(n)1 + � � �+ �(n)n ! � as n!1:Then the joint distribution of (X(n)[1] ; X(n)[2] ; : : :) converges to the Poisson Dirichlet distributionwith parameter �.On the other hand if X(1)[1] ; X(1)[2] ; : : : has a Poisson Dirichlet distribution with parameter �and Yi if a sequence of i.i.d. f1; : : : ;mg-valued random variables with distribution p1; : : : ; pm,then f 1Xi=1X(1)[i] 1j(Yi)gj=1:::;mhas a Dirichlet distribution with parameters �p1; : : : ; �pm.A key tool in relating the branching and Fleming-Viot systems is the relation betweenthe standard Moran gamma process and the Poisson Dirichlet distribution.Basic FactDenote by f�(u)gu2[0;�] the size-ordered jumps of the nondecreasing process  in the timeinterval [0; u]. The distribution of the normalized order jumps f�(u)(�) gu2[0;�] of the MoranGamma process has the Poisson Dirichlet distribution with parameter � and it is indepen-dent of (�). (See Kingman (1993), Chapter 9).A3.4 Size-biased samplingLet fpkgk2IN be a random probability vector with the Poisson Dirichlet distribution withparameter �. Now let N be a random natural number satisfyingP (N = k) = pk; 8k:Then the probability mass, q1 := pN of the chosen point has the Beta (1; �) distributionwith probability density function�(1� x)��1; 0 � x � 1If we chose a sequence q1; q2; : : : in this way (\without replacement") then this sequence hasthe GEM representation:q1 = v1; q2 = (1� v1)v2; : : :where the vi are i.i.d. Beta(1; �) random variables.81



Appendix 4: The hierarchical random walkWe consider the discrete time hierarchical random walk on 
N . The transition probability� ! �0; Q(� � �0); is given by pjNj where j = d(�; �0) and pj resp. ~cj is de�ned bypjN j = ~cjN2j = 1Xk=j ck�1N2k�1 if j = d(�; �0) � 1Introduce the following transform in the time variablenH(s; �) = 1Xn=1 snQn(�) = �N�k sf2k(1� sf2k ) + 1Xj=k+1 (N � 1)N j sf2j(1 � sf2j )where k = d(�; 0) andfk = p1 + : : :+ pk�1 � pkN � 1pk = ~ckNkP1k=1 ~ckNk~cm = 1Xk=m ck�1N�(2(k�m)�1) � NcmSawyer-Felsenstein (1983) proved that the random walk is transient if1X1 1N j�1 11� fj <1:But 1� fj = pjN + 1Xk=j pk � const � 1Xk=j ~ckNk � const � Ncj�1N j :Therefore 1Xj=1 1N j�1 11� fj � const � 1Xj=1 1cj :Moreover the mean number of visits to 0 starting at � is given byH(1; �) = 1Xn=1Qn(�) � 1Xj=k+1 1N j�1 1(1� fj) � const � 1Xj=d(0;�) 1cjand this is uniform in N . References[BCGH1-2] J. Baillon, P. Clement, A. Greven, F. den Hollander (1995). 1. On the attractingorbit of a nonlinear transformation arising from renormalization of hierarchicallyinteracting di�usions: The compact case. Canadian Journal of Mathematics 47,3-27. 2. The noncompact case. Manuscript 1995.[CFG] J.T. Cox, K. Fleischmann, A. Greven (1996). Comparison of interacting di�usionsand an application to their ergodic theory. To appear Probab. Theory Rel. Fields.82
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